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ABSTRACT 

The late modem view that science and the humanities, including the study of religion, 

occupy separate territories and pursue different aims persists to this day. The purpose of 

this work is to add to the growing discussion which seeks to reconnect the natural 

sciences and the humanities through an exploration of the theories of understanding 

offered by physicist Werner Heisenberg and philosopher Hans Georg Gadamer. As it is 

guided by general principles of authentic dialogue, this exploration unfolds important 

correspondences between those theories with regard to human nature and the nature of 

the world around us. The significance of this rests on the fact that their respective theories 

have different points of ongui: Heisenberg's theory has its basis in the world of science, 

and Gadarner's theory isolates itself fiom any comection to that world. The investigation 

concludes that the nahiral sciences and the hurnan sciences share essentially the same 

scope: both lead to an understanding of that reality and tnith which underlies all 

diflerentiation of hurnan interest. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The late modern view that science and the humanities, including the study of religion, 

ooaipy separate temitories and pirsrre different airns persists to this day. The naturd sciences 

are thought to concern thanselves with those appearances given to the senses, the outer 

reaüty, while the interest of the human sciences is assumed to be with the direct expeience 

of imer reality. The gap ôetween the two is often seen as unbridgeable, though this is 

changing through a growing dialogue between the "two cultures." An awareness is growing 

that the strict separation of the two realities is largely umuorkaôle: reality is not so eady 

separated h o  ber and outer, body aid sou\ objective and subjective, rnind and matter. The 

ariificiai nature of these distinctions is becoming clearer. Also becorning clearer is the 

material and spiritual danger of continuhg to maintain and integrate them into the larger 

context ofour existence. When air various experiences of the world as a whole do not meet 

up, when science and religion, for arampie, have Little of value to say to each other, we have 

reached a hazrvdous limit of fragmentation. The overarching aim of the present work is to 

add to that emerging discussion which seeks to reconnect the natural sciences and the 

humanities. Through a focus on the corresponding ideas of Werner Heisenberg and Hans 

Georg Gadarner, this sort wiîl show that the natwal sciences and the hurnan sciences share 

essentially the sarne scope: both lead to an understanding of that reality and truth which 

crosses al1 borders of specific hurnan interest. 

Heisaiberg (190 1- 1976) was a proniinent Ganvn physicist, closely involved with the 

rnomaious diScoveries of the atomic world earlier this centwy; he raived the 1932 Nobel 

Prize in Physics for his scientSc work in this ana. Most of his professional caner was 
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associated with the prestigious Max Planck Instiiute for Physics. Ahhough Heisenberg's 

contributions to science proper are signifiant, his contributions to the philosophical 

interpretation of quantum physics are equally worthy of mention. Many of the fùndamental 

changes in scientitic t W n g  that have unfolded over the course of this century have 

important roots in that interpretation Such change was always Heisenberg's interest, and 

he comady su& to explore the reai hnisn possibilities of science. Indemi, from the very 

beginPag his non-technical wri t iq  end addresses show a profound concern for reconcihation 

ofthe hmiw and scient& worlds. It is unfortunate that bis valuable insights with regard to 

the wodds of science, philosophy and religion have not found greater circulation in the 

Engüsh-speaking world; hopefiilly the present work can remedy this to some extent. 

Gadamw (1901 - ), both a conternporary and countryman of Heisenberg's, is a highly 

respected and infiuential philosopher, especially within the hameneutical discipline. As a 

doctoral student, ûachmr was aa emhusiaaic student of Professor Martin Heidegger. Years 

later, and building on Heidegger's insights c o n d n g  language and art, Gadarner achieved 

tremendous philosophical distinction (and notoriety) with the 1960 publication of his 

monumental and provocative work, W&t und Metharde (Tmth d Method). The ideas 

expressed within that work, and in those works which followed, have ranauied at the 

forefront of the current hermeneuticd dialogue; it bas ban remarked that w one else has 

done as much to intensisf and eniiven the hemmeutical discussion since that time.' 

Ahhough th? corne from two ostensiily distant areas, in fâct an immediate 

connection is esiablished beiweai Gadarner and Heisenberg with regard to their findamental 

concem: Gadamer cds  it our dienation from being, aiid Heisenberg refas to it as our loss 
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of co~ection to the central order. What they both rnean is that we have become separated 

h m  w relation to the Glloess of truîh, insofàr as we have become separated nom ourselves 

and our world. They agree that this situation is in a large part due to the immersion of the 

world into the thinking and goals of modem sciaice, though Heisenberg does not perceive 

the ongins and development of science in the ssw way as ûadamer does. At a certain point, 

however, both mai agree upon the nan~e and goal ofthis science, and aiso agree that modern 

science and its method have, at the very least, narroweâ the possibüities of our h u d t y  in 

reiation to buth. At the very worst, the misappropriation of science and its method by areas 

other than the study of nature has created a world where a rediscovery of the meaning of 

human h g  in the world has M m e  abdutely necessary. Where science and its methcd 

once defiaed our understanding, it now defines our king. In the view of each man, science 

has corne to d o d e  the world with iiightening power, leading us in machine-like fashion 

fbrther away fiom that profoundly human world of understanding in which we deepen our 

relationship with üuth. We are more and more caught up in processes that have less and Iess 

relation to our r d  humanity. 

Both believe that a critical aspect of addressing this crisis is a thorough re-evaluation 

of what it actually means to be human in the world, as well as a re-evduation of science 

within that fiamework. Naturally, this is the point of p h p s  their greatest dinaence. 

Subscxibmg to the view that the nsairal sciences and the humanities have altogether different 

aims, and thus convïnced that the meUPd and goal of Maud science is inappropriate to a real 

understanding of who we are, Gadamer s a s  aside science in his effort to uncover the 

ândemanel human condition His consequent discovery paves the way for what he considers 
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the appropriate decentralization of science and the scientific method within the scope of a 

more enriching human understanding. On the other hand, Heisenberg explores that 

h d a m e d  hunian condition fiom within the possibilities of science, though not exclusively 

from there, cortcluding that science has much potential for the meanin8ful enrichment of our 

world. 

As a scientist, it is not surprishg that Heisenberg's understanding of the iimits and 

possibiiities of natural science should in many ways be quite différent than Gadamef S. But 

it is not merely a question of interest and experience. Gadamer is deeply influenceci by 

Heidegger, who was notoriously anti-science. Gadarner shows a certain hoststy to natural 

science in his works, which 1 think often clouds his abiîity to see any r d  possibilities there; 

indeed, his aversion to it sometimes borders on the irrational. Given this, one rnight well 

wo* why Gadamer is included in a disassion which seeks to remove the distance between 

the natwal sciences and humanities, a distance which certainly Heisenberg actively seeks to 

overcome. Inded, my initiai exposue to Gadamef s perception of natural science dismayed 

me to no smaii extent, given my previous work on Heisenberg and his understanding of 

science as a real avenw of human understanding. However, when one looks beyond 

Gadamer's view of science to his vision of what it means to be human in the world, one finds 

his ideas extrwrdi iy  compehg. Morcover, and this is the critical point, that vision 

corresponds very closely to Heisenberg's, who begios bis own investigation from within the 

fkamework ofnaturd science. In view of the divergent conceptions of science, I found that 

correspondence both striking and signifiant - hence the present work. 

Niuursny, b the here is not to pop up Gadamer's ideas by introducing siniilar ideas 
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held by a scientist. The days of scient& "approval" as the guarantor of philosophical or 

religious victory have passed. Indeed, considering the opposition to some of Heisenberg's 

ideas, it rnight well k claimed that 1 am using Gadamer to prop up Heisenberg's theories. 

The mal purpose is not to add argumentative weight to one side or the other. That is never 

the point of thoughtful didogue, which is precisely what 1 hope to initiate between the two. 

The und- achieved through dialogue, says Gadamer, is me a mw light behg nirned 

on, expanding the range of what we can take into consideration. That idea captures the 

present intention: an increase in our range of vision, although a very modest one. I hope to 

show something quite simple: the two c l h  to universality, one frwi the realm of 

philosophical herrneneutics and one fiom the reaim of science, wme together in the most 

important points. The overuching reality which Gadarner sas fkom without science is that 

*ch Heserkg sees h m  wahin saaice: humans are understanders, the world is by nature 

intelligible, and al1 things can reflect truth. 

The decision to view the pmsent work m the spirit of diiogue is not an arôitrary one. 

The process of discovery which bas ailminated in the present work has fkom the beginning 

b a n  of a dialogic nature. My consideration of Gadamer led me to possibilities 1 had not 

explored in my dia work on Heisenberg, end these possibilities reflected back ont0 the 

potnitid for a more meanGlgful role for science witbin Gadarner's thought. Monover, the 

content of their nspeaive ides was veiy influentid here. Although they do not conceive of 

dialogue in exactly the same way, at Ieast philosophically, they do agree that dialogue is the 

m>e gruund of understanding, as we will see. A proponent of the dialogic method captures 

the conditions and qualities t h  both Heisenberg and Gadarner assign to dialogue: "In a 
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genuine dialogue, dl expect to leam something from one another. This leaming is not 

necesdy b d  on additional tàctual information (though this ofkn is an ingredient, too) 

but on perceiving hithero unnoticed aspects of an issw, being eniightened about a quenion 

in a novel manner, adding to one's understanding af a matter."* 

At the outset, and particuiarly 60m G a d d s  paspective, the potential for successful 

dialogue here seems small. Gadamer does not try to hide his intention of estabüshing the 

universality of hermeneutics "especially over against the claims of modem science to 

univer~ality."~ To be sure, he is tbinl<ing of those claims more as they derive fiom the 

pliilosopliical and social sciaice$ as well as ceitain pliilosophies of science, even though these 

claims are based on the natural scientific method. At issue again is his notion that natural 

science has its own specific agenda. Thus, even when he feels most fiiendly to the natural 

sciences, the possie contriions of the natural scientist to the areas of human concem are 

sinply bmshed aside; Gadamer assures us that "the true natural scientist does not have to be 

told how vety particular is the realm of knowledge of bis science in relation to the whole of 

reality-"' This does some injustice to those who consider themselves true natural scientists, 

yet who believe that their encwnter with nature is not isolated fiom that larger world, that 

he insights gaineci through that imaaaion have a relevance beyond the scope of science. To 

name merely a few, we can mention Planck, Bohr, Pauli, Schrddinger, Prigogine, Davies, 

Wheeler, and of course Hewnberg. Pointing to the "universai character of the science of t he 

atom," Heisenberg is adamant: " Anyone who taices it saiously, with al1 its consequences in 

phiiosophy, teshnology and politics has no other choice, when reflecting on these 

implications, than to trespass fru beyond the boundaries of physics proper."' Of course, 
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Heisenberg's understands the character of this science to be very different fiom that which 

Gadarner has in mind: 'the experience drawn f h m  the development of atomic physics has led 

almost automatically to a way of thinking, united in its basic suppositions and diRering 

essentially at certain points nom earlier scientific th~ught."~ 

We should add that this "earlier scientiîïc thought" that both Gadamer and Heisenberg 

feel compelled to challenge bas undergone some transformations in the course of the thirty 

to forty yean Pnce they 6rst aûdressed the issue. The c h  of late-twentieth centuxy natural 

science are difltérent fiom those made previody. For instance, at the present time one might 

be hard pressed to find a serious thinker discussing the "objective" world of science and the 

"subjective" world of the humanities. For the most part, this transformation has ôeen of a 

vay productive nature. For example, many scientists' understanding of nature has changed 

substantidy, and they have been quite successfùl in inmmunicating these changes to the 

world at large. Yet to imagine that the infiuence of this earlier scientific thinking has been 

fully ovemme is perhaps too optimistic. It has been put f o w d  that, in certain cases, the 

changes might not al1 be positive ones. For example, Joel Weinsheimer notes that while 

Gadamer may seem to be fighting shadows in his determination to establish the tmth claims 

of human endeavors against those of science, the shadows may yet be quite substantial. 

WeiidWner pomts out that much of the philosophy of science 'm simply decided to forfeit 

its claims to tmth in the face of the 20"' century discoveries which seem to overtum the 

foundations of modem science: "In al1 the talk about models, theories, conjectures, 

hypotkes, paradigms, and research programs one finds that the rationale for using this kind 

of language to describe scientific research is pncisely to avoid laying claim to tnith."' Yet 
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he goes on to suggest that this forfeiture is not related to intellectual honesty but instead to 

a Gudamental unwilongnas to give up the "scienti.6~'' cnteria of truth, despite the reality that 

this criteria is such that even science can no longer meet it. In the philosaphy of science, he 

says, positivism has gone underground. Furthemore, one cannot dismiss the continued 

infiuence of that earlier science within the context of our daily lives. Gadamer' and 

Heisenberg's shared assessrnent of the ne- of scientized world and the consequences for 

humans exioting within this world remains vaiid to this &y. It is precisely the current 

situation which necessitates continued dialogue between the worids of science and humanities, 

the Nahawsseltscwen and the Geisteswi.sse~~i~~k$len. The problems of our time have deep 

roots, and only real and ongoing communication and mutual enlightenment can effect the 

changes that are becorning crucial for the s u ~ v a l  of human beings. 

It is rather ironic that Ga&mer never seeks to initiate a real dialogue between natural 

science and the hurnanities, given that one of the most important sources of dialogue at the 

present time is just that field of hemeneutics from which Gadamer emerges, and which his 

work has to a large extent shaped. A word or two on this area is not out of place here, at 

least for the purposes of situating ourselves with regard to Gadamefs philosophical 

hermeneutics. Generally, hermeneutics refers to interpretation. Although the tenn 

hermeneutics has recently corne into popular usage, intapntation hm always been with us, 

in such foms as wmrnentary and aegesis. Its ongins in the modem west as a distinctive 

discipline are related to the perceiveci need for a methociid interpretation, of both texts and 

for anything else that needed interpreting- This Lind of hermeneutics, generally known as 

hermeneutical theory, is interested in guiding interpretation; it is interested in the rules by 
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which interpretation shdd be directed. Obviously, this is not the or@ type of hemeneutics 

in existence at present; there are rnany different types. It is interesting, and perhaps 

characteristic of the nature of the henneneutical endeavour, that these types are difficult to 

pii dom. Depending on one's choie ofauthor, one might W the reslm of contemporary 

hermeneutics distinguisheâ into three areas, four areas or even more. Gadarner, following 

Heidegger, defines his own henneneutics as philosophical, meanhg ontological: "My real 

ConCern was and is philosophic: not what we do or what we ought to do, but what happens 

to us over and above our wanting and doing."' Furthmore, 1 t W  we can forly state that 

Gadarner's philosophical henneneutics have played a larger role in the development and 

variety of hermeneutical types, and types within types; his ideas have proven themselves as 

nch sources for fùrther dialogue. Certainly his comption of the universality of philosophical 

hermeneutics, given m the statement "beag h t  cm be understood is lang~age,"~ acts as such 

a source. 

It is important to recognize that, as a broad ontological statement, that statement 

actually gathers together a variety of elements, e.g., the nature of our human nature, the 

nature of the world around us, and the nature of our interaction with the world. In those 

hermeneutical dialogues which concern themselves with Gadarner's ideas, we can see some 

aspects of this m k e d t y  coiversalied, oothers rejected, and altogether new concenis brought 

in. For example, Gadamer views an important aspect of that miversality to be dialogue, given 

that language is the medium of our existence. Richard Bernstein points out that the notion 

af conversation is "vital" not only in the hermeneutical thought of Gadamer, but also in that 

of Jwgen Habermas and Richard Rorty; however, it is diffenntly conceiveâ by each.1° 
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Another aspect of that universality holds that, since we exist in language, we also exist in 

prejudice; b, the idea of objective howledge is illusion. Again, we can see a nimber of 

thinkea are drawn to this element, though they may not remain exactly with Gadarner's 

interpretation of prej~dice as the pre-undastandiiig9 with which we approach the world: some 

see in this the complete relativbation of knowledge, othen feel that we must work even 

harder to purge prejudice. In the world of hermeneutics, Gadarner has his supporters and 

detractors, where sometnies the supporters detract, and the detracton support; this appears 

to reflect the ffa* that the field of hermeneutics addresses and embraces a broad range of 

concems. Interestingly, Bernstein suggests that a dinerence of emphasis plays a not 

insignifiant role in the varieties of approaches within the field, though naturally there exist 

actual and quite substantive diffnnces.ll 

My concem is not with the varieties of henneneutical thought, but with a dialogue 

between Heisenberg's vision and Gadamefs. 1 will say that if one does not find Gadarner 

palatable, one will not h d  Heisenberg JO. Generaliy, any critique of Gadamer wül apply to 

Heisenberg, since their respective theories of understanding - one might even say their 

respective interpretations of bemg - correspond closdy, though not exactiy. One of the 

greatest differaces is found in that one aspect that Gadamer considers so abfolutely essential 

to his philosophy - language as the medium of existence. For Heisenberg, order is that 

medium, though he is by no means averse to the notion of language as the receptacle of order 

(whkh Gadarner could never a .  with). Yet this diffaence is no bamier to the dialogue. 

Indeed, Heisenberg himseif woukl point out that "It is probably quite tme generaiîy that in the 

history of human thhkhg the most Fniitful developments muent  ly take place at those points 
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where two W a a t  lines of thought me*."" In actuality, the disparity is less than one might 

initially imagine. In language and in order, each man is concemed with the fiindamental 

intelligibility of the wodd. One could go so far as to state that Heisenberg is offering an 

order-based philosophicai henneneutics. 

Putting the nature of intelligibility aside, we see that Heisenberg and Gadamer are 

almost naniral dialogue pintnrr given th& shared conviction that dialogue occurs in relation 

to a real question or problem. As we noted, Gadamer and Heisenberg possess essentially the 

same priniary CO- i.e., our separation from the hllness of tmth They Wher  agree that 

this situation originates in the engulnng of the world in a science which alienates us from 

ourselves and our wodd. The 6rst chapter ooncems itsdf with establishing and expanding this 

ground of dialogue. The second chapter turns to an enamination of Gadamer's philosophical 

henneneutics. By leaving aside science and its methoci, and considering what really happens 

to us when we undastand, Gadarner arrives at a theory of understanding which he believes 

has unbersal reievance, given in that statement: "king that can be understood is language." 

Since Gadamer's work is very well known, this will be a comparatively bief investigation, 

though a necessary one for the present dialogue. 1 have attempted to interpret his ideas as 

"correctly" and as closely to his own emphasis as possible, given the need for integrity in a 

dialogue. Following this is an inquiry into the relevance of his hermeneutics to natural 

science, and the reasons for the limitations we find there. The last chapter concerns itself with 

Heisenberg's thcory of understandomg, as it begins 6om the wodd of atomic physics and 

moves outward to the larger hwnan world. As we will see, it is no distortion of his thought 

to state that, for Heisenberg, 'beiig that can be understood is order.' Given the relative 
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obscurity of his thought within the Engiish-speaking world, this exploration will be given 

some depth. What emerges is that, despite the diflerence with respect to the role of science 

and the fonn of the fiutdamental inteiiigibility of reality, Heisenberg's and Gadamer's theories 

ofunderstanding correspond to an ania2iiig degme. The hope is that this can reflect positively 

back into Gadamer's sphere, and fbrthermore, that the interplay between the two can add 

some new light into the larger sphere of our iives. 
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CaAPTER 1 

The folowing chapter is concawd with an exploration of science, the scient& 

method and the scientific age from the view of both Gadarner and Heisenberg. On most 

points there is agreement. For both men, the crisis of the present tirne, our incteasing 

dienation fiom ourselves and the world of meanhg is intimately linked to the expansion of 

s c i d c  thinking Born the study of nature into the human worid. W e  Gadamer has been 

admonished for his asswnption that there exists a universai m d o d  that is generally 

recognized, in fkt Heisenberg wodd agree that the scientific attitude that has b m e  

incorporateci into the larger worid possesses just those characteristics outiined by Gadamer. 

He also agrees that this attitude is generally distinguished by its conviction that there is no 

truth outside of tbat scient& method. That is, from Heisenberg's perspective, Gadamer has 

reaily u n d e r s t d  our annot situation. Yet, where Heisenberg might himself admonish 

Gadarner is his lack of interest in the a d  way the naturd scientist cames to understand 

nature, and the reason he wants to understand. Gadamer might have captured what science 

has becorne, but he has not understood the foundations of that science as it derives fiom the 

study of nature. It is a c t d y  quite mie thaî Gadamer pays little attention to natural science. 

His concem is above al opposing the unrddve  scientistic attitude that has permeated our 

hurnan world, which aiight explah Oadrmds essentiaUy sbstract and unhistorical conception 

of the s c i d c  methoci. Indeed, Gadamer's answer to the question about what happened in 

the human worid is a short one: science happened. Heisenberg's concern is rather more 

coaiplicated: how cm a science tbst came out of the world as the search for the divine order 

have degenerated into a quest for mestery over nature, and how can it have happened that the 
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wodd which gave ôii to this science plunged headlong into it? Yet they both corne together 

in th& recognition that a s p d c  kind of science has pervaded the larger world to a 

ciangetous extent, ad that a recoasidemtion of ourselves and our wodd has becorne critical. 

Part 1 - Gadamer 

me gml and mcfkod of na!nrrJ science 

W e  he ispads much tirne criticizing the inappropriate use of the scientific method, 

Gadamer rare@ disaisses the b f i p m m t  o f h  nsiural science and its method. As Joel 

Weinsheimer put it, Gadamer seems to thiak this methoci leaped out "GU-blown from the 

heads of Bacon and Descartes and has not altaed signincantly since then."' For Gadarner, 

the goal of natursl science is a simple one: "the knowledge of al1 the naturai siences is 

laiowledge for d~nimation.'~~ Bacon is for hirn the "predecessor of modem science," insofar 

as Ys ah is "conquering nature through obedience - the new approach of attacbg nature 

and fi,rcing nature's secrets from itn3 Nanirally Bacon is not completely disessociated from 

the issue of method, since one of Bacon's great achievemerits is "that he undertakes a 

comprehensive examination of the prejudices that hold the human mind captive and lead it 

away h m  the true knowledge of things."' Descartes is sVnilariy villainous, since his quest 

for certain knowledge is also characterized by the elimination of aii prejudice: "Goverring 

itself by rule. objectivity tries methodically to elinmiste Fi,  prejudice and al the 0 t h  

distortions that go by the =.ne of subjectivity. This Cartesian eadeavour assumes that a 

methOdidy puriûed consciousness m e e s  certainty."' Modem naturai science is leci on 

by "the d e  of Cattesian doubt, accepting as catain nothing that cm in any way be doubted, 
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metaphysical assumptions and rentains perfectly independent of how one conceives of the 

phenornena that one is observing."" Attempting to sseertaln causes is not the point, and 

moresver should be avoided at all coais, at least fiom the perspective of the scientific agenda. 

The det emiination of regularities is quite sufliicient. 

Science in the hu1110nities 

Gadamets ovemiclhg CO- is not the use of the rnethod in the naturd sciences. It 

is fair to state that he in fact shows a bdarnental disinterest in natural science altogether. 

Of more interest, and caisinly much more disnubmg to him is the aâoption of this method 

into the human Saences, particularly by the nineteenth century: "The human scia ces...so 

oôviously understand themselves by analogy to the naturai sciences that the idealistic echo 

iaplied m the idea of Geist ("spirit") and of a science of Geist fades into the background."" 

NaaUayr, Gaduner is mt sugpestnig that the himan sciences deliberately set out to dominate 

their fields of interest. Rather, they found quite persuasive the ideal of ''certain" knowledge, 

which the scientinc method seemed to ôe offing. Yet that certainty is or@ arrived at 

thtough the method of science, which necessitates a translation of the field of interest into a 

scientifically productive context. The problem for Gadameer is that the use of the method 

d a s  achieve theoretical lutowledge of the "scimtitic" kuid and thus a knowledge that loses 

its human mean@. For Gadamer, "what is cailed 'method' in modem science remains the 

same everywhere and is oaly displayed in an especially exemplary fom in the natural 

In th& ammptiotl that we all know what the method is, Gadamer d a s  not give 

us a p e r f i  cohenni description. Y* there are some elements related to that method that 

not ody m u r  throughad his critique of the buman sciences in the modern age, but also have 
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a bearing on his vision of the current crisis of o u  age: experimentation, data, objectivity, 

of experience for vdcat ion,  mionality, the prejudice agakt prqudice, and a 

degenerated concept of practice. In the human sciences these elemmts, together with the 

goal of certain knowledge, have the &ect of alienating us from what we are tqhg to 

understand. 

Gadamer's weli-known example of this dienation through the absorption of the 

s c i d c  attitude is the transformation of the understandimg of art and history hto wbat he 

calls the aesthetic and historical consciousness. Characteristic to both of these 

consciousnesses is the i d d  of withdrawal Born the "data" under observation. While the 

consciousness of art, an awareness of it as an object to k hiown, is for Gadamer "always 

secondary to the immediate tmth claim that proceeds ftom the woric i t ~ e l t " ~ ~  ii takes 

pncedawx w i h  a scient& approach. The observer of an artwork is asked to stand back, 

to withâraw himself fiom the immediate daim which grasps him, and to maice a carefiil 

judgememt of the work. Of course, within a methodiai approach, that which is offéred for 

judganent is radically changed. To help the observer judge, al1 the "subjective" elements of 

an artwork are disregardeci. Gadarner reférs to  " d e t i c  differentiation," which consists of 

ebsiracting a work h m  aii its conditions of anagaw+: "By disegarding evmhing in which 

a work is rooted (its original context of We, and the reiigious or seailtu function that gave 

it its significance), it became visible as the 'pure work of art'.n14 This despite the fact that 

there is always an intention behind every artistic d o n .  Them is a mesning that is trying 

to be expresseci and which the artist wants his audience to undentand: "no artist of the 

religiously vital cultures of the p s t  ever produced bis work of art with any other intention 
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than that his creation should be received in terms of what it says and presents and that it 

should have its place in the world where mm Iive t~gether."'~ Nevmheless, aesthetic 

experience (Erlebnis) is directed toward that 'pure work', putting aside al1 the "elements of 

content that mduce us to take up a moral stance or religious stance towards it."16 'the work 

loses it place and the world to which it belongs as it is given over to an aesthetic 

consciousness which strives to break out of its own belongingness to the world and to the 

work. One is I d  with an object to be rationaliy judged - not experienced. 

As to the historiai consciousness, Gadamer describes it as "the noble and slowly 

p a f d  art of holding airselves at a critical distance in deaüng with witnesses to past life."" 

For Gadamer, only by renounchg one's conneaion with We, by achieving a distance from 

one's own history, does it becorne possible for histoy to become an object, an object to 

becorne deciphereû and this b w n  in W. For acample, Gadamer points to Schleiermacher 

(17684834). for whom it was necesary to understand the muidset of the writer of the 

historicd text, anâ the cinrarriences surrounding anergence of the text. The remnsmiction 

the original intention is for him the understanding of the history. Gadamer t ek  us that 

S c h e i i w s  approach was a readon against the aesthetic consciousness above, though 

he also adds that this sort of historical offèring is nothing but the handing down of a desd 

meaning. A conscious distancing of oneself fiom history removes the possibiiity of being 

moved by one's object. despite the fhct that the r d  achievernent of historical objectivity, a 

standing outside the flow of our existence, is pure ülusion. But obviously, ülusions can be 

dangerws. We will rrtum to this parti& issue presently. Relevant to our discussion is the 

notion that undastciading history is reduced, in the emphasis on knowledge of intentions, to 
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q b n ï i n g  history. The truth content of the claims of those past witnesses to life is ignored 

as the interest becomes grasping the motives for making any claims at dl: "This kind of 

und- thus involves an understanding of the psychological, biographiul or Ystorical 

conditions behind a claim or action as opposed to a substantive understanding of the claim 

or action it~elf."'~ Though these e h m t s  are not unimportant for Gadarner, when they 

becorne the totaldy, he is sure that t h i i t g  significant is lost. What happais with this type 

of thinking is that it tums to a concem with "establishing siiliilarities, regularities, and 

conformities to law which would make it possible to ptedict individuai phenomena and 

pro cesse^."^^ That is, it lmds itself more M y  to the scientific method, and thus to the 

s c i d c  g d  of domination. Gadamer is clear on this point. When we rPfuse to allow that 

whkh we study to make a cleim upon us by distancing ourseives fiom that object, when we 

fem~ve it h m  uiy memh&l context, it ahmst naMsny fi& into the categoiy of that which 

we can dominate. For Gadamer, we always need only look at the natural sciences for 

con6rmation of thi$ particularty its view of w e :  "modern science does not view nature as 

an intdogibk whde but as a process that has nothing to do with human beings, a process on 

which science throws a limite& but diable light, thus making it possible to control it? 

For example, a knowledge of hurnan nature tries to discover typical behaviours in 

people in order to make predictions about others on the bais of experience; it "seeks to 

caldate how the other person will beha~e."~' When h u m s  Ml unda the category of data 

to be studied by an objective observer, it is too easy to manipulate thm. is always 

concened to show that the scientific method aüenates us fiom that which we try to 

understand, and that this dienation is the basis for mntrol. On the other hand, authentic 
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undasanding is for Gadamer always an enwunter with something that speaks to us: "it is a 

genuine experience (Erfh.hning) - Le., an encounter with something that asscrts itself as 

A real encounter of 1 and Thou is characterized by opmess, by mutuai respect and 

fiiendship with motber person, where one listais as well as speaks. Scientinc knowledge is 

not as it makes no rom lu this encourrter, it possesses only data for its study. 

In terms of coming to know the Thou through m e h d ,  and not through enCounter, the 

relaiiomhip between persons is sewred: %y understanding the other, by clahhg to how 

him, one robs his ciaims of their legitimacy...The c l a h  to understand the 0th- penon in 

advance fùnctions to k a p  the other pasan's claim at a distance. And out of this approach 

can only corn domination, whaha it is the dominaiion of the slave-owner, or that of the 20° 

century apen. For Gadamer, however, wbt  is tme of the aesthetic consciousness whm it 

tries to @undastand' m is true of a s c i d c  hiowledge of the human being. When the 

integrity of the other is discounteci, the understanding of the other is overwhehingiy 

kmplete: "It is an iüusion to see another person as a tool that can be absolutely known and 

used. Even a siave siiU has a wiil to power that tums against his master, as Nietzsche rightiy 

said. "*' 

Science in the hnrnan wod& the s d e ~ i ~  age 

Especidy tiom the last exampie, it is quite clear that Gadamefs concem is not 

exclusively theoretical. While his concem is in part that the incorporation of the scientific 

mabod into the humanities has al imed us fiom the text, it is more appropriate to say that 

this tsdual alieaation is merely an illustration of what hs happeaed to the world around us. 

As he says, "we cannot avoid the question of whether wha we are aware of in such 
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apparedy hamiless examples as the aesthetic consciousness and the hiaorical consciousness 

dws not represent a problem that is also present in modem naturai science and Our 

technological attitude towards the ~ o r l d " ~  (though nafurally he does not think such alienation 

in eitkr experience is hadess in the kast, since it has helped to set the stage for the present 

crisis). While Gadarner asserts that the whole of our civilization is founded on modem 

science9 it is only in the twentieth anbuty that we see the dtimate rnaturity of our 

sci~chechnologicai civilization - "or, if you will, the crisis of our civilization."" What is 

the crisis? Even in the fàce of our cument situation, where a touch of a button can obliterate 

hundreds of thousands of üves, where the earth is merely a warehouse of nsources, where 

in the wake of himan progess m o n  of species aurirs evay day. this crisis is not merely, 

as one might suppose9 the question of the retrieval of values. Ratha, the crisis is the 

compkte and utter hnmion of every aspect of our lives into the ways and airns of modem 

science - "the transfa of technid expertise liom the m8Stery of the forces of nature to social 

lifVn The thking g a s  that if science is effective in mastering natural processes, it should 

be effective for al1 processes. ûadamer sees in this a new, Lgdicaiized fillth in sciena, despite 

the fact that the ma~fery of naturd proasscs involves a relraively s d l  reaim of nature. 

The public is filleci with a "mounting expectation that science is ultimately capable of 

bamhing d unprediciebility fiom the life most proper to society by subjecting aü spheres of 

huMn h g  to scientific control. Yet, it can only achieve this by tnnalating the wodd into 

its own term. This, as Gedama sees it, now ollprobleins are to k understood as technical 

ones dependait on techriid solutions. The dream of the eighteenth century of a new future 

society basecl upon scieiaidic masun and independent of the forces of tradition in al1 its fonns, 



has now become our r d t y .  For Gadamer, it is more nightmare than the expeaed utopia, 

sniply because the sciabnc civ*laton carries with it aU the unwholesome chacteristics of 

modern science. We have become the data fiom which science distances itself in order to 

hpect, manipulate and master: 

. . .with the ioaeasiog mastery of nature, the domination of human beings over 
human beings is not eliminated but... becornes eva greater and threatens 
-dom from w i t h .  A result of technology is that it l d s  to such a 
manipilasion of huniea Society, of the formation of public opinion, of the life 
con&ct of everyme, of the disposition of each individual's t h e  between job 
and fàmiiy, and it takes our breath away? 

We mentioned d e r  the ideal of rationdity for the scientifïc method. Reason, fieed 

h m  the prejudices of tradition, becornes the sole authority in judgement; whatewr derives 

fiom tradition is viewed as unfounded opinion. This has had what Gademer sees as a 

deleterious e&a on our more fonnal quest for understanding through the human sciences, 

whose ûue end is the "vitai and ongoing shaping of man's knowledge of himself "" Yet, the 

theory of science discards the euth c b  of such endeavours precisely because those 

endeavours take seriously the human's coUective knowledge of itseif and the world of its 

d o n s  in wuhich it bas deposited tbis knowldge: "ali this - the tmth clairn of art as well as 

the cîaim of the Geisteswi.sw11sçhj2en to serve man's seEunderstanding - is labelled hybrid, 

an inadmissible fusion of imagination with the ngor of pure s ~ h c e . " ~ ~  Yet the authority of 

rationality has infiltratecl the larger world, where the claims of religion, philosophy, and art 

are oaen viewed with both suspicion and disbcüef. Gadamer sees our time as one in which 

"the passion for pliüosophy appears altogether k e  an imsponsible Bight h o  a world of 

dream~,"~~  and where philosophy is disoounted as m d y  one of the "theological relics of a 



bygone age." ln the scientific age, such human undertakings are indicative oniy of an 

immature phase of the human mina More liberation to its own rationality. The questions 

and concerns of those endeavours - who and why we are, how we should be - are primitive 

at best, and are cenainly m longer our problems. Of course, they are for ûadamer no longer 

problems for the scientinc age because they are not technicai problems. Whatever science 

cannot address it dismisses. And so t shunts aside not ody our questions, but the "grand 

answers" of the religions, mythologies and artistic creations. For Gadamer, the development 

of our scientific chkation tiaf efféaivdy snnred our relation to the reah of the auly human 

questions and answers: 

Metaphysics and reiigion seem to have provided a better support for the task 
of order in human society than the power packed into the modern sciences. 
But the answers that they claimeci to give are for people of today answers to 
questions one cannot really ask and, as they suppose, do not r d y  need to 
ask? 

It should be added in ail fairness to the much-dgned Bacon, that Bacon hirnself 

would have been a .  at the m e n t  situation. For him, scientific knowledge wes never 

meant to "take over" our whole existence: the area of application of scientific and 

tecbnological knowiedge was frr Becon restricted to the material improvement of human Me. 

When he disdained traditional and philosophicpl ideas, he did so because of their 

unproductiveness in aiding that improvement. In actuel fkct, scientitic knowledge and its 

application ocavred only as a part of the h e w o r k  of a religious world, wlach he not only 

acceptecl, but anbnccd. For him, it anis a givai that love and compassion for our neighbom 

could be the ody possiblejustiscation for the devdopment of new discoveries and p o w e r ~ . ~  

NOW, science itself has becorne the hrger framework. These dimensions of reügiosity and 
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spirituality, from which Bacon speaks with utter seriousness, and which for Gadarner will 

aiways be a vital aspect of human existence, are now almost denied to us. 

Not only has science denied to us those areas of real human interest, science 

mechaoUd& l& usjktkr d f i r t k r  awayfiwn the iruiy human questions. Under the 

influence of modern science, we are driven away from ourselves and fiom our world. Take, 

for &tance, wht Gadamer sees as the Mcious spiral of the technologicd ideal. Reviously, 

he notes, the standard for what was to be made was ultimately set by the user. In the present 

thne, those standards are set by the construction itseK "in our civiliziition, characterized by 

technological growth, what has been artificially produced sets the new term~."'~ As an 

unmistakable example, he points to the fàbrication of a consumer-awakenhg and need- 

stirmilating ihstry. Moreover, he adds, it is unly by giving oneseîf over completely to this 

artincial world that can one enjoy the cornforts and wealth the offfeed by the scientific age. 

For Gadamer, this "primuy nnmciation of fkdorn in relation to one's overall ability to acVS 

is an intrinsic demand of the scientific/technological agenda, simply ôecause control and 

domination are inherent characteristics of that agenda. 

Of course, the "domination" and "control" have been transfonned into the more 

palatable "planning" and "social engineering." Cd t what you wiii, for Gadamer, we are 

behg stiapcd by a way of thkkhg whkh has no real comeztion to our humanity. Rather, we 

should c d  it an un-@hg or dahumanking, since t does lead us away from ourselves and 

our world. But this is ail one cauld nrpect h m  a science that seeks to cantrol and whose 

watchwords are 'rationalityt and 'objectivity', and this what one cm continue to expect. 

udeed, even where the notion of objectivity has undergone profound changes, as in atomic 
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physics, and the model of siatisbcs comes to the fore, "it would still be a mistake to disregard 

the desire fbr m8~tery expressxi in these new methods for dominating nature and society."" 

Gadamer is clear on this point: "[Scieace] will continue dong its own path with an hner 

nec&ty ôeyond its con~lol, and it d produce more and more breathtaking knowledge and 

controUing power. It cm be no other ~ a y . ' ' ~  It is in the nature of modem science to do this. 

OEcourse, Gadama is aot rmaware of the very h m  quaiities that might take advantage of 

saaice for personal benent. for the amaidous opportunities for power which can be gaineci 

âom it. But he sees as more fiightening the forward motion it carries within itsdf, and the 

power which consumes werytbiag in its path, inciuding ourdves. "In this way ever more 

areas of our life fa under the compuisory structures of automatic proceses, and ever kss 

does huntanity know itself and its spirit within the objectifications of the spirit."" For 

Gadamer then, the loss of human M o m  was hevitable as long as the world embraced 

modem science, and this loss is et the heart of the present aisis. Contrary to aU expectation, 

people are not more free when 'sciaid d e s  - rather, they are re-ensfaved through it. 

Science, huunionfrrnlom, und ser/-undcrstan&ng 

When Gaiamer, foliowhg Hegel, de~cn'bes the principle ofthdom as "unimpugnable 

and irrevocable", and c l a h  that "the principle that al1 are frre can never again be shaken,"" 

he cl- meens a W o m  that is more than m m l y  an escape from oppressive govemment. 

Rather, he means the fieedom to choose, the fieedom to make decisions. This fieedom 

identifies us as human beings. It is this M o m  that the scientific age is challenging in so 

many ways: "The social order develops f o m  of such power that the individual is hardly 

conscious at al1 any longer of living out of his own decisions, even in the intimate sphere of 
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his own personal ari~tence."~' Naturally, the loss of fieedom is not just that of decision- 

making; the loss is ultimately the entire scop associateci with it: reflection, deliberation, 

taking things into consideration and acting. The challenge to tieedom cornes directly eom 

an ail-enmmpassaig science, s@ly by dmwing us fiirtba and fiuthn into its machinery. This 

is especially apparent in the existence of the eqwrt, who is for Gadamer the ultimately 

'scientifid product of t k  scientific age. Gadamer conceives the ideal of the technocratie 

society to be the control of society by reason and ôy more ratiod social relationships, 

achieved by calrulateci pianning. To this end, the technmtic Society looks to those experts 

for the dischargiag of the practical, politid, and eçonornic decisions, as opposed to the 

people of practical wisdom. As ûeorgia Warnke puts it, "Social decisions are not the result 

of reasoned disais9on in an informed public sphere but instead the decisions of srnall groups 

of experts who hve mastead a great deal of technical information and therefore clairn to be 

able to act in the narne of everyone eelse. "" While Gadamer admits that in the technical 

mastery of processes, the expert is in fsct an indispaisable figure, he forcefuîly asserts that 

our lives me net technid problems amenable to technid solutions. This is something we 

desperately need to recognke. Tm much is demanded of the expert in his substitution for 

practicai and political expaience, aod the expert, "in the üght of a sober and methodical self- 

appraisal and an honest heightening of awweness" must admit that he cannot substitute for 

sucka Yet, the challenge to fhedom in the scientific age is a two way street - the fieedom 

that science mechariicaily seeks to eradicate can only be mily endicated when we give it up. 

As he says, we CM oniy enjoy the cornforts of the age by renouncing our fieedom. But for 

Gadamer, it is our absolute responsibility to becorne fùüy human, and we are only human 



when we are free, when we see t b t  it is not an option but an obligation to participate 

thoughtfully and eamestly in the direction of our lives here together: "The authonty of 

science and experts ad& up to relieving that responsibüity that shouid be borne by the one 

acting. 

Gadamer believes that the f i i l  dimensions of human freeâom are to be achieved 

through a criraul recoasideration of who we are and how we know. That is, self- 

understanding is the key to M o m  fiom the profound rwtrictions of the scientific age: 

The Deiphic demaad "Kaow thyseIf" meant, Xnow that you rire a man and no god." 
It holds tnie as well for human bangs in the age of the sciences, for it stands as a 
warning More di illusions of mastery and domination. SelfXcnowledge alone is 
capable of saving a fieedom threatened not oniy by n i l a s  but much more by the 
domination and dependence that issue âom everything we think we control." 

Knowing who we m invoives the insight that "we bave to accept the limits imposed for finite 

natures."& Yet, just as the Greek thinkets caild not wholly submit themselves to this 

admonitim to himiility, "but s u m n d d  themselves to the drive toward questioning for the 

d e  of 'becoming mmiortsl as iir as possible,'*" as Aristotle wrote, so Gadarner wants us to 

foais on our possibîlities as well as our ümits. For Gedama, the profound challenge of life 

a n  only be ma thmigh a mer and richer sdfthan the scientiîic age, by its very nature, can 

dow the self to be. The scientific age traps us in a compressed existence, where the actual 

tbilness and possib'ities of our understanding are denied to us. 

P u t  II: Heisenberg 

1 suggested eariiet thsi H a  csmiot consda the problem of a scientized world 

without considering the development and essaice of Mniral science itseK Thus, as we locate 
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the correspondence between Heisenberg end Gadamer with respect to the problem of 

aüdon  m the human wodd, it is naxssary to include his derstanding of the deveIopment 

of the scieritific mahod. This sketch of that development is helpful because it reflects on his 

notion that the lrvger wntext has a close dation to how we understand. Additionally for 

Heisaibag thk bistory, which m o t  be understood apart fiom plnlosophical and religious 

history, contaiir9 within it an understanding of both the possiiies and limits of our current 

science, though it is by no means the exclusive soum of such understanding. One of bis 

works in parti&, h s  N e b i i d  ukr heuagen Physîk, iuustrates for us just how important 

he considers that history to k for the understanding of the nature of science and the nature 

of its relation to the world. Whüe the wok is wncemed 4 t h  the conternporary situation, 

more than half the work is giwn over to historical sources. As he says, since serious 

problems have &sen out of the changes of world-view of science, "these probiems endow 

historical dations with a quite special signS~8nce."~ Natunlly, Heisenberg never purports 

to o f k  us a comprehensive "history of science" in any of bis works. When he does da to 

that history, he foaises on particular aspects which are relevant to our cumm problems. 

Gadamer's chmcterization of the elernents of the scientific method derive fiom his 

assmption tbat science developed out of the desire to dominate nature, that those elemems 

corne aimost as a "package deal" of that Iarger aim of cornpethg nature to our desires. 

H e k n b e ~  points out that this method did not leap out M y  formed fiom anyone's head. It 

developed over t h e  and though the study of nature. Certaidy &a Newton there is a 

stabilization of apprwch in the method that was at 1- poroeived to be the source of 

scientific success. This method was g e n d y  conceivecl in this way: the details of nature 
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must be separated out by means of experiment, and the obsewation of those details is done 

in an objective manner; tliis position of distance enables a rationai qlanation of nature, as 

the scientist adwa~ the laws undedying the details through his observation; the scientist then 

goes on to formulate interrelations mathematicaüy and thus to artive at *lawsW that hold 

~niversally.~~ Missing here is the overt aim of domïnating nature, though Gadamer would 

argue diat it is an iniplicit ah of the method. Howeva, Heisenberg does not see the mastery 

of priaciples for the purpose of appücation as essentiaüy related to the origins of modem 

science (though he is awm of this aspect in al1 our activities), and 1 am sure that Heisenberg 

w d d  be very dismsyed at Gadamts discussion of the original aims of science without ever 

once mentionhg Kepler. For Heisenberg, the aim of understandimg nature is fused with the 

aim of extendhg hwnanity's material powers only when science becomes dogmatically 

methodologid, especidy with regard to rationality and objdvity. Heisenberg learned in 

~owection with bis science that it is the theory which decides what we can obsave, in the 

sens that we can only understand through given inteuigib'dities. Hete, one might say that it 

is the method *ch detennined our vision. If our abilities are limited - and blind adherence 

to method assures those limitations -, we cannot gnsp the larger oontext. In Heisenberg's 

view, only when the knowledge achieved by science has no r d  meaning for us, meaning 

which can ody anne from tbat krga context, is that knowiedge tumed to practicai purposes. 

Witb respect to theoretical knowledge, this corresponds almost exactly to Gadamer's view. 

And fbr Hei- when "purposivenessU becornes the catchword of both science and the 

world, there lies chaos. 

Inc contat of &y nwlrrn science 
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In Heisenberg's refldon upon this history and in particular his discussion of the 

0- ofmodem science, it is sigiiificant that he rarely refers to the desue to master nature. 

For him, the origins of science are found in a genuine effort to understand nature, or rather, 

to uadastrmd the divine orda as we encounter it m nature. In the seventeenth century, when 

modem science was being established by Kepler, W e o  aad Newton, "nature was thought 

of as the work of God. 1 would have samed senseles to people of the t h e  to ask about 

the materiai world apart tinn Ïts dependence on ûod.ffs Yet while these three scientists cm 

be tied together through the idea that they all saw nature as W s  creation, they have 

different notions regsfding the level of dependence of nature upon ûoâ. For Kepler- there 

existed an elmosi iimncdiiae dependence: "The complete correspondence between things of 

the setlses' -Le., the works of God - and mathematical and intelligible laws - the 'thoughts' of 

God - becomes the fhbmtd anccpt of the H4nna~11ce.s Mundi."" While Galileo was the 

one to argue that nature was W s  "second book" and that it was written in mathematicai 

Ietters, he moves fbrther away Born the divine in nature. Galileo separated out individual 

processes firom theg aniin><miesif d e s c n i  thern mathematidy, and thus "explaineci" them 

without any r#arwe to the divine. This continues throughout modem science. With regard 

to Newton, though his nature has divine origins, "[he] wuid no longer see the world as the 

work of G d ,  wmprehensible as a wh01e."~ Newton's well-known image, that he felt like 

a child playhg on the d o r e ,  hding prettier things than u d  "while the great oc- of 

truth lay unexplorecl before hirnWs3 cinwnscribes most clearly for Heisenberg Newton's 

position toward nature. For that scianisi, and for those after him, the divine was not "in" the 

world in the same way it was for Kepler When God in heaven is viewed as so far removed 
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h m  earth, it becornes rneamq@ to view the world apart from God. Yet it is siuficacant for 

Heisen-berg that Newton's seashore treasures are Unportant to him because they corne nom 

the great ocan of truth. Thus what Heisenberg can generally conclude about early modem 

science is that 'Observing [nature] is not an end in itsee rather, its study receives meaning 

through its relation to the whole."" 

Heisaibag nnds it quite interesthg that the close connection between nature and the 

divine is largely eliminated at the same tirne as the intimate human connection to the divine 

orda m nature is W. in Heisnberg's view, Kepler is an important exception hem, since he 

dkbngdm himdfikorn the otha early modems by his profound conviction of the integral 

relation of the shidy of nature to the whole of Our reaiity. Heisenberg admires Kepler 

tremendously, to such an extent thot he can be said to use Kepler as a mode1 for his own 

approach to science, though there exist notable differences in their thinking. Obviously, 

Heisenberg is not suggesting that we try to recreate the exact circumsfances surrounding 

Keplefs science, niny aware tbat such a recreation is impossible. The very fbct thst we have 

been shaped by modem thinking rissures that we will never see the world in Kepler's way 

again. Besides, we must femember the benefit of such thinking: though Heisenberg is 

concemed with its own tum to narrowness and dogmatism, it was naturd science that 

"brought h i o n  hom a narrow, dogrnatic way of thinking handed dom fiom the Middle 

Ages."" (It is not irrelevant to recall that Kepler, one of the founders of modem science, had 

to deknd his mother agabt charges of witchcraft.) But in tams of an appropriate context 

for science, and for the situation of the scientist within that context, Heisenberg feels thet 

Kepler can add much insight. 
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For Kepler, science is not at al1 a means to technologid progress, but on the 

contrary, it is a "mans of elevating the mind, a way of fùiding peace and d a c e  in the 

contemplation of the eternal pafection of the ~reation."" The fdfilment that d&ves from 

such contemplation naturaüy cornes ody to the saul whkh is seeking its ascent: "astronomy 

is not food for everyôody, without distinction, but only for the aspiring soul."" Of course, 

Kepler was wnternptating the h o n y  of the world, particularty of the heavens, as it w a ~  

generated tlimugh the pure anâ etanal archetypes wàich are daivcd fiom G d s  own essence. 

Particulaij. ampehg For H9saibag is tbat Kepler does not spproach this divine order from 

the stance of strict rationality. For a Platonidy minded Kepler, we are only able to 

imdastand the geometricai hwnony because we are created in God's image. Based on this, 

Heisenberg nads into Keplds woilcs a "remarkable disdain of empirical fa~ts."~' Expaience 

in Kepler's thought is ody that accidentai discovay of relations, "that can be understood 

much better from an insight into apr i fo~  reiisons."" niat is, the relations discovered in 

aiipncal fsa amund US are rwually betta understood through those pre-existing archetypes 

witw even Hote  they shhe forth mon vividly through a recognition of the sarne without. 

This is mt to say that Keplds science was an exercise in imagination: he did, afta 4 spend 

many fiustmted years trying to reconde an anomaly of eight minutes in his astmnomical 

obsenations. But by pointhg out Kepler's disdain, Heisenberg wants to undedine Kepler's 

utter catainty that only our comection to the divine dows us to understaad his works. 

Naturaily, Kepler was not done in bis tum to a Platonidy-Muenced sciace. in 

most of the eady modems Heisenberg sees exemplified the tremd in Renaissance and 

Reformafion ideas towards a revival of Platonic mathematical thinlang. Indeed, Heisenberg 
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d i s  it a misundastmdiag to think of the scientinc method of eady moderaity (and of the 

pnsnt thne) as enipirid. Heisenberg points out that Gaiiieo sctually tumed away from the 

descriptive, Aristotelian science of his time to the structural concept of science based on 

Plato's phüosophy. When GaliIeo championed experieace, it was eicpeneace inuminated by 

niat&msticai constmcts: "Galileo as well as Copanicus understcxxi that by gohg away fiom 

innaiiPte mence, by idealking experïence, we m y  discover mathematical structures in 

natural phenornena, and thereôy gain a new simplicity as a basis for a new understanding."" 

For Heisenberg, these twa abstractions, the recognition of the simple in the dtip1icity of 

phenornene, and the use of mathematics to represait the phenornena, characterize modeni 

science to a large extent, and th& use in physics bas ban ttemendously successfd, fiom 

Newton's tirne to the present. 

Still, for aü that a new simplicity becme the basis for understanding, for al1 that 

Newton's science was as mathematical as Kepler's, Heisenberg points out that there occurs 

a fiindamental change in scientifïc thought after Kepler. That is, the h u m  relation to the 

study of nature is lost. Heisenberg suggests that the separation of the human element from 

science cm probrbly be traced to two hes of thougbt at the tirne. The nrsf just mentioned, 

was that revival of mathematid thinking, which led to an increase of influence of Platonic 

thinking in philosophy. The second was a spreading insistence on personal religion. "The 

growing interest in mathematics fkvoured a phiiosophical systern that started h m  logical 

reasoning and aKd by this method to arrive at some truth that was as certain as a 

mathematical conclusion The insistence on personal religion separated the 1 and its relation 

ta God tiom the ~orld."~'  Again, this does not quite apply ta Kepler. Certainly Kepler felt 
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a profoundly personal relation to his God, but clearly believed this relationship could be 

deepened through a vision of the divine in nature. Mormver, he was unwibg to rernain at 

the level of logical reasoning with regard to that vision. For Kepler. we can understand 

precisely because we are created in the image of God; this creation allows us to rise above 

the level of rationality. Not that Kepler dismissed that level, but for him r d  understanding 

occurs beyond discursive reasoning, at a level, he says, "which mploys no considerd 

method. "62 

But h r  the most part after Kepler, the conception of humuis as understanders of the 

divine in nature is tremendously diminished. While Galileo abstracted fiom God's 'book of 

nature' its mathematicai structures, he does not c o n d e  to the scientist the Uisight or levels 

of understanding of which Kepler speaks. Our d o r t  to understand nature is for hirn a 

plodding a*, b& on triai and =or: assumptions are put fornad, tested. and either 

rejeaed or accepted as a natural law biued on their empirical vaiidity. For Galileo, that the 

mùxi is riMe to evolve Bssumptions for the obsavation of nature wlgch are mathernatically and 

logicaily valid is no proof of the existence in nature of those relations implied by the 

assumption; Heisenberg emphasizes t b î  for Gaüieo "on& w k n  the lutter are used PE 

empin'd +îkses andïueptmen by expriment do bihey assume the cbac te r  of mtural 

faws.."" Cateinly the vaiidity of thos  unproven assumptions remaim. but not as a natural 

law. But when Heisenberg tums to Newton, he sees that scientist denying any validity to 

these "unpmven" mathemaîicd and logical rispumptions. Newton writes: 

For anything which is not deduced Born phenomena ought to be caUed a hypothesis, 
and hypotheses of this kind, whether m*aphysical or physid, whether of occult 
qdities or mechanical, have no place in expe&mtal philosophy. In this philosophy, 



propositions are deduced from phenomena, and afterward made general by 
induction?" 

For Newton, thae is ody  one way to determine natural law, and that is from the 

phenomena itselt; by a double process of d y s i s  and synthesis, or induction. By meam of 

an& the forces of nature end the laws goveming than are gieaned from a few well-chosen 

phenomew synthesis amies h o  play when those forces and laws are used to explain the 

properties of the remaining phenomena. Again, as with Gaiiieo, uncertain BSSUrnptions m u a  

be suboràinated to strict observation and experiment, experiment being pafomed on those 

problems thought out to test the validity of the theory. As a scientist, Heisenberg himself 

d a s  not dispute the necessity of experllaent and the empiricel validity of hypotheses. Nor 

is he dis tuhi  by the drawing of a generai ~nclus ion  from especially those laws: Newton's 

laws, though origuially applied to the solar system, have found many other appiications in 

science, ri& d o m  to quantum physics, when approached classidy. What he fmds 

distressing about Newton's science is the way in which Newton purports to understand 

nature: "he fieed nature fiom an all-embacing God relatedness, but also fiom its narrow 

connection with mm." That is, Newton's science denies that connection between ourseIves 

and nature. This implies that we drag that information fiom nature, rather than king led 

there. 

Nonethekss, though the nature of understanding was in Heisenberg's view 

misconœived by Newton, Hehnberg d o s  appreciate the modesty of bis science, and indeed 

the modesty of e d y  modem science in generai. Heisenberg amibutes this modesty to the fact 

that thae stül d e d  a b e r  fhmework in which science was located: naturd science "made 
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statements about strictly Limiteci relations that me only mi~d witlrin tkfiameworrk of these 

ftini&zticm. '.' A whde ocean oftnith stül lay before these scientists, who, for the most pm, 

would never claim that 1 of reaiity could be explained through mathematical science. 

Fmgmeritrcliin of 11u conter! 

Hasenberg is sure that those two trends of thought mentioned above, Le., the revivd 

of mathematical thdchg and the tendaicy to persod nligion, had a reaf Bect on the science 

of the early modems. They are aiso, for Heisenberg, conccetely formulateci in Descartes' 

philosophy, as bat  philosopher atternpted to discover order in the world. What Heisenberg 

finds interesting about this philosophy is its contrast to the more aacient attempts at 

dimvering order. Whik the ancieats hacl tried to find this order through a fidamental 

uniwng ptinciple, Heisenberg points out that Descartes' attempt to estabiish this order of 

things is done thmugh a fiindamental division, where the staning point is the "triangle" of 

GodWorld-1." For Hasaiberg Inmsdf, as we Shen certeinly see, the connection between the 

three is critical, since soae of the essence of a single part is lost when it is considered apart 

fiom the 0 t h .  He is fim that if one uses the concepts of Desmes at aii, it is vital to 

recogmZe tbt Goâ is in the world and in the I, and also that the 1 ccmnot really be separated 

fiom the world. Heisenberg acknowledges that while Descartes naturally was aware of the 

necessity of the connection, the division and the utter disparity between the three helped to 

set the stage for tbings to corne, especielly as philosophy and natural science after him 

dewelopeû on the bais of that division. Heisenôerg is concenied to underline the 

essential diffennas ôetween the elements of the triangle, which "simpliiies in a dangerous 

way the basis for fiirther reasoning."" As Heisenberg sees it, the Platonic division between 
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body and sail is here oomplete in the separaiion of God from both the world and from the 1: 

"God is in iàct raised so tûgh aime the world of men thai He W y  appears in the philosophy 

of Descartes only as a common point of reference that establishes the relation ôetween 1 and 

the ~ o r l d . " ~  The wodd is the Ves extasa", the extended things* ideas ofwhich can only be 

expressed mathematical1y. The I is the "res cogitaas," the thinking M g  that is mind. Thus 

at the same time that God is moved high above both, theures cogitansn and the "res extensa" 

are situated fàr away h m  each other. The diffef~nce between them is so great that there can 

r d y  be no c o d o n :  "Since, on the one hand, the 'res cogitans' and the Ires extensa' were 

taken as completely difFerent in th& essence, it did not seem possible that they could act 

upon each ~tha . " '~  

Nasural science favoured these separations because, with respect to the problems of 

modem physics they seemed to achieve tremendous r d t s .  First of ail, the understanding 

of the motion of rnatter is accomplished with relative ease when matter is understood as 

extended in height, depth and breadth, that is, able to be representd mathematically. 

Momver, mnceming this motion, though God may well have created nature, he seemed to 

have wounâ it up üke a dock, and let it run on its own. Of interest were the mechanics of this 

instrument, and which d obviously be explaineci without recourse to the divine, as 

Newton so cl- danonstrated. Heisenberg notes that in some cases an explicit agreement 

was 81Tived at in which the name of God or a fiindamental cause should not be mentioned in 

their discussions of nature: "oniy observed p~ciples should be discussed, not the larger 

comection to the whole."" Nor do we need to bring anything more than our rationai 

faculties to this explanation, or rather, we should be careful mt to bring anything but our 
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powers of reasoning to w observations. Espeuaüy this latter qualification is probletnatic for 

Heisenberg, insonir as it is an illusion. In Heisenberg's eyes, Newton did in f m  make an 

assumption: the laws of nature, whereby diffémit phenornena are gathered together and 

understooâ, must be understood through relatively simple mathematical principles. As we 

Win see more cieaciy later on, it is in this mathematically ordered relation of the many to the 

one, Le. beauty, that Heisenberg finds the founàations of exact science. Indeed, Heisenberg 

attributes the success - the tnitlrp - of modern physics wt to the spration of ourselva fiom 

our shdy ofnature, but to our connection as it is retained through the deaiand for a beauty. 

It is a slim, but powernil, connection. 

Yet given this assumption that the laws of nature must be understood through 

relatively simple mathanatical priaciples, it is important to recognite that for the most part 

Newtonian science 'can legitimately malce use of the Cartesian division. It is possible to 

"explaint' the mechanid pocesses of nature without remurse to the divine. In addition, the 

notion that the mind can "observe" without in any way e i k  affecting what it observes, or 

bang affecteci by what it observes at least appears to be the case in Newtoniaa physics. Any 

observer can veri@ the picture of nature givm by Newtonian mechanics. That we do bring 

stnictures of undentadhg to our shPdy of neture (and in doing so b ~ g  more than rationaüty 

to that study) is not somethhg eady discovered through Newtonian mechanics. At least in 

the naturai rnacroworld, we are not forcibly confronted by anything that challenges this 

appuent d>*Sr to give a tnily 'objective" view of nature; the microworld which contests this 

idea bas only nxedy becorne accessjbfe. This will prrseatly be disaissed in some detail. For 

the moment we will remain with Newto~an scimce and the way in which it was perceived 
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Most who came into contact with Newton's laws were dazzied, and Heisenberg 

dways contends that they reaüy do shine with the splendeur of trutb, despite what 

contempofary phüosophers of science might hold. Heisenberg sometimes finds it d i c u l t  to 

d i a z e  harshly the modern world for its separation of the human from the material reaiity 

amml if at lemî as it was modded on Newtonian physics. Vit was thought that scientists 

really added nothhg to their study but what was avaüable to sensory experience or 

eqxzhentd  observation, as Newton so vehemedy insisted, and then o f f d  the W o u s  

h d s  of this shidy, who would not be comrinced? This is the tuming point of modern science. 

W e  the eady modems were m a sense "worlaqg thmrigh" methods, in Newton we are given 

spectacular results, dong with a clear description of the method which achieved them. 

Heisaibag points out that even Newton was so sbuck with his results that he wished the rest 

of nature d d  be derived fkom the same kind of reasoning from mechanical piinciples, and 

bped tbaî 'the phciples hae laid d o m  wiil affocd some light to this or some mer method 

of phi io~~phy."~  And so these principles, induding the division between the divine, the world 

and owseIves, wae thought to throw îight upon many aspezts of nature : 

... in natursl Saence the partition was for several centuries extremely successfbl. The 
mechaaics of Newton and all the other parts of ciassicai physics constructed d e r  its 
moâd started h m  the assumption that one can describe the world without speaking 
of G d  or ourselves. lltis mbility seemed dmmt a necessury condition for 
mtural science in generai [my emphasis J .n 

We should add it is quite apparent that Heisenberg is not asserthg Descartes' 

fesp0nsibiMy for the -on of reaiity or for the development of the scientific method. 

Cl@, Heisenberg sees the development of a method as a back and forth motion between 
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articulated understandings and the aaual experience of the study of nature. Descartes 

fbrmulated an understanding, which in light of Bcpenence was compelling enough to reflea 

back positively ont0 that formulation. However, in a critical way, that refiection 

hndamentally altered that fomulation by rasing to re-unite the division. In terms of the 

study of nature, there shpiy appeareû no compehg reeson to pull them together again. Not 

ody did Newton's laws "work," they worked better than anythhg had ever offered More (at 

least with regard to the mechanics of nature). Especially &er Newton, success in 

understanding nature was conceiveci to &pend upon this partition, and thus we are given a 

science that saives to undastsnd a nature not only independent of ûod, but aiso independent 

of ourselves, "so that thae is formeâ the ideal of an 'objective' description of nature."" 

Tmth and mctkod: objc~n*viîy, national& and the meaning of science 

To understand the tum in science to the Baconian directive, Heisenberg feels we 

cannot ignore those elements of objectivity and rationality which @ed such sigmficance in 

the approach to nature, and which, when taken to their extrernes, remove the meaning fkom 

science. As Heisenberg sees it, the principle of utiiity can only thrive on a ground that is 

without meaning, since it is without any intrinsic meaning itseK To Heisenberg, objectivity 

in ternis of especially pst-Newtonian science meaas the total independence of the human 

&or fiom tbat which it is obsaviii& in an important seme, it also refers to the independence 

of nature nwi any immediate connection with the divine. In a discussion of Goethe's views 

of nature and science, Heisenberg fin& many insights in Goethe's undetstanding of both the 

unity of ûod-world-1 and the dangers of its division, despite the fsct that Heisenberg 

obviously does not share Goethe's vivid distaste for this experbental and mathematid 
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science. 

Heisenberg points out that Goethe's experience of nature "starts directfy fiom mm: 

he and his immediate experience of nature fonn the center whence the phemmena range 

themselves in an intelligiile d e r .  "" Naturafly, it is not just nature that Goethe experiences; 

for Heisenberg, the essential point to keep in rnind here is Goethe's conviction that "man is 

Msibly confionted in nature by the divine order." As Heisenberg interprets h h ,  Goethe 

believes that the dMne order which becornes perceivcrble in the acpaience of nature rnakes 

this clah upon us, that our approach be adequate to what we are trying to understand; we 

saw çomnhing of this in Kepler. For Goethe, our great human ta& is one of a search for the 

"Gad-gRmi s t~uctwies~~~ uadatymg the appemme, md thaefnr this pursuit rpquires al1 that 

we can himanly bmg to it : "'Seciag, knowing, sensing, beüeving and whatever al1 the feeiers 

may be d e d ,  whereby man gropes about in this universe, must then genuinely work 

together, if we wish to fblfii our important, though ditncult, task.lWn The same arnount of 

effort is just as nccessary to our study of nature, an effort that W h e  does not see 

characterizhg the science of Newton, wbich for him chagerously b i t s  both o u  organs of 

understanding and that wbich we are trying to understand. 

Oae might ask whether the loss of the divine in nature was that the study required so 

little from us in terms of understanding, or whether rational anaîysis is simply not adequate 

to that vision of the divine. For Heisenberg, it sams to be an issue of m u m t y  . The more 

dhntwebaxnneBomthedivineinwhatwearetryioBtounderstand, theksscbimisrnade 

upon our abüities; and the less we bring to the effort, the more distant the divine becomes. 

One acts upon the other. Yet as Goethe views the new science, he understands that it is 
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already situated far fiom reality on both sides. Whererrs Goethe is certain that the divine 

order is wholly open to view, 'lit is, m nicf the greatest evil of the mon modern physics, that 

e x p a k n t s  me, as it were, sepamteci fiom man bmse& and that Nature is recognized only 

in that which artificial instruments dernonstrate - nay, they want to prove and l e t  her 

capsbihty ôy these. "" Moreover, his insistence that the search for the divine order in nature 

demanded more than a rational understanding, that this order should be "immediately 

discemeci, experienced and felt,"n is in the new sciena completely disregarded. There, as 

he sees it, o d y  what can be "dculatedn bas any vahie. 

As Heiseakrg points out though, even Goethe was forced to make compromises and 

admit at least the mecbtess of som modem discoveries, e.g., the Copernican systern. Yet, 

though compelled to accept some of this knowledge, Goethe is disturbed by it al1 the same. 

For Heisenberg, ttM measks  has its mots in Goethe's conviction that ~s new method, by 

its very nature, shouid be unable to arrive at any tnily worthwtiile knowledge. Somethiog was 

wrong about its success, and "Goethe was not able to rid himself of the fear that the Devil 

might herahmts have a hand in the m e .  wm The achievernents of a method which so limits 

nature, the divine and the human simply must be suspect. In fac, Goethe does not see the 

knowledge of the ww science as vaiuaôle, precisely because it is only mm*: "Goethe's 

cardinal objection to the pst Newtoaian methodology of science is thus assuredly directed 

against the divorce, in this methodology, of the concepts of 'cot~ectness' and ndruth'. It 

does not follow that what is correct is dso tme, especUUy given Goethe's conviction that 

"tnith was inseparable h m  the value concept."" The mie is always bound together with the 

good. Heisenberg sharrs oompletdy Goctbe's objection against that separation of wrrectness 



and tnith, seriously questionhg whether comectness is ewugh in science: 

It must be particularly smssed at this point thai there is certaidy no avoiding the 
conciusions of modern science, once its mahods are accepted; and its methods consist 
in observation, @ed into expriment, and rational d y s i s ,  which takes on preck 
sbape in m k m t i c a i  w o n .  If experiment and rational d y s i s  are admitteci, 
the correctness of the d t s  cannot be saioudy cast hto doubt. But perhps one 
can confkont them with this question: 1s the kwwledge so obtained of any value?g3 

For Heissibag tk s c i d c  method can only speak of the correctness of its finding 

as long as t strictly limits itseifto rational thinking. Tmth is beyond this level of thought. 

Heisenberg tum to Plato's distinction between two types of knowledge, episteme and 

to illustrate this. eiderne is immediate awareness or intuition, while dicntoia is the 

aahty fw ratiod or logid deduction. Heisenberg States that "ody episteme, the tint kind 

of knowledge, fumishes a connection with the me, the essentially mal, with the world of 

Mhies, w b m s  &mia yields knowledge, indeed, but lmowledge merely demid of v a i ~ e s . " ~  

Given thet both types of bwledge are avdable to the hzunan, Heisenberg understands that 

to remain on the level of strict rationaiity is to abenate ourselves Born a much fùller 

experience. Disrrgarding the human feelers, partiailady those whicb situate our science in 

a larger fhmework and which situate ourseIves appropriately within our science, casts us 

pedoudy adrift. We lose our grounding when our understandimg of owsclvn and of our 

rdation to th whole is disegardeci. For Heisenberg as much as Goethe, tnnh is inseparable 

from the value concept. The 'one, the good and the me,' is the oniy possible guide for 

humanlrind as it tries to find its way in the  ori id.^^ But a science which "is merely correct, 

in which the concepts of correctness and tnrth have separateci, and hence where the divine 

order no longer detemines the direction by ke&  is too greatty impailed, is too fm exposed.. . 
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to the ciutch of the It is very teUing for Heisenberg that Goethe was able to see the 

"pmgrrJsive reshaping of the world" by a utility-oriented science. Heisenberg ôelieves that 

the overwheûning hira to tbis direction can be t t d  to the loss of meankg in the world 

which gave science its conta  and ConceniS. 

S c i e ~ ~ c  thinking in the h n m ~  d d  

EspeciaUy by the nineteenth century, Heisenberg sees that "scientific modesty" of 

Kepler, Galileo and even Newton has undergone a massive disintegation. Claims began to 

grow excessive: "Physicai knowledge was considend to d e  assertions about nature as a 

whde."" While Newtonian science is specindiy concnmed with the motion of matter, the 

"method of Newtonian mechanics was beiag applied to ever wider domains of nature." 

Modifications wae necessacy, but it ùoiieû dom to attexnpts '90 isolate the details of natural 

piocesses and to determine thek Iaws'."" However, due to its astoundllig success in 

expiahhg the pmceses of nature, the appücation of scieminc principles soon moved beyond 

a strict understanding of nature. Heisenberg points out that this urge to arrive ai, e.g., 

phiiosophical conclusions through science b e  an important one, aad "the danand was 

voiad ôom many quarters that al1 true phüosophers must be sciaain~."~ Not only 

philosophy, of course, but aü aspects of existence feii under the scope of scientific thinking: 

'The general trend of human thinkjng in the aineteenth century had beni towards an 

increasing confidence in the scientific method and in precise rational t e rm~ . "~~  

That extréme rationality and objectivity are not adquate to tmth Heisenberg sees 

especiilly m the fpa tbat wherever the scient& method has been applied outside of science, 

sorneâhmg important is los. Hasadierg, I*e Gadamer, believes that the inhience of science 
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has to a large extent slrwik the worM to a single dimension, and a dimension which bas a very 

tenuous link to our humanity. For example, that incregsing confidence in the scientific 

m e h d  and mtionalism has led to "a grnerai skepticisrn with regard to those concepts of 

natural language which do not fit into the closal ûame of scientSc thought - for instance, 

those of religion" Heisenberg notes that the language and concepts of science began to be 

appoed to divase anes, and that application was mon understd not as throwing k s h  light 

on the other areas, but as throwing the only light upon them. Actually, Heisenberg can 

sympathïze with the use of a precise and mathematid language in philorophy: that such 

lailguege is valued as "the typicai exampk of clarity" tempts people to apply it to the truths 

of philosophy. "ôecause one senses that these truths are just as binding and irrefttable as 

those of ma the ma tic^."^ But one must be aware of those limits, and to recognize that a 

scientific language based on logic coasciousiy attempts to concentrate on "vny specid 

stniaures, urilmiaguous connections between pranises ami conclusions, [and] simple patterns 

of reasoning? For Heisenberg, the language of science can in a way be thought of as an 

abstraction fiom naturai language, h s  not immediately c ~ ~ e c t e d  with reality in the same 

way in which natural language is comected to it, natural langurige being the language of 

religion, phiiosophy and art. Heiseabag recognizes that this laaguage is shply not adequate 

to the contents of religion, philosophy, and art. 

For Heisenberg, when tbat method and that laaguage is applied to our hurnan 

questions we receive incomplete 811swers. If we remah with those amvers, the requisite 

hllness k not behg met: "ifwe begin by neglecting rmny important aspects in favour of the 

one fcaauP whereby we are able to order the phenornena, we are confinhg ouselves to the 
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working out of a basic stnidure. a sort of skeleton, which only the addition of a great wealth 

of fÙrther details d d  tum into a gau0ie picture."" For example, when science takes up the 

question of the rdation of the earth to the universe around it, we of course discover that the 

earth is not the center of the cosmos; rather, "the earth is oniy a minute grain of dust in one 

of the camtless galactic systems." ûn the otha han4 "for us it is the center of the universe - 
it really is the amernM Whüe this may be a simple illustration, it is d l  rnemhgfÙl. The 

challenges of air existence are played out here, in our interaction with the world arwnd us. 

Howevet, thïs centering of our worid m the univeme has no meaning to astronomicat science; 

fiom a strict astronomicai viewpoint, that statement is incorrect. Nevertheless, it is me,  

states Heisenbetg, and is a truth that is not within the scope of that science. 

Of course, the problem really begins when the scope of science b m e s  Our only 

scope, as it does through that increasing confidence in the scientific method. The retum of 

these details to that skelaal hmework is no easy matter. There was a time in the not so 

distant past tliat it was thought these details wuld &y be filled in. Heisenberg recalls for 

example, Max Planck's understanding of the compatible relationship between science and 

religion For P w  they are coaipetbIe beause thy rrfer to quite different ffeccts of reality: 

"Science is, so to speak, the mabtler in which we confiont, in which we argue about, the 

objective side ofdity. Religious Wh, on the other hami, is the expression ofthe subjective 

decisions that help us choose the standards by which we propose to act and iive."% In 

Heisenberg's view, this c a d  sepration of science and religion chruacterizes a whole 

generation But this tidy separation between science and religion, between the objective and 

the subjective, is in actuality nothing more than an "ernergency measuren for a very timited 
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time: "In Western cuiture...we may weU reach the point in the not too distant future where 

the parables and images of the old religions wül have lost their persuasive force even for the 

average person; when that happais 1 am ahid that aii the old etbics will collapse Wce a hour 

of cards and that unniliginable horrors wiii be -ednw The hop that science can be 

hdd at bay, so to speak, regarding the essentidy human concems is a fûtile one. However, 

the @lem Win not be that the legitimacy of cettain understandings will be attacked; rather 

the e d a l l y  human concenis will be eradicated through a blanket, if generally well- 

intended, scientific approach which removes us nom a meaningfbl relation to the whole. 

KnowIedge fmpmw andpmgms 

Wah this we backtrack somewhat to the consequences of a lack of rneaning in science, 

and the turn to knowledge for power. For Heisenberg, when science no longer aspues to an 

understanding of the divine order, or even if it loses the knowledge of its relation to that 

order, the meaimig of science is lost. ObsaWig nature becornes an end in itseIfl and thus the 

knowledge of nature is in a sense "uselessn idormation, unless we impart some meaning to 

it. But loolcing to the larger world for meaning is difficult, especially when that world, e.g., 

philosophy, has grown out of the more immodest dernents of science. Of course, it is critical 

to keep in miad that a mutuai process is occurring between the human and scientinc wodds. 

niat is, science did not give the world a rnethod with which to work out its problems, crawl 

back into its scientific hole, and later emerge to consuit that human world about meaning, 

only to d i v e r  that the world had none to gin. Humans living in the human world study 

nature, so thiP thn is a constant mtaplay kiwcai what science offas and what it takes back 

into its sphere. One might speak here of a gradual spirai into a lack of meaning, a vacuum, 



so to speak, that is just as gradually nUed with the p ~ c i p l e  of utility. Certainiy we see this 

pnnciple earlier than the nineteenth century. Consida, as Heisenberg d m ,  the reason for 

studying nahire, as it is @en by the eighteeathGentllIy encyclopedis, D'Alernben. No longer 

is science food for the aspiring soul. Rather, the study of nature is "prosecuted partly from 

-, and p .  for -"* that necessity b&g an unmistakeably Baconian one. 

In this Lin, D'Alembert manages to capture for Heisenberg the essential connection between 

science and utiiity. Wtthout a larger wntext of meauing, science has become a twl  to solve 

problems of ait maaial existence, anâ Hemrhrg cari confidently speak in the rnid-twentieth 

century about the complete tum to the Baconiaa directive: 

In the same sense in which ewry detailed question in science is subordiie to the 
major task of understanding nature as a whole, so also does the smallest technical 
advance serve the general goal, that of darging the material power of man. The 
value of this goal is as Iittle questiond as the value of naturai knowledge in science, 
and the two aims malesce in the banal slogan "Knowledge is PowerNPP 

While our abilities to master principles and techniques and to apply them is in 

Heisenberg's view a MNal a d  enduring feature of h d t y ,  he is convinced that such 

rnastery and application are not the original amis of modem science: "1 would doubt whether 

Kepler and Copemicus r d y  primariy thought about the practical application of science. 

niat knowledge means power was of course already known much earlier, and the motives of 

science wil probably always be mixeci up in thi~.""'~ Moreover, fiom a certain perspeztive 

it is not an undesirable thing that science has in a large maisure tumed to utility : "It is in 

starting fkom man's station in this worlâ, h m  the difficulties that oppress him and the 

demands which others impose on him, that we shall esteem most highly the possibility of 

being practicelly and effdvely active in this regard, of being able to help others and in 
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g d  to improve the conditions of his life."'O1 Heisenberg never denies that knowledge is 

power, and points to the power we have been given through modem science to ammplish 

many wondemil things. Yet he never forgets the horrifie things we have been empowered 

to do. Utility is tied to intentions, and there are good and bad intentions. Thus t h g s  can 

work both ways. Still, when people cm recognize that there are good and evil purposes, 

when "men preserve in thanselves a ckar power of distinguishing g d  fiom bad,"lo2 there 

is stül hope for irnprovement. 

it is when the purpose of mastering principles and applying them becomes the only 

pvpose, when utiüty becomes the context for our existence - as it has through the adoption 

of the ways d ends of science into the human world - that we are lead into r d  destruction 

and disorder. As an illustration, Heisenberg points to the ability of modem medicine to 

eradicate plagues, Save lives, and elleviue suffang. At the same time, however, a population 

explosion due to the advances of modem medicine threatens to end in "fiighffil 

 catastrophe^."'^^ Gadamer often refers to science's goal of dominating the objects under 

shidy. This notion is not one k t  Heisenberg uses vety o£ten, 1 thhk becauses it implies some 

evil Unau. In the first place, science in its true role is intemsted in a r d  understanding of 

nature, not in mastering it. Secondly, the most fnghtening thing about a science and 

technology aimed at utility is for Heisenberg precisely the hck of intent of any sort, aside 

h m  the haq  a h  of progress- Utüity aquires its meaning fkom the contexi around it. When 

it beames the context, dl meaning is lost, and catainly in modeniity the "goocln is replaced 

by progress. Heisenberg assures us t h  "evm purposiveness can lead into chaos, if the 
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He continues: 

'Purposiveness is the death of humanity.' In saying this at times, it is pointed out that 
any isolateci purpose dciached h m  its context can lead to developmeats inconsistent 
with what is tniiy human, namely the cautious tracing out of connections extending 
beyond the hunuio sphere. The d m  fais to apply or@ when the purposes 
themsdves form part of a farga context, which in earlier ages was spoken of as the 
divine order.Iw 

Any isolated purpose "can ieaà to developnans mcOnsistent with" r d  human understanding. 

niaigh a much fUer disaisgon of Heisenberg's theory of understanding will be the focus of 

a later cbapter, we can at l e i n  suggest what would be consistent with real human 

understanding: the fnedom to explore new connections. The isoiated purpose of our the, 

Le., howledge for power, does rot aüow for those possibilities. 

Science, tcckndogy and the humun conrb'rion 

The problem for Heisenberg, as it was for Gadamer, is that we are no longer dealing 

with a world-view h m  which we can easüy retreat. Heisenberg is edamsnt that in whatever 

endeavour humans take on, the possibility to be realued infiuences the course of events. This 

is definitely the case of a science, of a worlâ, whose aim is knowledge for power and 

progress. Here, we obsave a close sirnilarity between Gadamer and Heisenberg with regard 

to whaî Gadamer calls innet movement of science. Heisenberg refers to Goethe's perception 

of the inevitab'i  of the "machine", which for him s imed  the complete takeover of modem 

science: "The growing prevalence of micliins distnsscs and womes me. It is rolling up like 

a storm, slowly, slowly. But it has taken its course, it wül corne, and it wiil sail<e.'"lOs For 

H e k h g ,  this stonn has fully süuck. As hc sees if the principle tbat "kwwledge is power" 
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feature of our existence: 

Probably it is possible to demonstrate in the case of every technical process its 
subservieace to this conmon goal; it is, on tbe otkr hanri, characteristic for the whoie 
development that the individual technical process is bound to the common goal in 
such an indimt way tbat one cm Iiardly view it as part of a conscientious plan for the 
accomplidment of this gd. Technology aLMst ceases to appear at such times as the 
proâuct of conscious humau effort for the spreaâing of materiai powa. Instead it 
appears as a biologicai process on a large d e  in which the structures that are part 
of the human organism are transferred in ever larger meesuns to man's 
environment. 'O6 

For Heisenberg, we have almost lost o u  choice in the maner. As he goes on to Say, the 

human cm do what he wills, but he canot will what he wilis. 

Modem technological science has become such a part of us thst our interaction with 

the world is governed by the principles of this science. For Heisenberg, it is not only the 

physicai environment which we transform in this particular way, it is aîso the hunan world 

in which we he. That is, it is assumed that a methodical appmach, Le., objective and rational, 

will lead to the howledge of the regularities of the human world and thereby enable 

improvements to that world: "Society is endeavouring so far as possible to eliminate al1 risks 

for the individual."'07 Yet in doing so, it forgets the possibility that "the seope of the 

individual in regard to human relations will then be critically red~ced."'~ What are 

irnprovement in the eyes of a sciaitimcd world may well have nothing to do wit h what is good 

for humans. Heisaibag points to the dangerous alienating process of shaping the individual 

to fit into the worM of technical advances and prosperity. insofm as we can cd science and 

technology the "machine," we can cdl aundves cogs in its wheels. Thus, without taking into 

consideration his d Inmm aspects and needf the world outfits him "as sort of a spare part, 
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nt0 tbe gigantic, ratiody programmeci mchinery of modem society - equipped, of course, 

with its equally preprogrammed fieed~ms."'~ Whm the notion of progress, based on 

rationsüsm and objectivism, becornes M y  and almost inextricably incorporated into the 

human world, we have reached a dangerous tirnit, though it rnay not be clearly visible. For 

Heisenberg, a mindset which enectucilly dehumanizes people through control of them cannot 

represent a healthy step fonvard. But if tbis absolute limit is not fecognized, worse wiU 

happai: "The dangers are the greater, the more violently the wave of optimism aigendered 

by the belief in progress auges against this limit.""O 

For Heisenberg, to be  huma^ is to possess possibiiities, to possess fiedom. As with 

Gadamer, one of our most important fieedoms is the rbiiity to make decisions. For 

Heisenberg as mch as for Gadarner, we have a profound obligation to participate in the 

course of our lives together, and to participate thougbtfully. For this reason, Heisenberg 

admires the pliilosaphking of the 811Cient Greeks, which he sees not as an exercise in intellect, 

but as the basis for action - what must 1 do?"' Ethics is for Heisenberg the presupposition 

of Me. Gadamer complained about the handing of decisiom over to the expert, who rnay 

possess a great deal of technical ia fodon,  kit yet cannot in aü honesty deal with the whole 

of our lives. niough Heisenbag never anaiyzes the apq he is moving in the sarne direction 

as Gadamec, inasmuch as he sees that scientSc and technid thinking is bang incorporated 

into our da@ lives at the most basically human level. In tenns of our pnsent way of We, as 

we are squeezed into the machine of modem society, this frcedom of wimi decision is 

increasingiy king taken out of our hands. Catriinly, we are still faced with choices, but the 

standards imposed upon us by science give little rwm for tmly rneaningfùl decisions. The 
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n o m  given by a scientific world view "relate to the snictly experienceable pattern of a 

human comrn~nity,,"~~~ that is, the pattern which ernphasiis rationality and objectivity for 

human progress in both the mataial and spiritual realms. To make any valuable decisions, 

we need valuable standards fiom which to work, ideals that are related to the divine order, 

not the su@cial world of our d o n  The ide& that science imposes on us do not derive 

6Mn tha! hi* onla, end thus a technidscientific worldview cannot offer a valuable basis 

for decision-rnaking. Of course, even disregarding the Baconian clircçtive, when science seeks 

primarily to understand the divine order to m e ,  science can neva by itself have offered 

ide& by wtiich to live. in tbis, Heisaibag wouM fùlly agree with Gadamer that science must 

be guided in its own decisions by ideals that do not s p ~ g  fiom itself: "The correctness of 

proven scient& nsuhs m o t  sensibly be doubted by religious thinkers, and vice versa, the 

ethical demands wbicb proaed from the haut of religious thinking should not be dissolveci 

by extreme ratiorial arguments h m  tbe s p h  of science."1L3 Continuing to act upon noms 

that are without r d  foundation in the divine order assures that catastrophes will follow. 

Heisenberg is clear on this point, insisting that if ever we r d y  become alienated fi=om the 

patterns of tmth that are neccssery to our humen lives, "terrible things may happen to 

menLUid, fér more terrible than concentration camps and atom bombs. "Il4 

Heisenberg is sure that we are on the path to this complete dienation. Whüe he 

inchides in the dangers of a scientized world physical destruction, what is more disturbing to 

Hasaibag is the mi eshanganent h m  air hmanity *ch can ocair througb this mindset . 

This issue k becoming less that we are humans caught inside the machine, and more that we 

are developing into the machine. Heisenberg always Uisists that we are vay much zdlèctted 
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environment and to our way of life in the technid age, and in fact these changes to our 

redity have transfonned our thinking in the fiightening way mentioned earlier, that is, the 

a d  eradication of the human concems. Heisenberg notes that the possible dangers of a 

technologized world wae recognized a long t h e  ago by Chang Tzi, who told what 

Heisenberg considers as an insightfiil parable: A passer-by advises an old man to use a 

mechanicai draw-weil to imgate his vegetable garden, rather than the manual method he was 

wing. It involved, the passaby said, too much work for the magre cesults. The old man 

became angry at this advice, and replied: 

1 have heard my tacher say that: When a man uses a machine he carcies on all his 
business in a machine-like manner. Whoever does his business in the manner of a 
machine develops a machine hem. Whoever has a machine in his breast loses his 
simplicity. Whoever loses his simplicity becornes uncertain in the impulses of his 
spirit. Unatahy in the impuises of the spirit is something that is incompatible with 
tnith.' Not that 1 am unhiiiar with such devices: 1 am ashameci to use them. 

This uncatiiinty in the impilses of the spirit is for Heisenberg "one of the most teliing 

descriptions we can give to the condition of man in the present crisis. "Il6 Heisenberg is not 

suggesting that our use of tecbnology is at the hem of this uncertrunty; where there exists 

a larger framework of meaning, many ttnngs can aid us in our search for meaning. For 

Heisenberg, the problern is that we are immersing ourselves in the methods and goals of 

modem science to such an extent that we can no longer see anything beyond thern. Thus, 

when the parables and images of the old religions [ose their Perpuasive powen, it is not just 

because their language is foreign to us, or that they speak of dimensions which science 

managed to contract and 'stenüze', so to speak, though these elements played an important 
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part in bringing us to this point. nie problem is now the actuai disintegration of those 

ConceniS. In this coanecfion, Heisenberg is reminded of Huxley's Brme New World "The 

possiiiiity of heedhg men for theu appointed tasks, of ratioaaluing all life on earth through 

the cuit of utüity ami thereby rendering it meaningless, is here Camed through to absurdity 

with gniesome consistency . ""' 
As Gadamer thought, so too does Heisenberg believe that selfunderstanding is 

necessary to human fteedom. A rediscovery of ourselves, both our limits and possWities, 

is criticai, sime 'The spaœ in which man as spriturJ being is developing has more dimensions 

than the one in which he ha9 moved forward in the preceding centuries.""' Natwally, the 

rediscovery of the meeRag widlln ourseIves, and the rediscovery of our relation to the order 

of th&, wül not be an easy task. As Heisenberg points out, in a world tnnsformed by that 

particular brcmd of science above, "we irrvariably encanter structures created by man, so that 

in a sense we always m only oundw&"'19 and for the most part, this self that we confiont 

is that one mptied of meaning, uncertain in its impulses. Yet in another way, the task now 

cornes almost naturaily - we have no where else to look but to ourselves. And as we are 

forceû to look direstly at oumlves and the world of our aeation, we begin to sense that 

somethkg is amis, and that perhaps the familiar 'scientifid approach to the wodd and to our 

modes of life "somehow no longer quite applies." Heisenberg points out that in a world in 

which the dominating influence of science and technology hes so overstressed the rational, 

a reaction against this overemphasis is almost inevitable. Heisenberg is aware of a spiritual 

hunger in people, and he speaks of the "emptiness and suBering" of the world. In al1 the 

irrational doings bom of a rationai world "there is probably an unconscious expression of 
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Ionging for that world in which mhd is more than information, love more than sexuality and 

science more than the collection and d y s i s  of ernpüical data."lZ0 The present time, says 

Heisaikrs, has cleady b e n  given the responsibiiity of coming to terms with the question of 

who we really are, and "only when th* is accomplished d l  ma0 be able to regain that 

'certainty in the impulses of the spirit' talked of by the Chinese sage."'2x Regaining this 

cauinty does not mesn a flash of inunediate awareness of what is right and wrong. For Our 

t h e ,  selfknderstanding l a d s  to a discovery of the larger fhmework of our existence, and 

re-orients us to the possibilities of tmth in understanding. 
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CHAPTER 2 

We are i n t e r d  here in exploring Gadamer's concem with human fieedom, which 

he believes we are losing within the totality of a social reality dorniaated by science, and his 

solution of regabhg it thraigh seKunderstanding, by coming to know who and how we are 

in the world. It is clear to him that a n-visioning is absolutely necessary at this the, when 

what üttle fieedom we have lefi is behg slowly but surely squeezecl out of existence. Of 

coucse, Gadame?s conam is not i~ hsnaing out a list of the steps we mua take to regain our 

fieedorn; rather his concem is with "what happais to us over and b v e  our wanting and 

doing."' Yet this is a crucial foundation for any valuable transformation, since it helps to 

dispd the hPmiGI ilhisiors of the ScientSc age about who we are and how we corne to know 

both oursehm and the woriâ around us. Bracketing the assumptions of science that method 

can achieve anain knowledge, Gadamer lwks again at the question of how understanding 

is possible. Gadamer is not interested in showing what method-related conditions are 

neassary for this activity. In fiict, he thinl<s that the question s p ~ g s  fkom a fùndamental 

misunderstanding of amelves. For Gadarner, undastandmg is not one ofrnany activities that 

we choose to do as humans. As m o t l e  was conWNed, go too Gadarner is sure that humans 

are first and foremost unrierakm&rs, and that understanding is the original characteristic of 

human being. For Gadamer, human n a d o m  is the abüity to exist within our mie 

possibilities and human fnedom is not possible in the scientific world because scient& 

knowîedge is mt underSCatlctmg m the true sense. UndastMdiag is an integtating experie!nce, 

as opposed to the nahnally aiienating expience dirough scientific rn~had. What gives depth 

to this vision is the facf for Gadamer, that the medium of our existence is language, and 
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language is being that can be understood. That we exist within and through the medium of 

intelligible being means to Gadamer that our participation in language. the logos, is our 

participation in mith. Laaguage is speailative m that it reflects truth. Our fmal focus in this 

chapta wili be the place of the natural sciences within a vision that secs our encounter with 

tmth as one of enrichment as opposed to certitude, since for Gadamer to enwunter truth is 

to be changed by it. Thus what we get from Gadarner is a way both of being and knowing 

that is hmdsmentally daFaan fiom tbat of science, but is Umversal in the sense that it cornes 

before 1 else, witbin a medium that embraces everything we can understaad w i t b  it. 

me k W c i @  of w r  being 

nie idal of scientitic method is objectivity. In tams of understanding who we are, 

Gadamer sees that this ideal has translatai into the notion of a substantial, isolated self, one 

that strives to rernove itselffiom the world around it. Thus, our wif-understanding in the 

scient& age emerges fiom this Enlightenment conception of some mysterious substance 

uhabhg the body, this "In, where puging the extraneous elements fiom it unveils the tmth 

of what it r d y  is. These ontological ammptions of modernity, especially as they derive 

!?om the Cartesian persuasion, are in Gadamer's view dangeroudy deceptive, compdling as 

they might be. But little help is to be had ârom the more formal efforts in modernity to 

undastand who we an, since those efforts are wholy guided by the assumptions of science; 

when the scientific light is tumed on ourselves, one sees mmly another iliustration of this 

deception. As Gadamer secs it, in the scientinc age, selfvnderstmding has corne to denote 

"objective self-~onsciousness."~ He writes: "The concept of knowledge based on scientitic 

pmcedms tolerates no restriction on its c h  to univefsality. On the basis of this claim, al1 
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seIf-undemadhg is represented as a lriad of~e~possession that excludes nothing so much 

as the idea tbat someihing that separates it from itself con befdl it."' That is, it is not only 

necessary, but possible to p u r e  ourseIves fiom al1 foreign and unessential elements. For 

Ciadamer, the -on tlim ît is bah aaxssary and possible to purge oursdves of any iink 

with the world arwnd us is just the obstade tbat we naid overcome in order to achieve a real 

understanding of who we are. This assumption has no bask in reality: "The claim to be 

completely fne of prejudice is nrive whether that naivete be the delusion of an absolute 

enüghtenmeat or the delusion of an empiricisrn h e  of oll prevîous opinions Ui the traditions 

of metaphysics or the debision of ge!thg beyond science through ideological criticism.'" We 

must corne to recognize the actuality of our situation, that we are beings in tirne and the 

world. 

Gadamer insists that someone who rdects himself out of the mutuality of the 

relationship between the 1 and Thou changes that relationship and destroys its moral bond. 

He continues that "A person wlio reflects himserfuut of a living relirtitmhip to rradtion 

&stmys the tme meming of this trdtion in erclctly the m e  ~ay.''~ What we rnust point 

out here is that Gadamer conceives the wodd in which we üve, or more precisely, the 

traâition in which we dwel, to be a niou in a very compelling sense. It is m g  to consider 

thk tradition extra-lnnirm, something that needs to be purged from ourselves in order to see 

ourselves and the world mund us more clearly. The attempt to elllninate the human and 

historical elemmts from our king does aot nsult in the ideal of objectivity (always an 

iüusion), but instead succeeds in deaating us from ourseIves and our world. For Gadamer, 

the reality of the case is that tradition does not ôelong to us; rather, we belong to it: "Long 
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before we understand ourselves tbrough the process of seKednation, we understand 

ourselves in a seIf-evident way in the family, society and state in which we live. The focus 

of subjectjnty is a distorting mirror. The sewawareness of the individual is only a flickeriag 

in the ciosed circuits of historical 

In the scientific age, we have tried, and to an extent succeeded, in suppressing this 

self4deat, experiential understandmg of ourselves, insofhr as we have tried to delete the 

world fiom ourselves. When Gadamer talks about our dienation fiom ourselves, he is 

rehing in a iarge part to our denation h m  tradition. It is in the faec of tbis denation that 

Gadamer nnds signiscant Heidegger's temporal interpretation of king. Gadarner wishes to 

d e  clear tbaî such an inteqmtation of being does not mean, as it is so oftem misunderstood 

to mean, "that Dasein m g ]  is radidy  temporal, so that it cari no longer be considered as 

everlasting or et& but is understandable only in relation to its own time and fuhre."' 

Rather, in revealing time as the ground hidden f?om seKunderstanding, that understanding 

"opens iisdfto a hithero concealeci experience that mnscaids thinking fiom the position of 

subjectivity.. ."' For Gedamer, this temporal mterpmation of being, that being is being-in-the- 

world, is not acnially a choice of interpretation, but is a given existentid structure: 

"Ev- that makes possi'ble and iimits Dasein's projection ineluctably precedes it. "' What 

this means m tams of a sdfis that the sdfhas ken shiiprd m a partidar way; it has acquued 

prejudices and tadencies which are a part of its being, and which affect its projection in the 

world. Of CO-, Gadamer is fhmous (and infimous, in some &cles) for his tehabilitation 

of prejudice. Although the tam prejudice had before possessed both negative and positive 

senses, during the Enlightenment it became limitecl to the negative, in the sense of an 
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'unfounded judgement', i.e. a judgement aot grounded in methodological justification, and 

hmee having no 1-e certainty. For Gadamer, whether or not prejudices are grounded 

in methodoIogicaljustification is beside the point. niy exist, and they to a large extent shape 

air own existaia. nimu$h Gadmets d o n  that we expaienœ prejudices as conditions 

of our lifê, and ones over which we have litniteci conîrol Brice Wachterhauser points out that 

Gadamer d e s  "a deep cîaim that our prejudices aiways constitute, at least ia part, who we 

me." He continues that, in Gadamer's view, "To be human is to find oneself in a historical 

context that always d a s  more to us than determine, say, the particuiar styîe of dothes that 

we Wear or the particular gnnmiar and syrmix of the îanguage we sptak. History goes deeper 

in that it detemines the possibilities of our 1Ms; in short, it influences our ability to 

experience oursdns and the world in the particular way we do.*'O 

Furtbawre, the radical temporality of the self implies its insubstantiality. Gadamec 

does not mean insubstantial in the sense that it may not be everlasting or enduring, but that 

self is not somethhg which possesses itself in its entirety: "The self that we are does not 

pssess itselt one could say that it 'happens.'"" Gadamer gives a helpful illustration of this 

m t m  ofthedogy, . . .  thst this 'brippaimg' of selfis what the theologian is actuaüy 

saying when he asserts that "fith is an m n t  in which a new man is esiabli~hed."~~ The self 

happens over tirne as undastanding happens over time. That is, ewry understanding that 

denves from a preunderstanding becornes itself a preunderstanding. "To be historicaily 

means that knowledge of oneself can never be ~ompIete."'~ With this rernark, Gadamer 

declares himself an advocate of the "bd hihite", in which the end keeps on delaying its 

arrivai: "Our understandihg of histoiy is not only a question of aquiring knowledge and 
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famüiarity or of the development of the hisioncal saw; it is also a matter of shaping our 

destiny. That understanding is not so much an act of consciousness as something that one 

cornes up agaiad in which the historical richness of the spint builds up; that undexstanding 

also and above aU is a happening and makes history . " l4 If understanding makes history, and 

history always shapes our understanding, then understanding will never be complete, for it is 

always effecting that which dects us. if we take seriously the possi'b'ity of bdonging, of 

being open to the kights of tradition, we becorne the "new men" who continue to exist, 

though in heightened richness, and thus to a&ct with that richness the histoncal world in 

which we live. 

But it is not simply a matter of history unfoding ont0 itself The %ad infinite' is not 

a 'viciais circle-' To take serioudy air historicity means not only to reclaim our more distant 

tradition, but rlso to take seriously the s p d c  histoncity of the present, tbat i s  the horizon 

in which we are living out our lives in the here and now. For Gadamer, we are enmvntering 

tradition with s p d c  questions of our own tune, in what he calls the tùsion of horizons: "In 

a tradition this process of fision is contindy going on, for there old and new are always 

combiinng into somethhg of living vahie, without either behg expücitly foregrounded fkom 

each other."15 The combination proâuces something unique and valuable, wbich will in its 

tum also be re-combined, and so forth. This is then what Gadamer means when he declares 

that "Self-understanding cm no longer be integrally related to a complete self-transparency 

in the saisc of a niII pmemce of aindves to oufselves. SeKunderstanding is always on-the- 

way; it is on a path whose completion is a clear imp~ssib'iity."'~ 
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The search for, or assumption of, a selftht is prejudiceless, an unchanging core of 

pure reason or king, is an unpromictive search and a aiive assumption It simply is not who 

we are, and such a being cm oniy be an ühision. Gadamer is convinceci that, given the 

histonaty of our beiiig the meaning of sefunderstanding must now be seen in a completely 

diierent light." His insistence on the wmplete t e m p o d i  of the self is designeci not so 

much to give us an understanding of the self, as it is understood as interior howledge, but 

to %ring us back to ouf~elves'. Inded, for Gadamer, self-undasiandhg as aprobiem only 

emxges "whea dwre is no powernil tradition present to absorb one's own attitude into itself 

and when one is aware of codonting an alien tradition to which he has never belonged or 

one he no longer unquestioningly accept~."'~ W~th his emphasis on our prejudices, he wants 

to undedine our r d  belongingness to tradition. Yet he wants more than this. He wants us 

to see that prejudices or pre-understanduigs are "enabîing" as opposed to disabhg, in t e m s  

of understanding. Georgia Wamke surns it weii by stating that prejudices, for Gadamer, 

"serve as Our orientation to meanhg and, hence, as the bais for the possibüity of 

under standing. " '' Prejudice is, for Gadamer, a pre-understanding. With t his, Our 

conversation turns in a direction more to Gadamer's WOng. To be historicaily means to be 

able to undentand, and for Gadama, "understaadiag is the original characteristic of the king 

of human life itself " ~ 0  Understanding is what is tmly appropriate to the human, and thus 

Gadama is more interested in disnissing our king as understander than Our king as being 

(which means little to him). It is our existence in the wodd, our existence in pre- 

understandings, that enables us to understand. 
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The li~isn'colii3,qfawr king 

Hm, we nnin sh.oiigly empbasize that in Godamds view, the m o s t f u ~ e n t a i p r e -  

understding of the h a n  is imguage itseIf: Gadamer is convincexi that Our basic 

experience of the world is hguistic in nature: "language is not only an object in our hands, 

it is the reservoir of tradition and the medium in and through wbich we exist and perceive our 

world."" We belong to history through our preunder~tandings, and ail our pre- 

understandings are mediated through language. "The verbal world in which we live is not a 

berria that prevents knowledge of beiag-in-itselfbut hdamentally embraces everything in 

which our insight can k deepened and entarged."P Language itselfis that which orients us 

to meaning and offers possib'ities for understanding. 

For Gadamer, there is an ontological affinity between language and the universe of 

meanhg tbat is m i n k n t  of Platok h o r i e s ,  and as we shall se+ to Heisenberg's, especiaily 

in tenns of our participation in mith. Gadamer notes that in Plato's thought, the important 

thing is that the sou1 participates in true being, that it belongs in the same sphere of being as 

the ideas (and alsb notes that for Aristotle tw this participation is paramount, for Aristotle's 

"d' is in a way evaythmg that exïsts). What he h d s  wmpelhg within these views is the 

denial of an othenivordly Spirit, so to speak which is trying to find its way into worldly being. 

The self and the world belong originaUy together, and t is this relationship which is primary. 

Gaâamer can neva emphesize thk relationship enough in his own work. ûf course, he does 

not find thk relationship in the worid of ideas, or in soul. For Gadamer, as Brice 

Wachterhauser points out, the tme lhk h e m  our selves and reality is not "s metaphysicai 
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substance which is divinely attuned to the order ofthe cosmos."" Rather, it is language itseif, 

and it is in language that Gadamer sees the "universal relatedness ofbeing? 

"Whoever has language Ihas' the ~ o r l d . " ~  For Gadamer, we participate in being 

inasmuch as we parcicipate in Isnguagp, and fbr him, we do participate, and so does the world 

- al1 thhgs have a language, be it a humaa languge, the language of art, or the language of 

nature- Being dsiit çw be understd is language. We must be aware though that Gadarner 

does not equate iauguage with b e b g  or replisr. Raîk, for hizn, k g  that cen be udersrwd 

is language. This qwlincation is very üiustrative, 1 tdiiak, of his concem for the hwnan 

pmblem, and n&as his conviction that we are always beings in the wodd. We can only talk 

about what we can derstand, and he declares, " W i i  this area of what lies outside the realm 

of human understanding and human understandings (our world) hermeneutics is not 

concemed."" NMurally, Gadarner is not claiming that the belongingness of language and 

bang is some relative thought-constniction, a merely intellectual framework fkom which to 

view Our bang within the worid. There is an iietual ontologid affinity between the two. 

Language is the medium of intelligible reaiity, and what we attempt to hear and or try to 

express is that inhemt inteliigibility. "It is fiom Ibguage as a me* that our whole 

experience of the wodd, and especially hameneutical experience, unf01ds."~' 

Gadarner suggests that a v a y  helpful way to understand our existence within the 

medium of language is through the metaphor of "play." In play, what is important is the 

prllnacy of the garne over the ccmsciousness or attitude of the player. The r d  subject of the 

game is not the piayer but the game itsdf, which "holds the playa in its speli, draws him imo 

play, and keeps hirn there is the game itself"" The playa does not draw the game into 
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hirnself, but rather the game "draws him into its dominion and I s  him with his spirit. Tne 

player experiences the game as a reality that surpasses him."" And this precisdy how 

Gadamer wishes us to see our existence within the medium of language, or better, the "play 

of language."" Language is a game in a much more encompassing saise, since it is the 

"gamet' of our existence, and îike any other game, it is "the game itseif that plays, for it draws 

the players into itself and thus itself becomes the subjectum of the playing. "" This will 

becorne more important when we mm to dialogue. However, our next concem is with the 

nature of this reality that both surpasses us, and dnws us into it . 

The nature of Ianguuge 

Gadamer helps us to understand the nature of lan-e by meam of the ancient 

concept of the beautifid. He begins with Plato's insights here. For Plato, the beautifÙ1 was 

our link between the world of ideas and the world of shadows. It was sometbing we could 

cling to in order to ascend to the g d .  Naturally, Gadamer is not interested in the beautifùl 

in ternis of substance metaphysics and the metaphysical relationship to the infinite divine 

mind. But he is very interested in Plato's understanding of the nature of beauty. For Plato, 

the mode of king of the ôeautifÙ1 was cwsidered cherocteristic of king in generai, as was 

the good, and the true. Yet, however closely Plato linked the beautifiit and the good: "he is 

still aware of the difference between the two, and this diftèrence involves the pciul  

crdvontage of the be~ltlt~fiul.'."~~ ûne may be mislead by impure copies and apparent virtues, 

but one never mstal<rs the beau- for it is visibly manifiest, and possesses its own radiance. 

"Obviously what distinguishes the beautiful from the good is that the beautifid of itsdf 

prrsenis itselfl that its bemg is such that it maka itsdf Vnnediately evidmt . "" Its evidentness 
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and immediacy is found in its 'radiance', its 'shining', which constitutes the a d  king of the 

and Gadamer conilluies thet in clessicai thought, "Beauîy has the mode of being of 

light. ..The beudy of a beautifid thing appears in it as light, rn a radian~e."~ James Risser is 

quite helpfbl in delioeating the meaning of this radiant self-pnsentation of the beautifil in 

terms of its mediation benueai the intelligible and the appearaace: it madiates between them 

"prrcisdy kunw slimmg-forth consthtes the being of the beautifid in such a way that being 

present belongs decisively to the kiog of the beautifil [my anpha~is]."~~ 11 is an idea, and 

therefore rises abow the flux of appearances, but is at the same tirne what shines forth in 

these appearances. That beauty is immadiately evident means that "the beautiful does not 

simply mediate between the intelligible and the appearance. It collapses the distinction 

between the difference; it dapses  the Merence between the illuminateci and the 

üluminating . '= 

It is with thk undef~tanding that Guiamer huns to the notion of "image" with regard 

to the beautitiil: "in regard to beauty the beautifid mua always be understood ontologically 

as an 'image.' It rnakes no di[ference whether it 'itself or its copy appear~."~' We can already 

gather what he meam by this term. The image is something that coUapses the distance 

h e e n  itself(the illuminating) and what it images (the iliuminated). We are helped in our 

explication by bis exploration of the nqKnence of art, since a work of art is for Gadamer 

always conceived of as image (Biid picture, image). Gaâamer is ultimately interested in 

. demoiianfing the bntological communion of an image with what it images. He means this 

in the sense that the image is what it reveals, and what is revealed cannot be disessociated 

with its image. He stsits by noting that the mode of being of a work of art is above ail 



presentation. Art is only art whm it is presented: "it is in the performance and oniy in it - as 

we see most clearly in the case of music - that we encounter the work itself. as the divine is 

eucountered in the religious rite. But anistic presentation for Gadamer is represntation. 

In terms of this representation, it is possible to understand art as imitation; that is, the artist 

has managed to copy sometbhg. This Plam sas an "insuperable" ontological difference 

betwem the copy and original. Gadamer himsdfrâen us to the Latin reproese&zre, ?O 

make pment," and it isjust this that he is trybg to get aaoss: the image rnakespresent that 

which it images, and to make it present is to briiig it into being, at least being that cm be 

understood. "It expresses something in such a way that what is said is iike a discovery, a 

discloswe of something previously concealed.** One way to understand it, and a way that 

d have partiah devance for our discussion, is in tenns of a mirror image, in which "the 

atity itsdf appears in the image so that we have the thing itselfin the rnirror image."" But 

this mode1 can ody be taken so fàr, since this image is mere appearance and has no real being. 

The image for Gadamer ahvays shans in the being of wtiat it presents. To gget aaoss this 

aitical relationship between the image and what is imaged, Gadamer tums to the metaphor 

of emanation, the Neoplatonic concept of 'overflow', in which tbat whkh flows does not 

become less - indeed, it becomes more: 

That the pi- has its own reality means the reverse for what is pictwed, 
namely that it cornes to presentation in the representation. It presents itself 
there. It does not foliow that it is dependent on this particular presentation 
in order to appear. It can also present itselfas what it is in 0th- ways. But 
if it presents itself in this way, this is no longer any incidental ment but 
belongs to its own king. Evay such pretmtation is an ontological event and 
ocaipies the sune ontological level as what is represented. By being 
presented it apaiaias, as it were, mil inmeme in king. The content of the 
pictwe itsdfis ontologidiy deûned as an emanation ofthe origid.'* 
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Gadamer works through the notions of beauty and image especiaîiy to set the stage 

for a much richer understanding of Ianguage than we premtly bave at Our disposal. 

Language is the radiance, the evidentness and the imaging of reality. For Gadamer, the 

metaphysics of light is the b i s  of the nlatiouship ttetween the sbiaing forth of the beautifùl 

and the evi- of the unâerstrurdabte. Of particular signifiace is his wmecting of this 

meiaphysics of light to the Christian doctrine of the word, which itseîffoiîows the Platonic 

and Neoplatomc metaphpics of light: "nie light that causes everytbing to emerge in such a 

way that it is evident and comprehensible in itself is the üght of the ~ord . " '~  Through 

language, Gadamer is seeking to revive what Wachterbauser refws to as a "modifieci 

pliilosophy of the I q p , " "  that is, the mhamt intelligibility of reality. Wachterhauser points 

out that whüe Gadamer to this danait of reaiity in aii language in dEerent ways (e.g., 

regson, the unfblding of the tmity of the spirit, the logos), he maintains that there is more than 

sVnply a biodiag mnaection betweai language and reason - they are one and the sarne: "The 

intelligible reality in language and the language of intelligibility is the logos."4s Gadamer is 

himselfvay dear on thb, declaring unambiguously that "hguage is the language of reason 

itself "M He understends two dimensions to the logos, or the Word. First is its complete 

unit., e.g., t'theul~gically, 'the' Word of ~od."" This is the reality that is utterly whole; it is 

the center ead source of all words and qmking. Yet this is a dimension to which we, as hi te  

beings, rae denied complete access. The second dimension of the logos is its multiplicity. It 

is in the second dimension that we participate in the 'universal reletedness of bang', and by 

dohg so, actuaüy participate in the u ~ t y  of the logos. 
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a sign, but is something üke an image. It has a "mysîerious connection with wbat it images; 

it belongs to its king.''* Moreover, Like an image, a word is not a m e n  imitative illustration: 

both of them "allow what they present to k for the first t h e  fùlly what it i ~ . ' ' ~  Again 

Gadamer looks to the mirror image for elucidation. A minor relation is the constant 

substitution of one tbing for another. He illustrates this: "when something is reflected in 

somethmg else, say, the cade in the Ue, it means that the lake throws back the image of the 

d e .  The mirror image is essentially c ~ ~ e c t e d  with the actuaf sight of the thhg through 

the medium of the observer."" But what is criticai to rdize here is that language does not 

"minof an origllul or a particular object. tanguage is speculative, in the sense of a minor 

relation, but it is speculative in a much more universal sense, "as the event of speech, of 

mediation, of coming to an understanding. Such a realization is spdative in that the finite 

possibilities of the word are oriented toward the sense intended as towards the infinite." 

Attempting to flesb out this ida for us, he continues: "Someone who qmks is behaving 

speculatively whm his words do not rdled beings, but express a relation to the whole of 

being."" Language refiects endkssly upn itseIf, but this is not a massive relativization of 

language, or a confusiqg house of mvrOrs. Lmguage reflects not the multiplicity of the logos, 

but its unity: 

Evay word breaks fonh as if from a center and is related to a whole, through which 
it alone is a w r d .  Every word causes tbe whole of the laquage to which it belongs 
to remnate and the whole world-view that underlies it to appear. Thus every word, 
as the event of a moment, carries with it the unsaid, to which it is related by 
respondhg and summoning. The oocesionaiity of human speech is not a c w d  
imperhion d i t s  expressive power, it is, raîher, the logicai expression of the living 
viruahy of speech that brings a totality of m e d g  h o  play, without ôeing able to 
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within it an infioity of meankg to be explicated and laid out." 

The speculative nature of ianguage is a &ersai ontological structure, "the basic 

nature of ev@g toward which und- can be direCtedwa For Gadamer, the 

umversslity of the hermeneutical perspective is gathered together in the idea that "bang thet 

can be undersid is hnguage." He dis  Oodhe's statemeat that "Everything is a symbol" the 

most comprehensive fondation of this idea, mminding us thst it means "that everything 

points to anotha tbiiig This 'Naytbin% is MO an assertion abwt each king, indicating what 

it is, but an d o n  as to how it encounters man's ~nderstmding."~ We are understanders, 

and sine language is wbat we understand, we are drawn in thrwgh language to a world of 

meaning. ûur absolute and fûndamental participation in leaguiige is the buis of our 

participaîion m trutb, since that s p e d a k  structure is "the coming into language of a totelity 

of rneauing. "" Thus we much b e r  understand the statement given earlier, Le., "the verbal 

world in which we üve is not a barrier that preveats lmowledge of being-in-itseIf but 

bdamentally ernbraces eveytbing in wbich our Uisight csn be eniarged and deepened." 

Langage spealcs itself, in the seme tbat tbe idhite wbole which it iq is laid up in each 

of the parts. But we do not understand kaus+ we exist in this medium; our existence 

in lrmBurge is drpos~~'biIify for understauding. It has given us orientations and foundations 

fiom which to say the unsaid. It rnay be within language, and thus certaidy accessible, but 

the *unseid" actuaüy has no inteliigible being. Understanding is in f e  not som "pure" 

thougbt "put into words;" ratha "the way w b t a d h g  ocws... is the wming-into-language 

of the thing itseKW" Thus, wMe ewry word Cames with it the unsaid, Gadamer is carenil 
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to point out that the unsaid only cornes into language through "responding and surnrnoning. " 

By its nature, language is the Ianguage of conversation He means that understanding is 

achieved always by didogue, the relation of question and answer. Dialogue is Our real entry 

into the spsculative nature of language, since through dialogue "what emerges in its tmth is 

the logos, wtiich is Mithr mine nor yours ..."" 

me ndur of Y-R~ 

"Conversation is a pr-s of wming to an understanding."" EEarlr we introduced 

the notion of play with regard to language as the medium of Our existence. In terms of 

dialogue this concept takes on especid brilliance. For Gadamer, a genuine conversation is 

not one we conduct, but one we "fâll into" or becorne involved with. It is one in which the 

pivmers do not lead, but are led, and do not know where they are led, in the sense that they 

do mt kmw what wül "cane out" of their conversation. Understanding is like an event that 

happens to us, as is the failure to understand. AU this shows Gadamer that "a conversation 

has a spint of its own, anci that the language in which it is conducted bears its own truth 

w i t h  it - i.e., that it ailows something to 'emerge' which henceforth exists."" The spirit is 

the mdh of the object as it gathers together the partnm in conversation: "...in a mc<ressfÙl 

conversation [both partaers] corne under the inauence of the tndh of the object and are thus 

bound to one eaother in a new community. To nech an understanding in a dialogue is not 

mady a matta of pinllig o d k r w a r d  a d  su- asserthg one's own point of view, 

but king t d o n n e û  into a communion in which we do not remain what we wae."' 

Thae are of course conditions for a genuine conversation, the d e s  of the garne, so 

to speak. One of the first conditions of eiigaging in dialogue is the admission that one's 
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knowledge is limited, and that one is thus open to the possible tmth of another view. 

Obvioudy, this requins that one take seriously the other partner in a conversation: "Thus it 

beioags to every tme conversation îhat each person opens himselfto the other, tiuly accepts 

his point of view as valid and transposes himself into the 0 t h  to such an extent that he 

understanâs not the particular Uidividual but what he say~."~' That is, it is not a question of 

understanding the other pason's intentions, how he cornes to be saying what he is saying 

(tbough this is a part of it). More miportant is whm the other partner is saying. Furthemore, 

t is jus& as narssiiy to take Scnousiy air own place in the dialogrue, since the goal is a shared 

undentadhg wtiac the participants are at oae with each other on the subject. The necessity 

of taking both partners saiously is partidarly apparent when the dialogue is between a 

person and a text, whether that text is a work of art, a historical document, or given in 

wbrPewer bguage the thhg has. A dialogue baween a p e ~ a  and a text is slightly different 

than a dialogue between persoas, since a text is an enduringly fixeci expression of We. This 

meens thai "one pertna m the hameneutical conversation, the text, speaks oniy thmugh the 

other partner, the interpreter. Oaly through bim are the written marks changed back into 

In this, the interpreter has a great responsibiIity to treat the text as a Thou, and 

must be v e q  arefiil not to dominate and impose himseifupon the text. The interpreter is 

obligated to let the text s@ "Nevertheles, in behg changed back by understanding, the 

subject matter of which the text speaks itsdf fhds expression. It is Ore a r d  conversation 

in that the conimon subjezt m ~ n a  is wbilt ands dw two parhers, the text and the interpreter, 

to each ~ t h e r . " ~  Yet understanding the subject matter of the text can never be had without 
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In tliis the irmerpretds own horizon is decisive, yet mt as a personal standpoint that 
he meintiillis or enhms, but more as lui opinion and a possib'ity that one brings into 
play and puts a.  risic, and th helps one t n ~ i y  to rnake one's own what the text says ... 
We caa see now thai this is what takes place in conversation, in which something is 
expressed that is not 0 3  mine or my authof s, but cornmon." 

G.damr is rrfaring hem to tbat Gision ofhorizons, the "cmbinationn of old end new 

h o  sornething of living value. This is perfiaps the grratest difference between the mahods 

of science and a discipline ofdtalogue, that the lmowledge so gained has value. As opposed 

to a scientific undastanding, which daims certain knowledge of the thiags as t h q  r d y  ue ,  

the hermeneuticaüy ealightened eonscioupoess establishes the higher truth of dialogic 

tramhion: "It is bigher because it aiiows the foreign to b m e  one's owm, not by destroying 

it criîicaliy or repm&c@ it uncrificalîy, but by explicating it within one's own horizons with 

one's own concepts and thus giving it a ncw vaiidity. "" Understanding is interpreting insofar 

as t is t k  integrmon of tmth into our fWs.  

From tbig we crn see to what extent Gadarner's philosophical henneneutics is at the 

same time practical phiiosophy. We do not, as in a techndogictlly-onented science, 

understand and then apply. We understand throwgh application. Our interest is in the 
. . 

meaiingfulness of a text within our horizon In k t ,  application is what d e s  understanding 

meaNngfÙi: "application is neither a subsequent nor maely an occasional part of the 

phenornena of understanding, but determines it as a whole from the beginning.""6 When 

the interpreter tries to imdastani what oonstitutes the d n g  and sigdcance of a text* i.e., 

what it says, he cannot disregard himseifand his situation. The inierpreter "must relate the 
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text to this situation if he wants to understand at dl. "'' Gadarna illustrates this through the 

model of kgal hermeneutics. Universal laws exist, but the understanding of those laws is 

achieved only m application to a partidsr situation, an interpretation for the here-and-now. 

In giving an answa for the preseat, the legai hermeneuticist has to give an interpretation 

which rernains true to the law, but w k h  is appropriate to the circumstances: "Finding the 

iawmeansthhkbgthecasetogahawiththeInv so that what is actuaiiy just or the law gets 

concretized."' In tenns of the dialogue, we might c d  the "law" the truth that guides the 

conversation, and coming to an understanding of that law is the concretization of it in a 

speEi6c situation. It is not without sigdicance that for Gadamer, "thinlong the law" means 

not only the consideration of univerd laws, but even more a carefùl consideration of the 

body of precedenfs, those decisions already laid d o m  For the legd systerns, the body of 

precedents "is more crucial.. .than the universal laws in accord with which the decisions are 

made."@ The legal conversation is Id by the univasal law, and the expression of those jaws 

in precedents is the basis for further expression of the law. 

Here, Gadamer finds quite insi&fbl and relevant to our larger situation Aristotlets 

observation that the understanding of "iutural" truths and "human" tniths are two very 

different things, especially in terms of how we are to act: "Aristotle emphasiued that it is 

impossible for ethics to achim the extnine exactitude ofmathmiatcs. Indeed, to demand 

this kuid of exactitude would be inappropiae."" A blanket application of sociological or 

economic laws is inappropriate because the hwnan world is one of constantly changing 

situations. In taking his model of practicai knowledge 6om Aristotie, Gadamer insists that 

the problem of method has a moral relevance. As Gadamer understands Aristotle, moral 
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knowledge "is c l d y  not objective Lwwledge - i-e., the knower is not standing over against 

a situation he mereiy obsewes; he is d i d y  confionteci with what he sees. It is sometbing 

he has to do."" He agrees with him thrt "knowledge that cannot be applied to the concrete 

situation remains meaningiess and even nsks obscuring what the situation calls for."R We 

shodd keep in mhd that Gadamer does not take up the mode1 of plgctical knowledge for 

u m h t d @  and disregard it with respect to the question of action Understand'ig a text 

and ethical action are two faces of the same coin, and certainly when he seeh human 

W o m ,  he is seeking both the possibüities of action as weil as understanding. It is clear to 

Gadamer that a naturai af+inity exists between the two: "understanding, like action, always 

remains a risk and never leaves room for the s impk application of a g d  knowledge of 

rules to the statements or texts to be under~food."~ Action md understanding, where 

sucassful means a growth in inner awareness, a brdening and deepening of the texture of 

our experience. The hamenaitd eXpenence is an adwntm, simply because it is not merely 

intefested in registaiOg what is thece or said there, but l d  us back to Our guiding interests 

and questions; in th is  the experience has a for lessa degne of scientrpc certainty, but thus 

is "capable of contributhg in a special way to the broadening of our human experiences, our 

self-knowledge, and our horizon. "" 

While it nuiy mt have that scientific certainty, the hermeneutical discipline of 

questioning and inquiring nonetheless "guarantees ti~th."" Practid knowfedge, that 

directed toward the conacte situation, is that wbich imparts the immediate h g  ceriainty 

that science is ncitha interesteci m achieving, nor able to achieve, but has covered up with its 

own claims of certainty. in ternis of the Nenpîatonic metaphor, coming into language is an 
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incrase in king of the thing. In his own words, the cornhg into language of something is 

an evemt of being, since truth has pfe~ented itsdf more fWy - at least from our perspective 

and which is al1 we can really talk about. Moreover, truth cannot be vedied; 

it must be expaienad. nie experience of mth, in both its captivating seifhidence and 

trarisfomative guality, is the expecience ofan "mat;" understanding is above all a happening 

and d e s  history. Thae is rlwrys an dement of surprise in understanding: "what is evident 

is always somethhg surprising as wek üke a new light king tumed on, expanding the range 

of what we can take into consideration."" The reJity is that though the experience of tmth 

is always a unique event, tmth has a very compehg nature: "whm we understand a text, 

what is mcaningFul captivates us just as the beautifui captivates us. It has aSSerfed itself and 

captivateâ us before we can corne to ourseives and be in a position to test the claim to 

mes3mig it mices."" Thus it expands our range of ansideration precisely because it d e s  

a daim upon us, and sets us a task which we must master ever mew, tluit is "the task of 

integrating it hto the whole of one's own orientation to a world and one's own seif- 

understanding."" In the final analysis, understanding as it is reached through dialogue is an 

" e ~ 1 ' c ~ r t t "  of OurSehtes, as Our world is enriched by the 'increase in being.' Though the 

experietlce of mith is a unique event, it is never an isolated one. It occurs within the conta  

of our lives, and through its expression there, changes the very context within which it was 

realized. For Gadamer then, coming to an understanding is "a life process in which a 

mmmunity of lité is lived out."m Our whole existence is dialogic, where dialogue is the play 

of language itself. Language niUy r&es itsdf only in the procws of corning to an 
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understanding and that process is its play: it piays insofiu as it "addresses us, proposes and 

withdraws, asks and tiilfils itsdf in the answererng' 

Enrichment and the mûnd sciences: the limits of science 

Our question at this point coacems the location of the Mhual sciences within this 

universaiity, wlnch includes our nature above al1 as understandersy the medium of our 

existence in language, the iaescapab'iiity of prejudice, and the necessity of dialogue for 

understanding. Naturaiiy, since Guiamer is confident of the universal daims of his 

henneneutics, it is not for bixn a question of verüication through science. The question we 

put to Gadama is thus not whether science is within this u n i v d  reality, s i n a  for him every 

human actMty is within that reality. Instead we ask: Can naturai science play a part in the 

enrichment of Our world by tmth? Where does naturd science fit in the human and 

humnihg process of conhg to an understanding, whae understanding is that üté procus 

in which a wmmunity of üfe is lived out? Givm the perception of science and the s c i d c  

mtbod that we saw d e r ,  we an anticipate that, in Gadamer's view, science can play only 

a srnall role in the hermeneuticaf enterprise. 1 hope to show that, notwithstanding his 

discovety that science has "hmrmtical dimensions," this anticipation is essentidy correct. 

The claim to universality of pldosophical hameneutics is, in the case of nah>rsl science, 

limited. Gaâamer wouid argue that this W o n  dos not stem from hennaieutics, but eom 

science as it is protected by the phiiosophy of science. Nonetheles, one cannot ignore the 

bt tbat ûadmrm has m mal interest in naturai science, that he generaliy gives it up for lost, 

and that this effects his Sorts - or lack of them - in that direction. At most, natural science 

is that which needs to be teSttgined by the hameneutical enterprise. 
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One of the most gcmnnir pichins of ûadamer's Mews on natural science is given by 

Michaed Kdly in "Hameneutics and Science: Why Hermeneutics is not ~ntiscience."~ It is 

an interesthg picture in its atternpt to ciarify the position of natural sciace within especidy 

Gadamer's henneneuticaî empbash and endeavou~~ Kelly outlines and r&tes two minor and 

one major reason which leaâ to the assumption that Gadarner's hmeneutics is antiscience: 

Ciadamer's philosophical comection 4th Heidegger, the supposed antithesis between tmth 

and method, and Gadarner's apparent distinction between the hhuman and natural sciences. 

The third nrson is most relevant to our discussion, espcidiy since his discrrditing of this 

distinction lads to a discussion of the sigaincance of hermenaitics for the natural sciences. 

Kelly is very positive about the relation of Gadamefs hermeneutics to nanual science. Thus, 

in tamo the clah to universality of philosophicai henneneutics, 1 think we can nly on him 

to sbow us the most optiniisiic extent to which naturai science is mvolved in that univefsality. 

For Kdly, this involvement is a restricted one, which in itseîf is quite t e h g  if one considers 

that he is sometimes open-minded b o n d  justification, as we see by considering his 

refiitations of the first two reasons. 

With regard to the nrst reason, KeUy does not deny Gadamer's comection to 

Heidegger, who appears to k both antiscience and antite~hnology~ Yet he wants to underiine 

that Gadamefs whole pbilosopbical strategy is much diffaent than Heidegger' S. Heidegger 

c h a l l e  the entire tradition of westem ptiüosophy, Uicluding science, on the grounds of its 

obsession with presence that is associateci with the domination of Being in the thinking of 

bosh philosopphy and science. While Gadarner ais0 seeks aiternatives to modern philosophy, 

KeUy points out that he tries to do this witbin the traditions of western phiiosophy aiid 
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science: "He aceeps the importance of Jcience withln modern society and he never attempts 

to challenge science on its own Dun, that is, he does not object to the use of its methodology 

in the study of natweewa The other related reason that people assume Gadamer's 

hermeneutics is antiscience is the vay title of Trith and Merhad, which implies to some an 

antidiesi$ an opposition b a n  truth d method. Tlls is simply not the case, argues Kelly. 

Gadarner is making a philosophicai point to 0 t h  philosophas "who dethe the concept of 

truth almost exclusively in terms of the concept of scientific t r ~ t h . ' ' ~  Gadamer wants to 

expand the restricted concepts of scientific tmth, knowiedge and experience to include 

nonscientifk truth, hiawledge and experience, but tbis artjcuiation of these expandecl 

concepts "does not entai1 a rejection of science, nor even of scientific truth."8s Strictly 

speal0iig, Ciadamer's acceptmce of the importance of science within modem society is true, 

though Kelly has given a very generous spin to this acceptance. As we MW, it is precisely 

because science has gaineci such overwhelniiiig and destructive power in the world that he 

tums to aiteniatiVes- That Gadamer never challenges natural science on its own that he 

ooncedes to science the use of its method, and that he does not reject scientific v ~ t h  m o t  

be denied. However, this is not an occasion for celeôration, since it suggests not so much 

Gadarner's recognition of the integrity of science, but rather his perception of the lack of 

possiies of modem science fiom a hermeneutid paepective. As to the tmth of sciaice, 

it is clear that bis concession thae is merely a formal one. The above investigation of 

understanding and truth has cleariy show us that for Gadamer, science hm little r d  

connection to tnith. 
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Yet tbat science, in the form of the philosophy of science, has been rethinking itself 

oenaialy mtenst~ Guiamer. His discovery, which for the most part carne &er his writing of 

Truth and Mefhod, that scienoe, or rather - its foundations, are not as "monolithic, 

homogeneous and fixedWM as Gadamer had assumed fàcilitates his task of legitimating the 

tnrtb claims of art, phüosophy and history, at least on the inteiiechial side. hdeed, Gadamer 

sorne of those reflectiom as bePriag out his own ideas, and he nfap enthusiastidy to 

the recent uncovering of the "hermeneutic dimensions" of naturai science. He especidy 

highlights in this regard tbe adngssion ofhistoricity in science - "in the naturai sciences as the 

Qaeiision of paradigms and ofthe devance of one's ûamework of inquiry."" For Gadamer, 

these dimensions are a welcome crack in the facade of science. F idy ,  science is recognized 

as an historiai and not an a-historiai enterprise (this is a curious reaction, given his own 

essentidiy abstract view of science); it has a communicative side whkh for Gadamer is 

ultimateiy conmxted to language. However, what is relevant here is that, for Gadarner, this 

discovery of hermeneuticai -OIE applies more to the question of scientific limits than 

to scientific pmibilities. 

This nainis us to Kelly's discussion of the third and major reason for the perceived 

adscience of Gadamer's philosophicai hermeneutics, Le., the supposition that Gadamer 

makes a distinction between the human and mtural sciences. He argues that in fact 

W s  philosophical hermeaeutics does not assume a shsrp dkhction between the human 

and naturai sciences, and ontlllnly one cannot dislgree with this. For Keily, insofiv as 

Gadamer's hemeneutics is univend, Gadamer's ernphasis is on a theory of understanding 

which is applicable to both sciences; though in a massive understatement, he admits that 
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Gadama diScusses the ammon ontological rmts uniting the sciences much more in relation 

to the himan sciences. Nevadiees, Kelly cleims thet Gadamer "does c l w  their devance 

fw the natural sciences by anaiyzing two specific ümits of the natural sciences ... One limit is 

h m  below, the other from ab~ve. ' '~ The lgmt fkom bdow concems the recognition of the 

Iiistoricity of science, and fiom above cancans the question of the value of science. 

Let us look at the b i t  fkom klow. To illustrate this lllait 4 t h  regard to n a d  

science, Kdly takes an exrniple h m  the modem philosophicai situation. 'Inae, he notes that 

hermeneutics luis demonstrated that the historicity of philosophy, 3.e. the histoncal 

conditionedness of philosophical reflection," does not mean the demise of philosophical 

reflection. This cw also apply to whot we might d l  the historiai conditionedness of 

scientific activity. He uses Gadamer's mode1 of the effective-hisioncal consciousness to 

argue that our consciousness as rational, aitical, anâ objective may be historically 

Conditioned, but is not M d a t e â  by this cunditionedness. Certainly, Kelly is ont0 something 

here, since in Gadamer's view, an acknowiedgerneut of history, of iixnits, dws not imply an 

outright rejection of sciena, nor does it imply restrictions on the accepted produres in 

science. It does show the reaiity of the case, that is, that science has very human (i.e. 

historiai) foundations. in Gadamds view, Kuhn's theory of revolution in science "rightiy 

cr i t i cb"  the notion of an unintmpted and hear progression of science. It is signifiant, 

as Kelly takes pains to show, that Gadamer insists thiit hermeneutic dimensions do not make 

SaaWz any less scientük. As Gadama declsres: "science is no less science when it is aware 

the M m  as its integrative bction. Just as iittle is the scientific c-ef attamable in 

the natural or the social sciences lost by the nason of the f~ that the theory of science 
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allows them to be awwe of their Iimits."* Interestingly, it is with reference to the 

hernieneutid dimensions of science that we find Ciadamer's singe and short derence to 

Heisenberg. Gadamer sees Heisenberg asking the question of whether "scientific inquiry 

redy is completely independent of the language world in which the scientist lives as a 

scientist . Gadamer recognizes that this does not mean the demise of science, but rather 

indicates that research occurs in a social context. Stili, he does not tread too fhr into the 

world of natural scientific insight. We thdore hear him insisting that he is not the least 

interesteâ in cbanging natural science: "It is a niive misundentandhg .. .to ferr that the 

hamenamc reflection 1 practice will mean a weakening of scientific objectivity,' though he 

ad& that this objcaMty is üttk to k ~ommnded.~' Keüy interprets Gadarner's unwillingness 

to c d  for changes in naturd science quite positively, concluding that the henneneutical 

reievance for science on this limit is this: "because of its historical development and 

conceptual structure, hermeneutics is in a very good position to contribute to the 

pliilosophical understanding of the relationship b*ween science anci hist~ry."~ 

For M y ,  Gac&mer is not antiscience because he is not intaesteci in changing natural 

science, or attacking it on its own turf. Certainiy this is mie. But we might ask both Kdly 

and Gadmer, is this emgh? 1 don? think so, especially if hermeneutical rdection is 

"uiiivasel in its possible application.ng3 Although it was newr Gadamer's intention in Truih 

d Methodto "make prescriptions for the sciences or canduct of He, but to try to correct 

fdse thinking about what they are,"" it saais quite clear that Gadamer arpe*s an 

imestigation ofthe phüosophical foundations of the human sciences to Mect those sciences 

in a meah@ way. A change in perception with regard to the ontologicai makeup of both 
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ourselves and Our world alrnost dernands a change in our approach to both. For example. 

knowing ourselves as historical beings makes a quite a difference to the historical sciences, 

where the "apparent opposition of icnowing subject and his object is eliminated.'"' In the 

-caUy aia&ened hiniaa sciences, the traditions on which we stand now "offer less 

an objective field for the scientific mastery of a subject matter or for the extension of our 

domination by knowledge of the unlaiown than a mediation of ourselves with Our real 

possibilities mgulfing us."% For Our larger discussion, this is an important point. since 

Heisaikrg is quite clear that fundamental change is demanded by the discoveries about our 

limits and possibilities within the saidy of nature. 

On the one hand, 1 bdim that if Gadamer had r d y  dernanded such a fundamental 

change to natural science, he would have subjected himseif to the quivalent to a 

philoeapbical lynching, at least in bis circle of discussion. He is quite aware of thiq noting 

that even his mere suggestions that science must acknowledge the existence of "productive 

prejudices" brings out accusations that his philosophy is "encouraging people to proceed 

uncntically and subjectively in science!"" nie limits of science are particularly clear to him 

through his own attempts to dialogue with the philosophy of science. For Gadamer, the 

method of modem science, protected so fiercely by the philosophers of science, "is 

charaderid h m  the stan by a refisal: nmely, to exdude all that which actually eludes its 

own methodology and proceduresesu" One saises his hstration in trying to dialogue with 

those who entangle themselves alrnost irrationaily in the ideals of science, and thereby 10% 

the opamess tbst is essential to dialogue, or at the very lewt to comrnon sense. He is blunt: 

"It is in the nature ofthe case, then, that the dialogue between philosophy and philosophy of 
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the sciences never reafly su~ceeds."~~ Certainly an important basis for the limited relevance 

of hememhcs to aaniral science is for Gadarner baseâ upon the inability and lack of desire 

in the philosophy of science to change its objectives. 

1 think he is quite mistaken to see the philosophy of science as the "ambassador" of 

natural science. His occzlsional brushes with the idees of naîural scientists aiggests that he 

is awpe tbat the dehders of science m the social sphere are somewhat off-track with regard 

to the real experience of naîurai science. But that he does not dialogue more fùlly with 

n a i d  scknœ damnrarsics iiis uadaty0ig conviction that it d l y  hp nat much to offer the 

larger smpe of luwn existence, despite occasional refiection upon its foundstions, which in 

any case are quickiy appropded by Gadamer for his own agenda. On the whole, Gadamer 

never reiinquishes the view that modern empirical science purcbased "certitude and 

controllability of their knowledge and the seaire path of their progress" by forsaking 

comprehensive knowledge in what he cails "the grand Aristotelian ~tyle." '~ He continues: 

What the old science, crowned by metaphysics, had provided wis a whole orientation 
to the world, which brought the natural arpaience of the world and its linguistically 
mdhd intapretation of the world to a unifid conclusion. Modem science could 
not provide this. Just as man no longer considers hùnseifthe center of his universe, 
so too his knowledge is no longer the natuml expansion of his experiena of the 
world. Instead it is an independent setup, indeed an attack upon nature, which it 
subjects to a new but only partid mastery.lol 

For Gadarner, the universality of the hermeneuticai perspective is discovered in the 

idea tbat "being that can be undnstood is Ianguage." This is no metaphysicaî assertion, he 

notes, but d e s c i l i  "hm the mdiini of understanding, the UNeStricted scope po~sessed by 

the hermeneutical perspective." He continues by noting "it would be easy to show that dl 

historical experience satitifies this proposition, m dues the expetence of mtwe [my 
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ernpha~is]."'~~ T hat OUT experience of nature unfods into a larger experience of reality is 

what the ancient Greeks understood; for Gadameer, this is what modem science has 

rehquished, and is not interested in understanding. Natural science as it coma out of 

modanity simply ceinot oBP that sort of conqndiaisive knowledge. but ody a never-ending 

mastery of nature. The experience of nature, which wouid h y s  be a dialogue with nature, 

w d  rrquirr such a fundunsdal saft of viewpoint with regard CO nature, ourselves and the 

nature ofreality tbat to Gadamer it seems beyond the possibilities of modem n a d  science. 

A&@ whetha modem naturai science "could even pose the questions that unceasin& stir 

an desire to know, questions that truiy spring fiom wonder," Gadamer decidedly responds 

in the negative. In his view, the possibilities that exist in the human sciences have no place 

in the natural. By its objectives and methods, that science has situated itself fiir fiom the 

iarger hmim conœms: "it ceinot be denieci that science aiways hss and always will corne up 

against a c lah  of comprehension (Begreifens) in the f 8 a  of which it must fail - and indeed 

it shaild f b rg~ . " ' ~  This, the best bat  can be done ~it this point is to simply make the attempt 

to restrain science, to M t  it as far as possible. 

For Gdsma, then, the recognition of the historicity end human dimensions of science 

ody provide a path for science to step back fiom its own clsims of universality. Here we are 

concemed with the KeUy's limit fiom above, which refers to the values by which science is 

directed, and its place in the world. in tbis regard, hameneutics as practical philosophy has 

relevanœ fbr the problem of how to assimüate scientific knowiedge with practical, ahical Me. 

Clearty, ûadmmr is not claiming moral superionty for his hamaieutics, nor is he interested 

in qgpsîhg any particular criteria for the choices about the values and purpose of science. 



Still though bis foais is more on the model of refkaion through which decisions can be 

arrivai at, it is t ehg  that Mhiral scieme has no r d  comection to this model. In that limit 

h m  above, hemiawubcs supplies a phiiosophical f d o n  h m  which to speak about b th  

the ethical questions raised by science and the matter of its appropriate place in society, a 

farmlaton that Gadamer fêek is Who& absent in naturel science. Thus the relation of natural 

science to the Unversality of hermeneutics is ultimateiy found in its subordination to it: 

... the claim to universaüty on the part of hermeneutics consists of integrating all the 
sciences, of paanimg the opportunities of knowledge on the part of every scientific 
method wherever they may k applicable to @en abjects, and of deploying thern in 
ail theu possibiliti es...[H ermeaeutics] has to bring everything Laowable by the 
sciences into the context of mutual agreement in wtiich we ourseIves exist.. .[hl not 
only acamts for the procedures apptid by scieuce but dso gives an accuunt of the 
questions that are pnor to the application of every scien ce...These are the questions 
tbat are d e t m m ~ ~  . . fbr al human hwing  and doing, the -est of questions, that 
are decisive for human beings as human and their choice of the good.lW 

So we see that whm Galamer asLs the puesiion of "how man can understand himself 

within the totaiity of a social reality dominated by science,w1os his m e r  is the necessary 

restriction of the scope of science, dongside a renewal of huxnan possib'ity and fiadom. 

Since science by its very m e  removes the possibility for a serious wnsideration of Our 

bdonghgness to the world, it is cl- that science can only participate in the larger process 

of enrichment by backing off and making room for the truths of the human endeavours. In 

the end, Gadamer appeals to science for the reaüzriton of the actual structure of 

understanding that exists More aü methodologies, and that it not deprecate the legitimacy 

of other fonns of laiowing in üght of theu own: "In a time when science penetrates firther 

and îurther into socid practise, science cm M its social W o n  only when it acknowledges 
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its own limits and the conditions placed on its t'reedom to manoeuvre. Philosophy must make 

this clear to an age credulous about science to the poim of ~uperstition."'~ 
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CHAPTER 3 

In Truth md Method, Gadamer asks the question: "Does not the expience of art 

coniaia a daim to mith which is certainly diffèrent fiom that of science, but just as certainly 

not i d i o r  to it?"' The underlying assumption of that work is the necessity of legitimating 

the truth claims of the experience of philosophy, art and history against the mith claims of 

science. For Gaô8mer, tbis legitgnation can onîy be provided by a deeper investigation of the 

phenomeua of understanding, which is exactly what Trurh d M e t M  goes about doing. 

However, 1 suggested earlier that his conassion to scîentïfic truth in Thth mdMethod and 

elsewhere is more fonaal than otherwise. Clearly for Gadamer, in view of what 'really 

happens' in the experience of art and history, whatever science has been claiming, it is not 

truth. For Gadamer, coming under the influence of tmth changes us in a very reaî and 

profound way. Through tmt4 we came more to ourselves and to our world. From his 

viewpoint, a science which grounds itself in illusions, which dominates and mntrols, which 

alienates us h m  tliat which we are trying to understand, can never make a genuine chim to 

truth, however impolitic it might be to  announce this aloud. in his own work, Heisenberg 

mi@ be asking a War question: Does not the d experience of nature contain a daim to 

tmth that is différent than that of objective, rational science? Indeeà, it is quite interesting 

that Heisenberg in sorne scientific and philosophical circles h d s  Iiimself in a simüar position 

to Gadamer - how to legitimate the truth of a science that is no longer "scientifically 

objective.' But it is uhhateiy fa Hebe&qg not a question of mere episternological interest. 

Heisenberg's coacem abow ail is the living out of our lives, and the experience and 

integration of truth into He, whatever the source of that experience. 
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In the foilowing, we are concancd with offaing Heisenberg's vision of who and how 

we reaiîy are in the world, and espeQany wbat part science plays in this vision. We wiil begin 

by lookmg at the radical changes to s c i d c  tboughi eariier this century, changes with which 

Heisenberg was closdy invoIved. This foas gives us an idea of the limits of science, limits 

which are particularly confining if one remains witbin the demands of a rational, objective 

&ce. That is, if one cannot tak  about the larger c o n t e  mn those radical changes are 

meaningless. From here, we wül tum to the broader h e w o r k  of Heisenberg's thought, 

where the fder possibilities of science c m  be discovered. That thae are many atnmties 

between his scientific discoveries and his vision of human king might suggest to some that 

he is in some danger of contradicting bis statement that it is "impossible to base articles of 

belief that are to be bindhg for one's bearing in life on scientific knowledge alone. "2 There 

is no doubt that the discovery of the Mtations of science profoundy affectecl hlln; on the 

otha hand, catiirmy his hger vision atkted his scientific discoveries. There is definitely an 

mterpky bnwcai the two, and for Heisenberg, this is how it should be. When we encounter 

somthing of uhmiate importance, tbis tbing "wül suddenly begin to shine in its own light, fint 

dm@ and vaguely, then ever more brightly, until fiasny it will giow through our nnin mind, 

spill ova to other abjects and eventuaüy becorne an important part of our own Life."3 For 

Heisenberg, the enCounter with the divine order is iike this, wkther one encounters it in 

nature, art, or in human relationships. The divine order within art "spüls" into that within 

science, and science hto lifé, just as Life 'spills" into science and art. For Heisenberg this 

order is the grouad of our existence, or in Gadamerian ternis, the medium of our W. And 

whüe Gadama hdds that hiigurge is k g  that can be understood, for Heisenberg, order is 
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that which can be undastood. What we wül see is a faScinating correspondence between 

their thoughts, kit one in which sciesice coma to life as an integral aspect of that speaiiative 

nature of order. 

@mnIwrn mixhanics and the scien$~c apdeuce 

For Gadamer, naairal science could only becorne an enrichhg and humanking activity 

thmugh fundamental changes of viewpoint. Heisenberg insists these fiindamental changes 

have occurred through the discoveries of atomic physicq discoveries which were as much 

about ourselves as they were about nature. For the physicist, quantum mechanics and in 

@cular the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics is a tuniing point in human 

understandimg, at least with regard to modern scientific thinking. In brief. the Copenhagen 

berpretation states we must do away with the notion that science cornes to know nature in 

itw thai what we can obsave is iimited by Our concepts, and that this ümiîation is a basic 

and unalterable feature of our situation in science. Thus, it is impossible to explain atomic 

phenornena in any more deta& and quantum theory cen make the daim to completeness. in 

ptacficai taais, this means thet we nçasarüy change the processes we are obaMng through 

Our observations, that in the microworld "every process of observation causes a major 

distutbance," and thus must be factored in to the picture of nature. It boils d o m  to the fact 

that we are no longer deaiing with a picture of nahue as it really is, "but rather a p i m e  of 

Our relation to nature."' 

As Heiseabag dcscriks it, the Copenhagen interpretation is iaually a partnership of 

dinaem contriions wùich amse h m  the consideration of d i rent  angles of the problem. 

For example, N~els Bohr's contribution, the principle of complementarity, arises f?om the 
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practical necessity of describing the wavdparticle duaiity of an, e-g., electron. 

Complanentarity refers to the fact that both pictures, though mutuaLty exclusive, are 

necessary to a bill understandomg of the electron- Heisenberg's coatribution arises fiom a 

consideraîion of the problem of the description of the mechanics of quantum problem, from 

which he developed his $mais uncataimy relations. The two notions do not contradjct each 

other, since the uncertainty to each of the pichires above "is expressed by the uncertainty 

relation, which is niffcient for avoiding a logical contradiction between the M e r a t  

pi~tures."~ It is hdpGL to gïve some kKFde!td to ?hie interpretation, at least to somehow get 

across its startliag implications fiom a scientific perspective. As Heisenberg recalls Bohr 

saying, 'Those who are not shocked when they first corne across quantum theory cannot 

possibly have understood itft6 (though, to be sure, we are much less shocked a haKcentury 

later). Although complementarity plays a role in Heisenberg's thinking, the foilowing is 

particularly concernecl with the development of Heisenberg's contribution, because his 

description of that development and his contribution, as well as his interpretation of that 

interpretation, reflects in many ways his larger fhunework of thought. 

That there are various contributors to the Copenhagen interpretation, and not only 

those whose names are f o d y  associateci with it, is indicative of the larger scientific 

experience. Heisenberg's participation in the world of science taught him that the creative 

processes of science are never the promi* of individuel and isolated effort. individuel and 

isolated @us is as mch a myth for Heisenberg as it is for Gadarner. For Heisenberg, it is 

impossible to escape the fact that science is a human activity, done in the world and w i t h  

a comrnunity, since our understanding rests on comrnunity. Thus, Heisenberg insists that 
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though the natural sciences may rest on experiments, its results are based in the dialogue of 

those who work in them, who di9aiss the meaniag of th& experiments. Naturaiiy, this is not 

an insight that cornes out of quantum physics, but his own experience of science. AU 

knowledge, he insists, is grounded in dialogue, scientific no less than any other kind.' The 

real creative processes of science rest upon cooperation and diaiogue within the community, 

where goodwül and a genuine desire to understand form essential preconditions. For 

Hemedqg, that much must be said of the creative processes of Me. At this point, it is very 

interesthg to r e d  Gadamer's understanding of dialogue as "a Mie process in which a 

community of lifè is haî out."' Heisenberg's Der Teil und k s  Ganze is the presentation of 

his life in the fonn of dialogue with an immense variety of people and ranging over an 

immense variety of concenis. For Heisaibag these discussions necessariiy move beyond the 

scope of strict scient& problans, because science is done in the context of me. Thus, the 

dhsionsjust as ofien extend to the larger human, philosophicai or political questions, and 

in this way Umoduce both the Iarger tradition into science and science into the larger 

tradition. His aim is to show how little nancral science can be separateci fiom these more 

general questions. In Heisaiberg's view, science is a human activity, whether it is natural 

science or human science, and the truiy human inciination is to search for the broad 

connections. Furthermore, the naturai sciences have now more than ever a crucial place in 

that search, since their nsults took them far beyond that strict sphere of science: "Modem 

atOmc physics has presented for discussion hdarnental philosophicai, ethicai, and political 

pmblerns in re!newed fonn, and the largest possible circle of people should participate in tbat 

discussion." For the moment, however, we wül restrict ourselves to the scientific dialogue. 
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While Heisenberg would include a number of conversations that helped him to an 

und- of guannmi mechanics, he tells us that the main insight fiom which he worked 

to develop his uncertainty relations came nom a discussion he had once bad with Einstein, 

who had told him that .it is the h r y  which decides what we can ~bsewe."'~ It is helpful to 

consider that conversation and its larger context, as it is recalled by Heisenberg. Although 

young Heisenkrg was drawn to physics in the hope of taking part in this aciting new area, 

in which basic scientific and philosophical attitudes were behg question& he did not blaze 

in with novel ontological or episternotogid theones. Entexing the field and trying to be a 

coIlSCientious sciemist, he twk quite serïously the mahod by which science was supposed 

to work. His work was hitfùl, and Heisenberg at one point gave a lecture on the new 

quantum mechanics that he had playeâ a part in developing, a coherent mathematical 

fhmework that p-sed to ernbrace all the multi-faeeted aspects of atomic activity. It was 

after this lecture that he and Einstein pursuecl some ideas relating to quantum mechenics. 

Einstein's attention wcu wght by both Heisenberg' s smpt ion  of the existence of an 

electron h i d e  the atom mi nd h i s u s  refusal to consider its orbit, even thou* it was 

possiibk to see decmn tracks in a cloud chamber. Heisenberg defaded himself by pointing 

out "even in the older physics wave numbers and amplitudes could be considered substitutes 

for electron orbis."" Thus, he explaincd to Einstein, he had felt it necessary to r b c t  

M o d y  to the radiation emitted tiom the eiectmn, because "a good theory must be based 

on directly observable magnitudes."12 Einstein immediately protested: "But you dont 

seriously believe ... that none but obsavable magnitudes must go into a physical theo~y?"" 

HLUaibeig wondefed aloud at this, asking whethet this was not precirly what Einstein had 
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suggest to Gadamer tbat even scientists can corne to an insight of "what really ûappens," 

despite their wemiog and do@: WTossiily 1 did use U s  kind of reasonuig,' Einstein admittecl, 

but it is nonsense al1 the same.. .It is the th- which decides what we cm ~bsenie.'''~ 

By theory, Einstein is r e f d g  to an assurnption of n a d  laws wbich enable our 

~bsaMtioa Einstein trid to nielre Heisaibag to se!e that the ban datum of experimce alone 

is unable to provide a basis for theories of natural laws. In fact, the theory cornes first: 

biowleâge of naturpl laws determines what can be seen and understood of the phenomena. 

Heisenberg remembers Einstein's argument: 

Oaly theory, that is, knowledge of natural lawq enables m to deduce the underlying 
phenomena from our seme impression. When we clah that we can observe 
somethbg new, we ought rd ly to be saybg that, aithough we are about to formulate 
new Mniral kws that do not agree with the 01d ones, we neverthe1ess assume that the 
existhg laws - covering the whole path from the phenomena to our consciousness - 
bctioa in such a way that we an rely upon t h  and henœ speak of '~bservations.''~ 

At tbe same tirne as it enables observation, it also comtroins that observation. With regard 

to these two aspects, Einstein points to Heisenberg's work, underüniag the fact that he 

hirnself did not work witb only observable magnitudes, but assumed that things work 

according to established laws: "You are, in fa*, assuming that your theory does not clash 

with the oki description of radiation phenomena in the essentid points,"16 which Heisenberg 

had to admit was quite mie. 

Some tirne after this conversation, a wave mechanics was developed which, though 

an improvement in terms of mathematicai clarity and simplicity over the efforts in which 

Heisenbag hd been mVoIved, ignored aspects of atornic activity like quantum jumps which 
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suggested the existence of discrete electrons." However, on the basis of this improvement, 

it was assumed by many that all the difïiculties would be resolved mon enough. But 

Heisenberg remained uneasy, unable to forget the cloud chamber aCpenments. Thinking 

frirtha aôout the matter, he forced himself to consider what really was observecl, noting that 

physicists, himself included, "bad always said so gliMy that the path of the electron in the 

cloud chamber could be ob~eryed."~' It wss possibk that the observation was merely of a 

Sefies of discrete and ill-defined spots through which the electron had passed, and in fact "dl 

we do see in the cloud c h b e r  are individual water droplets, which must certainly be much 

b e r  than the electron." Here Einstein's remark came back to Iilln, that the theory decides 

what we can observe. If this is the case, and what we actuaily do observe is much les  than 

asumed, rnay it be mie7 perhaps, "that only wch expaimental situations can arise in nature 

as cm be expresseci in the mathematical f~nnalisrn?"~~ That is, if only so much can be 

Qcpressed by the ciassical f o d s m  in tenns of trajectories and orbits, oniy so much will be 

obsewed, since any experiment in physics is describai by classical concepts. It occumed to 

Heisaiberg that the real question should thus be: "Can quantum mechanics represent the fact 

that an electron h d s  itsdfapproximately in a given place and that it moves approximrtely 

with a @en velocity, ad can we make these approximations so close that they do not cause 

experimental difEculty?"" 

Wdh this he went to work on the uncertainty relations, which did in ha establish the 

necessaxy c~mection between the cloud chamber experiments and the mathematics of 

quantum mechanics: "It was discovaeâ that it was Unpossible to describe simultaneously 

both the position and the velocity of an atomic particle with any prescribed degree of 
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accuracy. We can either masure the position very accurately - when the action of the 

insmmia* used for the obsavaiion obscwes our knowledge of the velocity, or we can make 

accurate measurements of the velocity and forego hwwledge of the position. The produa 

of the two UllCertEUnties can never be less than Planck's constant."" Quantum theory had to 

be accepted, because it wsf both possble to represent it rnathematically and because in evev 

case, "we d d  say cl@ and without danger of logical contradiction how the result of an 

ex- would tum out."" Although the concepts of classical mechanics are being used 

within a situation w h n  the phenornena do not act classically~ a cohererit and logical 

understanding of thern is nonetheles possible. One can preâict, within a range of 

probabilities, the "position" and "velocity" of a particle. 

It is helpful to illustrate this with regard to an experimental situation. For example, 

if one were to ûy and deter- path of an electron, it would be necessary to obsewe it with 

light. This observation n e c e s d y  changes the situation, since in the microworld, even a 

single light photan is d u e n t  to knock an electron hnn its path. We change nature through 

our observation of it. Of course, quantum theory gives us a definite range of possibiiities 

about whm the electron wül re-appear der this initial observation, and herein iies its 

success. But can we really speak of a "path" bat the electron foliowed? Heisenberg notes 

that it is tempting to assume that there existed some path between the two points, even 

though it mi@ be impossible to discover it. To ovemme this temptation he leads us to a 

diffaad expehmt. Light is known to act both as a particle and a wave. If light is radiateci 

baween two holes onto a photogtaphic plate, one observes the expcted interference pattern 

typical of waves. If one radiates only a singie photon towards the two holes, one would 
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expect that it would choose a hole to go through and be absorbed by the plate somewhere 

within the probabüity distriution of light as wave. What we shouid get, after rnany trials, is 

two different probabii  distributions, depending on whether the light quaata went through 

the first or second hole. in âicf one obsenm the same interference pattern as before. 

M o r e ,  the statanea that a üght quantum goes through either the fkst hole or the second 

is problematic and leads to contradictions, i.e. the single light quantum went through both 

holes a! the same time, which is mipossible. This example shows clearly that the concept of 

the probabiity fiirrction does not dow a description of what happens between the two 

obsemiions. Any attemp to h d  such a description would lead to contradictions; this must 

mean that the tenn 'happens' is restricted to the ob~avation."~ 

Inipliecions fw nradan science 

For HeOnikrg the Copaihagen inteqmtation certaidy places real limits on the seW- 

understanding of classical science. Nevertheles, it is strictiy "scientific" in the sense that it 

there are no "subjectivew elements related to it: "quantum theory does not contain any 

subjective features, it does not introduce the rnind of the physicist as part of the event. "*' 

Indeed. quantum theory corresponds to the ideal of objectivity as fàr as possible. For 

Heisenberg, that it does comply as fàr as possible to the ideals of modem science is what 

rnakes it so comp$ling. In its interplay with that science, nature itselfforas us ta admit the 

limitations of our dassd BSMlptions and method. lo view of this, we need to abandon the 

idea tbt science cornes to know nature as such, reaüze that our observations are limited by 

w preund- and also tbat these an nudunadd *es of the scientific situation. 
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Heisenberg claims that we can only observe in tams of given understanding: "Any 

experhent in physics, whether it rders to the phemmena of daily Iüé or to atomic evmts, 

is to be d e i  in the tams of classical physics. The concepts of classical physics form the 

language by wtiich we describe the mangemats of our experirnents and state the result~."~ 

What we achieve through this qproach is not an "objective" pichire of nature, but a repnse 

Rom narine IO our fom of queWoning8 He is absdutely clem on this: "we have to 

remember that what we observe is not nature but nature exposed to our method of 

questioning. Our scientific work in physics consists in asking questions about nature in the 

language th we p o s e s  and trying to get an SIIswer nom experiment by the means that are 

at Our disposal. Nature "in itseIf" is beyond the range of scientinc intelligibility; rather, 

it does not exist for science, since the question of what nature is doing when we are not 

obsavllig cannot be dowed, since it does lead to contradictions. For Heisenberg, this re- 

evaluation of our relationship to nature, especidy as that relationship has been dehed in 

Csrtesian tanig is pahspa one of the most compdhg realjzations to corne out of his science. 

'Rh division evaporates fhm the point of view ofatomic physics. In the most obvious sense, 

it is clear th* uiae is no longer an 1" who is able to prrify llmslf of subjective elements that 

detract fiom an objective picture of nature or anything else the "1" wishes to consider. "The 

old compartmentaüzation of the world into an objective process in space and tirne, one the 

one hand, and the sou1 in which this process is mirroreû, on the other - that is the Cartesian 

-on of res end res extema - is no longer suitable for the understanding of 

modem ~cience."~ When we want to get a picture of the elernentary partides, we m o t  

ignore the physid processes by which we obtain our information about thmi, processes that 
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are determineci by our pre-understanding of nature. "The scientific method of separating 

@ahhg and arran- becomes COIlSCious of its liniits, set by the k t  thpt the employment 

of this procedure changes and transfomu the object; the procedure can no longer keep its 

distance h m  the ~ b j e c t . " ~  

Wbile this is very obvious in the microworld, this has in fact always been the case in 

science, thaigh it certady did mt hurt science to be remindecl in w startüng a fisbon. That 

we " d o m "  what we observe tbrough our questions is seen, in the clearest instance, 

through the kt thei whai we cipporb nature with mechimi  questions and concepts, "we 

simittanaisly fago dl those feahms m the phenornena which c m t  be captured by meaas 

of these con cep^."^ He takes another such example hom biology : "whenever we treat living 

organisms as physiochemical systems, they must necessarily act as s ~ c h . " ~  That is, if one 

uses the concepts of physics and chemistry as the fiamewotk of one's inquiry, the only 

answers which make sense are those that respond within that fkarnework. Heisenberg also 

finds a paraiîel hne in the notion of a theoretid frainework which determines the 

arpaunaitel structure, as it does m quantum physics. If one look  at a living ceii in ternis of 

a physochemid system, a complete lmwledge of this structure "couid possibly be achieved 

only by operations that destroy the IXe of the tell."" To undentand thoroughly the 

physiochemical system, we must disregard the ceil as a living being. Heisenberg states that 

rwiasianding He may weli prsclude a complete detexmination of underlying physiochemical 

stnictures. This is asturally an extreme example, but one which lends itself to Heisenberg's 

aim of showhg to what extent science gMs us a picture of our relation to nature, as opposed 

to a description of nature "as such." 
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Science has corne to mmgnk itselfas part of the interplay between man and nature, 

where that objective picture of nature has been trarisfonned hto a pictwe of OUT relation to 

nature. What we learn through the field of view of quantum physics is that "there appas 

above aü the network of relations kiwtcn man ad nature, of the comections through which 

we as physical beings are dependent parts of nature and at the same time, as human beings, 

make them the object of our thought and action."32 Let us look at this more closely with 

regard to quantum physics. HeiKdmg is aware of what is almost an imrnediate reaction to 

the fkt  that we m s t  use classical concepts in our physicai experiments, whether those 

experiments r c f a  to the phenomma of the macroworld or the miaoworid. This reaction 

concems the possibüity of leaving off with the classicai concepts altogether for the 

mjmworld, a d  devdoping radically new concepts with which to describe e>tpaiments, thus 

taking us back to "a nom&&ical, completely objective description of nature. Heisenberg 

says this is impossible, and rests upon a misunderstanding of our human situation: "The 

concepts of classical physics are just a dinement of the concepts of da@ life and are an 

essentiai part of the m e  which fomu the baPs of ail natual science. ûur actual situation 

is such that we th use the ciassicai wnœpts fa the descnption of the expaiments, and it was 

the problem of quantum theoiy to h d  theoretical interpretation of the acperiments on this 

basisbasis There is no use discussing what wuld be done ifwe were other beings than we are." 

We are what we are, because the world is what it is. Thus he continues "At this point we 

have to xeab...that 'Nature is eariier than man, but man is eatlier than naturai science.' The 

nrsi part of the scntenœjusiifies ciassical physics, with its ideal of complete objdvity. The 

second part telis us why we aumot escape the paradox of quantum theory, namely, the 
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necessity of using the classical concepts.''Y Our limitations corne fiorn our human nature, 

&ch is a part of nature itseK Yet in Heisenberg's view, these are only limitations nom the 

perspective of an objective science. 

Quantum tbeacy "worksn It dows us a coherent mathematicai representation of the 

w k h  ooirscqueatly ensbks us to predict the nsults of any apaimeat. However, 

this does not maice the surrounding interpretation palatable to everyone. In particuiar, the 

nations thai we cm never achiewe an objective p iare  of nature, and that quantum <hmv is 

the final solution to the problem of understanding the microworld, have by no means gone 

.. . 
mmûcd, bah by otha scientists and by philos~phers~ In his writings, Heisenberg shows 

8 

IiUiiself awan of this criticism. For Heisenberg, the criticisms corn both ends, so to s p w  

derive from the requkement that uiy form of Mhiral description must correspond with the 

earfier ideal of scientiîic mith This ideal is objective truth, Le., an objective picture of nature, 

whae the human being a d  its intafaawx in nature pîayed no part in it whatsoever. In fhct, 

Heisenberg can even sympathize with this unwillingness to accept the ide- that the 

rnrithenuitical hrms no 10- reprrsait nature, but our loiowledge of nature, givm that whm 

the Copenhagai interpretation came into being, the old ideals were seen as the obvious goal 

of exact science. 

As th critickm comes out of philosophy proper, Heisenberg d a s  not appear overly 

distresseci, given that much of the pliüosophy of the time was of a positivist nature. 

Heisenberg considers this a "pointless philos~phy,"~~ insofkr as it adds littk to our dforts to 

nnd our way through tif+ and Heisenberg ofien remarks on his hstration with this narrow- 
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amdeci phiosophy. He red is  reading a maiograph by a certain positivist, in which the term 

"hietaphysics' is a synonym for lwse thinking,' and hence a tenn of abuse,"" a position fw 

fiom Heisenberg's own. Monover, positivists seem to base th& ideas on a science which, 

tbaigh thy mi@ chsape has changed, Heisenbag fcds thy have never understood at dl. 

For Haseabag t h e  is someihing vay important about the a d  eqmience which initiates 

a change m perapticm and imdaMndiqg F a  QPnpLe, he recogiiizes that it is quite possible 

to speak conûdeatly, and from a d e  intellectmi distance, about the assumeci methods and 

abilities of natural science. Yet, these assumptions might not hold up "under fie," so to 

speak. Tbus when Heisenberg responds to a claim that rationalism and its modern 

positivistic-rationalistic fom are the sole b i s  for science, Heisenberg ackiowledges that 

his criticism of this view must at first appear unsatisfâctory, given that these clairns have 

gahed midi crcdaia in the past. But he tunis to the realities of the s c i d c  experience for 

JuptiscaSion: "To this 1 can only say that my own experiences of scientific work in the course 

of decedes tirs indiaed to me the ümits of tliis rationalisci~pragmatic method.. .but 1 can also 

understand that someone who has not so directly eXpenenceû these lirnits would know 

nothiiig of them." For Hasaiberg, it is not a question of a layperson's abiiity to understand 

the k t s  or possibities of science; rather, the thoughtful scientist has these limits and 

poesiaimes presmted to Iiim in agpin and again in actualjty, so that they deeply ifluence the 

way he thinlrs about nature and his science. To this point, one should recall Heisenberg's 

significant remarks when he descriii his edy apoeure to Eiiein's theory, "YOU might 

masaythat 1 havegrssped thetheory with my brain, but not yet with my heui."' It is this 

understanding "with the heart" that legitirnates the interpretasion of science ârom within. 
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Natudy he is not hskting that only scientists cm have a vahiable understanding of science. 

Science has much to leam âom otha fields, and he always holds that on its owq isalated 

firom aU human questions and concerns, science is absolutely without meaning. 

Yet, &en this asrd fw an in duadmuadiag of science, Heisenberg is much more 

inclined (and as a scîentist naturaiiy compdled) to respnd thoughüùily to the variecl 

criticisms fiom within science. As he sees it, these criticisms wncern themselves with the 

p o s s i i  tbat, at least in its present form, quantum theory may not be the nnal fonmilation 

of an m&sîdbg of the tmaoworid. He distuiguishes tbne b r d  groups: the 61% wants 

to change the philosophy wabait cbanghg tbe physics, cg., introducing "hidden plvameters" 

which escape obsavation but which "determine the outcome of the arperiment in the normal 

causal way;"" the second wants to change the theory in order to arrive at a diierent 

philosopbical interpretation; and the third group Sunply expresses general dissatisfecton 

without malaag any counterpropossls. His refùtations are of a compla physical nature, 

which is bqrond the scope of this paper, but it is signifiant to Heisenberg that they al1 agree 

on one point: "It wouid, in thm view, be desirable to return to the reality concept of classical 

physics or, to use a mon gend  philosophic terms, to the ontology of materialism. They 

would prder to wme back to the idea of an objective real world whose smallest parts exist 

objectively in the same sense as stones or trees exist, independently of whether or not we 

observe them. "40 

As it hiippais, this desire to mum to the h e w o r k  of classical physics is something 

with which Heisenberg cm wholly sympat%ze, if not condone. as it happeneci in 

demity,  "ail 'an e q e i m e d  apagnanals agree with the results mathematicaüy derived fiom 
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the [natural] law, it becornes extraorduiany difficult to doubt its general vaüdity. It is 

thdore  intelligible that Newton's principr should have dominated science for more than two 

centuries.w41 The validity of Newtonian mechanics is compelüng eqwcially to physicists, 

who, ôefbre entry into the &roworlâ, had never seen a contradiction between the mechanics 

of mana ad Newton's laws When H e k n b e ~  trlb about the events leading up to quantum 

physics, the unexpected diflcicuities that arose here and there* he points out that physicists 

were not especially womed, aware that "the edifice of classical physics was so finnly 

Moned, sa securely anchored together by thousrads of expehents,"" that the solutions 

were somehow bound to be discovered within that classicai fhmewark. The unassailability 

of those laws h d  been psented to them so oAen, and in so wide a range of experience, that 

when the solutions were not fOuod to be within that !hxwork, some Saentists proved highly 

mistant. But Heisenôerg does not want quaahun mechanics to k seen as an ana& on the 

mith of Newton's laws. In their h e w o r k  of application, Newton's laws are unassailable; 

Heisenberg is danam t h  those laws are tme, and will always remain W. What he finds 

problemetic in rnany of the critics of the Copaihagen interpretation is th& retention of the 

mistaken rusumptions of modem science, Le., that science is not only capable oc but har, 

achieved a genuinely objective piciun of nature. He sees their reformulations of both the 

theory and the phenornena of the microworld as wisffil and almost unscientific efforts ta 

amive at a "picture" of nature that accords with that ciassical one. Nonetheless, the equation 

of mdh with ustahty about the thhg in itself is an illusion that we Jmiply must give up. But 

giving up this certeaity d a s  not mean giving up an uadastsnduig of nature: "Quantum theory 



is in itsdfan example for the possiüity of explabhg nature by means of simple mathematicai 

Iaws without this ba~ i s . "~  

C&y Heisenberg can understand some unwiliingness to accept the Copenbagen 

interpretatioa, Yet a response b ûnâs ma more disturbing is one whkh accepts it on the 

b i s  of a "rashu oonchision that "Newtonian mechariics had hdly bem disproved."* A main 

characteristic of this pnigmatic attitude is the belief that quantum mechanics, or Maxwell's 

equatiom, or the mechanics of rehtivity dieory, are "irnprovements" ova  what has been 

show to be quite inadequate. But for Heisenberg a pngmrtic attitude in science, one 

wilaiig to d wbatever seems usefùl for a ubetter" description of nature, is one that not only 

retains that objective view, but one which has completeiy ~ iven  itself ova  to that vague 

notion of progress. It thhks of understanding m science in terms of a constant process of 

correction to previous approximations or inaccuracies, where "the result is a more reiiable 

bhiepmn, and everyone is happy about it."" A better srplanation is the goal, as opposed to 

a deepened derstanding. For Heisenôerg, a real ddopment of this thmking "would 

weaken, or rather s o h ,  physics to such an adem that we could hardly continue to call it an 

exact science. "' By elevating the notion of continuous progres in science, 

we should have to give up askhg about the wider connections, and there would be 
vcly link cbsnce of au advraeing to thc very simple reiationships which, to mention 
just one example, distinguish Newtonian mechanics fkom Ptokmyls astronomy. In 
other wordq we would lose the most important tmth aiterion of physics, namely, the 
dtunate simplicity of al1 physical laws." 

For Hellaiibag. thae is an immense di&rrnce between an "accurate description of obsaMd 

fàcts," ami an "understanding" of them. That comparison between Newton's mechanics and 

Ptolemy's astronomy is a fàvourite üiustration of Ys in this respect. Ahhough it had been 
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theorized by Aristarchus tbat the sun was the centre of the plaaetary system, Ptolemy held the 

earth in t h  position, and treated the orbits of the planets as isperimposed cycles and 

epicycles. Though an astoundhgty compkx astrononiicai pi-, Ptolemy's amaPn@y 

accurate predictious of sohu and lunar ecîipses newtheless guaranteed the vdidity of his 

theory for îifleen hrmdred years. But Heisenberg a h  who r d y  understood the plaaetary 

systern: "Was it not Newton who, lmowing the law of hrth, md introducing force as the 

cause of changes of momentun, was the first to give a proper explmation of plauetacy 

motions in tams of gravitation? Was he not the first to have reaiIy understood this type of 

motion?"* Anotha example of his conam for understanding in science is seem with respect 

to his hop tluu "some etemai law of motion for  natter"'^ might be discovered through the 

study of elementary puticles. Heisenberg notes with extensive dismay the existence of 

pessiimsrs unong particle physicists, "who bdieve that there simply is no such iaw of nature 

d e h g  the dynamic properties of matter. Wtth sucb a view 1 confis that 1 can d e  no 

heaâway at For Heisaibag, aich pessimism would merely result in a grand tabdation 

of the rmximum stationary states of matter, "and thus a compilation in which there is nothing 

more to understand, and which therefore, no doubt, wodd no longer be read by any~ne."~' 

Pure ernpiricism - "endles tabdation without i ~ e r  conmaion"" - is not science. Science 

fulfüs itseifwhen it toms to an understanding, where understanding is not of things, but of 

comections or relationships. 

UrrdasbrirlrngJaam 

For Heisenberg, ifquantum mechanics has tau@ scientists anything at a& it is that 

they must be more scientific, that is, they must think cleady and with dl theV abiities of 
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regsoning. This is @ailady the case in understanding the nature of Newtonian mechanics. 

and tbe niaire of its relationship to oihr areas of physics. Heisenberg acpiains: Newtonian 

mechatics de& with an ide9iiPitioon of nature, and "the i d e t i o n  cornes about through the 

fact that we rppoach reaiity with certain concepts, which have proved themsehes in the 

description of the phmornena and which thereby giw the iatter a certain aspect. For 

H- an ideaiidon is not distna nOm rdïty, it is an abstraction from reality initiated 

by certain pre-wderstanàings. By abstraction he means that it deals with a very foaised 

aspect of nelity. As we rnentioneà, our interplay with nature within a fbnework of 

mechanical questions and concepts will l o s  us a great many features not found w i t b  that 

6amework Nahiraüy, tbis is rnuch more obvious now than t was a hundnd years q, but 

kt us imianba just how obscure an Uwight it was. But fkom its approach, fiom asking the 

appmpr&e questions and setting appropriate ümits, Newtonian science was able to achieve 

an undastandiqg of nature tba! was dazding in the extreme. Heisenberg is concerned for us 

to undammd thin NewtOfljan mecbanics, wtiich emboâies for bim an awesome simplicity and 

wholeness of relationship, is a closed-off system or subarea of science. That the framework 

of Newtonkm physics is essenW to its vaiidity demonstrates to Heisenberg that Newtonian 

science is not a picture of nature "in itsdf." Naturaiîy, in its particular hmework of 

definitions and axioms which establish the hdarnentd concepts and th& interrelations, 

Newtonian physics is a profound understanding of nature, embracing within that d o m  

system a very wide set of dations - but mly in tltrrtfr~llllework.~ Where phmomena can be 

describecl by NewtoMan concepts, bis laws are authentic ones: "Newton's laws hold quite 

ngorously, and nothing in this will k changed for the next hundred thousand year~."~~ 
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Nanually, even classicd physicists hew that there were limits to the ecavacy with 

which the phenornenon an be descriibed by these concepts: it is humdy impossible to 

achieve a perfkct degree of acairacy in measurement. Yet, "it is enough to assert that, 

iiicisnnich as it is possible to make aawate measmments of this 1Snd at (31 Newtonian 

mechanics is W y  vdid now and will rnnain so in the future."" Heisenberg is absolutely 

comhœd dut thae is a quiilititivr cüBmmce between predicative abüity and understanâing, 

as we saw in his cornparison of P t o l d c  astronomy and Newtonian mechanics. Yet while 

thae is a d i f b w x ,  that abiiity does piay an very important role in determining the miue of 

a theory. Wah regard to Newtonian mechanics, Heisenberg insists that, ohbough even one 

disagrreman h a n  theory and experllaeat muid rdiite the theory, this disagreement bas 

never OCC\JIT~~ within its appropriate fhnework. Funhamore, to imagine that it can be 

m v e d  is a grave -. in In world, Newtonian mechanics hPP aiways proven 

itsdfabundrnly sufficient: "There am no experhents to force [improvernents] upon us. Ad 
this is why we can gant that Newtonian physics has an absohde validity; in its particular 

sphcre of application it cannot be irnproved by srnall ~hanges."~ 

In ternis ofthe relation of Newtonian mechaiiics to 0th- areas of physics, Heisenberg 

insists upon the criticai recognition of diflerence between thor areas. Quantum mechanics 

is not an "improMwdN over Newtociian mechariics: it is "essentiiuy diffkrent" from it." The 

sphere of application of quantum mechanics mry incoprate those concepts, but within an 

aiiinly di&nd h e w o r k  of questions; for Heiaaibag, concepts are sharply denmd with 

regard to th& connections, but not in their relation to nature. Hekenberg outlines four 

closed areas in physics: Newtonian mschanics, statisticai thermodynamics, quantum 
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mechanics, and special relativity theosy. He maintaios that for each of these four closed 

systems, ''thme is a precisdy forrmilated systern of concepts and axioms, whose propositions 

are strictly valid within the parti& reaim of apaiaice they desCnbe."n Certainly there are 

COIMBdions between these diierent ams. For example, Newtonian mechanics is containeci 

as the limiting case in the systern of special relativity, where the velocity of light can be 

cons idd  as ionnitely large, aud as the Limiting case h quantum theory, where Planeks 

qtmtum of action can be cwsidmd infinitely d. As we have discussed, it also belongs 

to quantum theory as a priori for the description of the experiments: 'most experiments by 

which fields are measureû are based upon Newtonian mechanics."" However, what is 

important is that each closed ana, within its hnework, gives simple laws that embrace a 

broad range of experience, and descn'bes that experience accurately. 

Heisaibag îuliy recognizes that the "bue datum of experience, in the sense that we 

nomdly kaow and recognize it, does not malce cl- why there should be very simple basic 

laws - laws tbat we can desaik with a couple of siaiple mathematical concepts in spite of the 

fàct that they determine an immense pronision of particular experien~es."~' In one instance 

he nads himseîfdeSrmbing to a pragmatic scientist the ultimate simplicity of al1 physical laws 

as the most important truth criterion in physics. Heisenberg is aware that he is on shaky 

'scientificm gnwnd: "you may, of course, object that this insistence on simplicity is nothing 

but a hidden thirst for the absolute, devoid of the least logid justification. Why should 

physical laws be simple, why should wide nrlms of experience be susceptible to simple 

repnsansti~n?~ Nevertheiess, Hciaenkrg insists that simplicity is not one we impose upon 

nature m this hiclden thns; these laws are not merely the conscious reduction of complicated 
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saise mipressions Uito a *le mathmaical theones. For Heisenberg, ther laws which are 

represented by siinpk -cal concepts d i y  ex&. And he bas no "logical justification" 

for this, at least in terms of the logic of modem science. He csn ody turn to the experience 

of understanding, wtnch tells us that it is so. Thus he makes a distinction betwem a 

consb~cted rekionship and a pndy SelfleYiidem one: "g as we must ahvays do as a fkst step 

in theoreticai physics, we combhe the resuits of apehents  and fonmilre and arrive at a 

phenomenological desaipion of the poasses invohred, we gain the impression thiit we have 

invented the h d a e  OurSelveS.~ But should we, througb continuhg effort, encwnta "one 

of thosc very simple, wide relationships that mist later be incorporated into the h m  system 

then thiags look quite ditnnnt. Thai we are brwght face to Eaa with a reiationship that has 

h y s  ecisted, and that was quite obviously not invented by us or by anyone else,"" where 

these relationships are 'the mai content of Our science." Heisenberg is h that one can 

actually clairn to understand science ody when one has M y  absorbed the existence and 

meaning of such relationships. 

The d o n  of the other scientkt in thk partiailsr conversation is teliing: "He did not 

contrzidict me, but 1 had the distinct impression that my way of thinking was rather aüen to 

him. " 6 ~ n  terms of late modern science, Heisenberg's line of thought is alien. What he is 

getting at can ody k graspeâ by moving beyond the ôoundaries, so to JptaL, of science in 

its most rationalized end m w  pairpective, that is, into the realm of the inteïiigibïe, a realm 

aiwaysaPsocireûby HeisaikrgwiththekumM. Ofcourse, Heisenôerg is fully aware that 

his introduction of the beautifirl may be opposed as unscientific: "You may object that by 

speelmig of simplicity and beaity I am introducing aesthetic criteria of t r ~ t h . " ~  Nonetheless, 
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Heisenberg insists that he is drawn to these notions because they are precisely what nature 

itself offets to our understanding: Y firsoLly admit tbat I am strongiy attracted by the 

simplicity and kauty of the mathematid schemes with which natures presents us."" For 

Heiseabag, the apaience of beauty is closeiy tied to the expexïence of those relationships, 

or tbe orda of nstiae. Our next taAc is to take up the question of the existence and meaning 

of such order widiin that wntext of beauty. 

&an$?, O& and intelfi@ility 

As we observed, Heisenberg is conWied that there is a qualitative difference in 

scieme between understanding and predicative ability. He insists that understanding is what 

d e s  Saence meainngfiil. For HBsaibag, tas dm applies to any of our human endeavours, 

insoiàr as undastaoding is what malces hurnan existence meaningiùi. Understanding is what 

identifies us as humui beings: "the ability to mach beyond the immediate seasory given, the 

mqpition of wider interrelations" distinguishes us "above ail living ~reatures."~ It is with 

to u r & S d q  tbat science rejoins the fimdemmally hnnan world, since Heisenberg 

is sure that understanding is theprinury characteristic of our being, as Gadamer is similarly 

convinced. Moreover, Heisenberg is sure that Our own nature is closely related to the r d  

nature of the world around us. Above al1 the world is inteliigible - that is the primary 

characteristic of the world. Unlike Gadameer, however, who beiieves that the worid is 

intelligible because it is bguistic in nature, Heisenberg relates its inteiiigibility to its 

orderiines. Hence, as it cornes to tecognke those relationships or co~ectiolls in nature, 

which he genedy reîas to as a mqnition of order, science is an expression of the universal 

#ence of understanding. For Heismberg, we understand orda when we understand at 
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dl, whether that order is associated with nature, or art or human relationships, and we 

understand order because the world is ordered. 

It is quite interesting that, in this regard, Heiserberg also tum to the concept of 

beauty, and he does so for the same remions as Gadamer - beauty bas Ûaditionally been 

closely associated with intelligib'ity: "nie significance of the beoutüll for the discovery of 

the true has at al1 times beai recognized and emphasized.'@ A@, there is no logical 

justification for this sigdicance; the expaience of beauty is the justification, something that 

Gadamer also wished to get across. It is tehg,  then, that in a duaission of the meaning of 

beauty in the exact sciences, Heisenberg begins not with a pbilosophial analysis of the 

concept, but with tbat expience of ôeauty. To this end, he recalls his eariy introduction into 

the world of mathernatics, and the deep impression made upon him by the wonderfui 

interrelation within that worid. At that tirne, he had not yet becorne conscious of the 

questions and issues associated with that partjcular experience of beauty. For example, he 

never adâressed the question whether whole numbers and geometricai fonns "really exist," 

that is, "whether they are there outside the humaa mind or whether they have maely been 

created by this mind as instruments for understanding the ~orld.''~" T w  young to consider 

these problans, what remained in the foregrwad for Heisenberg was the initiai experience 

of beauty: "The impression of something very beautüùi was, however, @dy direct; it 

required no justification or e~planation."'~ It is the experimce which convinces. For the 

moment, we wül also lave aside that same question of wht is "reai" and what is "created," 

in order to focus more closely upon that acpcrience, that is, as Heisenberg asks, "what was 

beautifiil here?' 
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When approachiag the besutifiil with a more analytical attitude, Heisenberg obviousiy 

conceives of it in different, and much more structured, terms than Gadamer. He finds very 

compelling the classical definition of beauty as "the proper conformity of the parts to one 

another, and to the wh01e."~ It is just thïs kind of beauty that describes the mathematical 

axiom system unâedymg arithmdc and Eudidean geometry: "We perceive that the individual 

parts fit together, thst as parts they do indeed bebng to the whole, and without any reflection 

we fal the completeness and simplicity of this axiom system to be beautifid."" Heisenberg 

points out thit m this one cm MC that the involvement of bauty with the ancient problem of 

the one and the many, wbich is itself related to the question of behg and becoming. As 

Heisenberg sees it, the basic concem of Greek pbüosophy was how to understand the 

c d d  variety of phenornena in tams of a basic principle. He nnds appealing the resolution 

made withm the Pythagorean school, where the notion oiiginated that "the mathematical 

order was the basic principle whereby the mdtiplicity of phenornena could be accounted 

for."" He is partiailady drawn to the qrdiagoreans' "momentous discoveryn that 

mathematical principles are the source of beuity in music, a discovery that infiuenced them 

to expand this notion to the aitire world: "Understanding of the coloufi multiplicity of the 

phenornena was thus to corne about by recognizing in them unitary principles of form. "'' 
That is, to understand something was to grapp the v a y  connection which was the source of 

beauty. Here Heisenberg sees the establishment of the close connection 'between the 

inteüigible and the beauW: "if the beautifid is conceiveci as a oonformity d the  parts to one 

another and to the whole, and if on the other hand, al1 understanding is first made possible 

by mains of this tocmal conneztion, the aq>aiet~ie ofthe becnitifid becornes virtueny identicai 
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with the experience of comections either understood or at least guessed at."" For 

Heisenûerg, tbis relation between the intelligible and the ôeautifid is the most important 

element of the Pythagoreanst philosophy, as it is of Plato's. 

Yet Hemmberg h qui& to connect this more formal conception with the experïence 

of the beeutaul. In ttiis regard, Heisenbag tums to another definition of beau@, one related 

to the rsdicmîe and the shining forth of the kautiful wtgch is the one Gadamer emphasizes. 

In this defimtion, as he h d s  it in Plotinus, no longer do we hem of parts, but of the whole: 

"Beauty is the through the m a t d  phaiomns, of the eternal splendour of the 

one."" From this sarne Iine of thinking is derived the notion of the diance of beauty, its 

Simiiag quaiity, and Heisenberg repeats the Latin motto, "Puichritudo splendour veritatistt - 
"Beauty is the splendour of mith."" Tmth is rempuad  by the way it shines forth in beauty, 

or order. What captivates him in this second defuition is the immeûiacy of the apaience, 

which he is sure is a real human possibility: "it cannot be doubted that thae actually is this 

pakcUy ianicdiate recognition, uiis shuddering befere the beautifiS of which Plato speaks 

in the Phacdnis. "" Impîicit in his understanding of the immediacy and evidentness of the 

experience, which for Heisenberg is fouad in the sense of sirnpücity tbat accompanies the 

nrperience of truth. When Heisenberg refèrs us to that aiterion of truth, "the simple is the 

seal of the true,"m he is also rrfaring us to that experience of evidamiess. in a aitical 

connection, whereby the rnany are unüied into a whole, we are mnfkonted with a beautiîùl 

simpliciiy, an obviousness of the wmection. 

Whiie Heisenberg points out that these two definitions - the conformity of the parts 

to one anotha and to the whole, and the translucence, through the material phenornena, of 
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the etemal splendm of the one - have always been perceivecl to stand in a certain opposition 

to each other, he insists tbat "in actual fàct the two delinitions are not so very widely removed 

from one another."" Rather, they are two elements of the same experience. Basidly, the 

fim refèrs to what we derstand, and the second to how we understand it. It is the second 

definition that stands as the real criterion of truth. That shining forth, that experience of 

enlightenment, is evidence of the tmth of an understanding. Without doubt he hcludes the 

tniths of science here as well as the truths of art; he asserts that the s c i d s t  "fht recognizes 

truth by this splendeur, by the way it shines forth."" Understanding is something that 

"bappens" to us; it precedes our exploration of it, so to speak. As Gadamer was convinced, 

so is Heisenberg that a real understanding maices an irnmediate impact upon us, and this 

because the recognition of order is not a process of rational thought. Red understanding is 

not t!! canequenœ of disnnsive thinking. Heisenberg is certain that a connecbon becomes 

recognizable "even More it is understood in detail and More it cm be rationally 

dem~nstrated."~ It is of interest to us that Heisenberg describes his own experience of 

undasiaodmg is these tenns. Speaking of his discwery of the mathematical formulation for 

quanami mechanics, he writes: "At nrsi 1 was deeply alarmed. 1 M the feeliig that, through 

the sur$ce of the atomic phenornena, 1 was lookuig at a aangely beautiful interior, and felt 

almost giddy at the thought that 1 now haâ to probe this wealth of mathematical structures 

nature had JO generously spreaâ before me."u Trobing' that wealth, or rationally anaîyzing 

it, only foilows the experience of understanding it. For Heisenberg, this is a fature of al1 

h u m  understanding, whether that understaudhg is in art or in science. It might even 

pleasantly surprise Gadamer to find that Heisenberg considers rationai thinking and careful 
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measurement sirnply as instruments of the scientist, just as the rulptor uses a hammer and 

chisel: "But in both cases, they are m d y  the tools and not the content of the work. w8s In 

exact science as weil as in the arts, that experience of understanding order or beauty, "is the 

most important source of illumination and clarity."' 

Obviously, Heisenberg is moving fàr beyond the notion of understanding as it is 

paoenisd in a rational, objective science. Furthemore, though Heisenberg sees the universe 

as a cosmos, which means beauty as well as order, he does not equate al1 order with that 

suscepti'ble to mathematicai representation. He insists that we must discard the notion of a 

"singie" way to understand. Thc contemporary study of nature has made it pariicularly clear, 

at Ieast to Heisenberg, that the *concept of scientific truth basic to natural science can bear 

many h d s  of mtural understanding."" He adds that science proper is only "a link in the 

endless chain of discussions of man wÏth nature."" And while art uses different forms than 

science for its expression of the intelligiôle, he is adamant that "dl art, all poetry in some way 

mdLte understanding." He tums to Plato for insight here: after atternpting to approach as 

close as possiile to the On dnaigb precise scientifk language, Plato tums to poetry, "which 

evokes in the hearer images conveying understanding of an ahogether dinerent kind."" Yet 

the experience of understanding in art is just that which justifies its legitimacy: "every art 

w d d  k worthiess ifit was no longer able to move men, w longer able to illumine for than 

the nwaiiirig of dence." Indctd. art is one of the most important modes of understanding. 

The reluionships it tries to rmke intelligible are those that are most closeiy related to Our 

lives; we are ahuays a part of the order that art malces understandable. It is not surprishg 

then, thiit Heiscabag closdy relates art and religion. In this, he sees it is crucial to recognize 
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that "the tad that reli@ons through the ages have spoken in images, parables, and paradoxes 

means simply tht tbae an no other ways of gMPag the ralfity to which they refer. But that 

does not mean that ït is not a genuine teality. And spbtting this reality into an objective and 

a subjective side won't get us vecy fàr.n91 What is d e d  for is an openness to understand the 

orâers made inteihgible there, an openness he is sure is just as necessary in science. 

(kdcr as the m d ù m  of mr Iyt.dLInce 

Much edier, we ponted out Hehberg's belief tbat h u m  were in grrat danger of 

loshg that 'certainty in the strivings of their hearts,' or that fidamental human attitude. In 

his view, regaining this certainty depends upon the possibility of enlarging the scope of our 

mdem&m@. Wdh regard to this, die dBrision of rrility into an objective and subjective side 

poses a large pmblem, especiaily with regard to non-scientific endeavours. For example, to 

a scientizeû w d d  thinhg out of tôat Csrtesisn pempxh, wodcs of art are "rather arbitrary 

prockicts of the human mind,- deriving h m  a subjective as opposed to an objective world. 

But Heisenberg is fmn that we crmnot be misled by the Cartesian partition, that we n a d  to 

move beyond subjective and objective, ôeyond mental and materiai realities - and not only in 

art, but in science too. Heisenberg is g e n d y  very uncornfortable arguing the objective 

reaiity of intangible "things" in which ar&, religion and philosophy are interested. For 

Heknbtrg this is the m n g  way to go about legitimating the tmths threin. R d  that the 

question of whether the forms of mathematics wae r d  or whether they are aeated by the 

human mind for the purpose of understanding did not occur to a young Heisenberg. The 

impression of beauty had the most impact. However, his serious consideration of that 

question whm he is older stin places that experience in the foreground. The experience of 
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undasandmg, of the beau- is tbat which truly moves a person: in Platonic terrns, it is in 

the kudinil b a t  "the divine becomes visible and ri sight of which the wings of the swl begin 

to grow."" Thus with regard to the meaning of a work of art, for example, whether it is 

something we create in order to impose orda on the world, or whether it &y represents 

an aspect of redity, Heisenberg tends to subordinate the question to the experience of 

undasiinding. Or bettcr, tbat issue is resolved in relation to the reaiity of the experience. 

Given that "understanding a n  never mean anythmg more than the perception of 

connections,"" he urges us to see that the worid is not divideâ into di&rent groups of 

objectq "but into difierad groupa of connections? Fwthermore, there is a tremendous and 

inherent richness within these co~ections; in Heisenberg's view, the world in its entirety 

presents itsdfto us "as a wmplicated tissue of events, in which co~eztions of different kinds 

altemate or overlap or combine and thereby determine the texture of the Wh01e."~ The 

significance here is that this perception of co~ections is transfonned into a perception of 

reality. For Heisenberg, d i t y  is not asociated with the materiai, or immaterial, existence 

of a thing, but pn'murity with its inteIIigibiIity. It is relevant to our discussion that 

Heisenberg conceives the issue of the "objective reality" of elementary particles to dissolve 

of itself with regard to our understanding of than: "The conception of the objective reality 

of the elementary paxticles hs thus evaporateâ in a airious way, not into the fog of some 

new, obscure, or not yet understood reality concept, but into the transparent clarity of a 

mathetllldics that npi*iems no longer the behaviour of die dementary particles but rather our 

knowledge of this behaviour."* By foaising on the "transparent clarity" of our 

understanding, the question of their objedve reality becornes a non-issue. 
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In Heisenberg's view, this is not merely a cornrenient perspective. For instance, 

H e b a k g  tells us tôat whai the scmbist tries to understand nature, fiorn the very begming 

he stands in the center of the ongomg interplay baween humans and nature, an interplay in 

which "science is, of cours+ only a part." In thb centa. "the nunilur classification of the 

world into subject and object, inner and outa world, body and soul, somehow no longer 

applies, and indeeâ leads to ditEicultie~."~ As science does, sa alsa art, religion and 

phüosophy derive their being "from the interplay h e e n  the worM and oursdves."" This 

imapiay ao~acs the borders of modern scientinc ontology in every sense. Of course, this is 

no crime, @va that the division of the world into objective and subjective is "arbitrary and 

historically a cfirrct camqmœ of our scientific method. "'00 Heisenberg suggests t hat if we 

want to thiok in tams of this division, we might say that understanding beguis at a point 

between the one aanme of "the idea of an objective world, pursuing its regular course in 

space and the, independdy of any observing subject" and the other extreme of "the idea 

of a subject, mystically experiencing the unity of the world and no longer confionteô by an 

object or by any objective world. "'O1 However, much more appropriate to the achial nature 

of air situation is to state t h  udemtand'ing is an experience that is "beyond the question of 

objective and subjective. "lm 

Undastaadllig is nich an arpaience because it reflects the intelligible nature of the 

worid. He insists the structures of mteiligibility "must k of such a kind that it cm no longer 

be determined wheiher they belong to what we tbink of as the objective world or to the 

hman s d ,  since they fom the prrsuppasitions fbrboth."lo3 Order is the reai medium of the 

world, a worîd that dways includes ourselves. In t a i s  of out understandimg of nature he 
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states: "Nature! was made so that we are able to derstand it. Or perhaps it is better said the 

o t h e r w a y a d :  our~ningpowerismadetounderstaml nature....Thesameorganizing 

forces tbat have sbaped nature in al1 its foniis, and which are responsible for the structure of 

Our souls, are dso responsiile for that reasoning p~wer."'~  Obviously Heisenberg is not 

thinking here of a sharp demarcation between us and nature, a Platonic 'separate but equal' 

situatiou, wbae m the course of our enCounter with nature our innate understanding of t is 

Qsggai out f b m  m m  hidden coma of our soul. For Heisenberg, there is no hidden corner 

to our swl. He is sun that we understand the wodd in al1 its aspects, not only because we 

share the same order, but also because we are immersed in that order. The scientist, and 

naiveny the artist, ody understands because he is at the cents of a b e r  interplay of order. 

Here we bave an interesting liae to follow. Heisenberg spealrs of a reasoning power 

haî cicootds with the inteliigi'ble nature of the world, for certady he meuis that dl aspects 

of the worid are intelligible, not oaly those amenable to s c i d c  understanding. On the other 

hanâ, we saw mich earlier with nspca to quantum mechaiiics that understand'ig is grounded 

i n ~ m d t h i s i s t h c c a s c f w a n y a r e a o f h u n a n u n d e f S f a n d i n g .  Whatwe~e,  

then, is thu tti* reasoning powa includes out pre-undemtaaâhgs. That is, tradition is an 

essential aspect of our undersuuiding. Heisenberg cannot emphasize enough that our 

derstanding is uttedy dependent upon wbrt we have previoudy understood, and the way 

in which we have understood it. This was c l d y  demoasbated in his realization that the 

theory decides what we can observe, but we s h d d  mterate this. Xn a discussion about 

tradition in science, Le., "whether it bas filleci the minds of the scientists with prejudices or 

preconceptions, the mnoval of which was the most important condition for prognss," 
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Heisenberg undalines the fs* science is p o d e  on& thruugh nad"ti~n. '~~ To study 

phenomena propedy, "we n a d  a language, we need words, and the words are the verbal 

expreSSons of concepts. In the b-g of the investigations, we m o t  avoid comecting 

the words with the old anapts; the new concepts do not exist yet. Therefore these SO-C8Ued 

prejudices are a n- part of our laaguage and cannot sirnply be eIiminated."lo6 These 

*ces and peconcegtions are not subjective elements which need to be purged 6om our 

rninds tbat we may ôe able to understand. Such a purge would be impossible anyway. As 

be says of the traditional cuncepts with which we work: "thy xnay even ôe inherited.. . ."'07 

He does not realiy mean that they are genetically passed on; rather, he wants to get across 

idea that thy are an absduteiy int@ part of w bQig, as it is being in the world. Acnialy, 

the intelligible structures of tradition might as well be a genetic feature of our being, insofw 

as our M g  is groundd in that inteuigible worid. 

When Heisenberg, then, talks about the scientist at the center of a much larger 

interplay, he meam that the scientist cornes into a worid already intelligible in a particular 

way. Nor is the partidarity an arbitrary one that can be s h a h  off. The structures of 

i n t e l a g i  bmught into behg by the human world through continual intaplay are, from the 

paspeaive of human understanding, as much a feature of that overarchhg medium of order 

as any other. Thus, when Heiscobag taiks about the orda of the world, he reférs to anorder 

that always inchdes the past and present human order. To say that we are immersed in order 

isto saymtadythatorderUwhatweundaMaQ butdsotliat weunderstandordathrough 

order. In this, Hasenkrg sees tradition as the living reservoir of inteliigibility. It enables us 

to understand precisely kcsuse it opens the world to an ever-increasing view. Yet to tiilly 
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gnsp this it is necessary to explore in some depth the actual nature of intelligible structures 

with which we are in constant interplay. 

nte naîum of adcr 

At the outset, it is critical to keep in mind that Heisenberg sees aii intelligible 

structures as fuadamaitiilly reiated, a relation grounded in what Heisenberg alls the cenhai 

&. CClearly, in view of bis conception of the natum of undersisndm& his use of this tenn 

is intaded to stress the inherent inteiiigibüty of reaîity, though he sdditionaiiy refers to it as 

"the one, the good and the tnie," the "divine order," or the "One." In the realm of 

understanding, the reaim in which humans are always situated, the central order is "a 

connection of the whole that gives meaning to the perticular event.'lW For Heisenberg, no 

order is without this relation to the center. This central order is the source of al1 order, it 

embraces al order, and is the center of each order. Thus, al1 orders must reflect the whole, 

which oaxsssrüy iaciudes ail other orders. We observe this in Heisenberg's declaration that, 

whenva that spbbur of iadastcndirig occurs, t&re is a aew world opened up to us: "this 

shitiing forth of the gna comection [is] the crucial s igd  for a significant advance."lm 

G a d m d s  derence to undasteaxüng in terms of a light king tumed on, extending the range 

of whet we can see, is thoroughiy applicable in Heisenberg's case. Although Heisenberg d a s  

not use the term "qedativew with t e g d  to orda. in Heisenbag's notion of the aauelity and 

possibiliSr of order, of the intdligible struchas of nSiity, we h d  something that comsponds 

very closely to it. 

In cornhg to his understanding of the nature of order, it is clear that Heisenberg is 

relying in part on Plato, as we remember Gadamer did. indeeâ, much of Heisenberg's 
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thinking is grounded in some key elements of Plato's philosopS. Basically, Heisenberg 

agms with Plato that we need to aspire to a hi* order with respect to the living out of our 

hes, that this higher order is found in the inteliigible structures, and Mit o u  participation in 

those structures e n a b  us to understand them. Yet, for al l  that Heisenberg relies on Plato's 

insights, he d a s  not replicate that philosophy in his own works, for the simple nason that 

Plato tries to remove us 6om this shadow wodd into the ' r d  worid' of mind. For 

Heiseaksg Arisiotle goes a long way in providing a bahce to this pichin, in the sense that 

Aristotle would have us fiils grounded in this worid. Heiseakrg cannot help sympathizing 

with Aristotle's cornplaints about the Pythagoreans and Platonists, that they tried to 

accontmodate fàcts to nt the theories, rather than seeking theones to acaunt for observeci 

fms, and "were thus setting up, one might say, as joint organizers of the universe. ""O Just 

as Heisenberg undersîands the "correct* representation of naturaî phenomcap in modem 

science to have evolved fiom the interplay betweea the "the wealth of faas and the 

mkmtid forms disi may p o s s i i  be appropriate to hem," so he feels that both Plato and 

Anstotle have much to add to our understanding of reality. Of course, he is not interested 

in setting out a de6nitive middle ground between the two; rather, he uses them to point 

beyond the modern vision of reality. 

As Hehberg understands him, Piato sees the world around us as an imperfikt and 

l e s  real rqmduction of the worid of the Ideas: "Material things are the copies, the shadow 

images, of the ideai shapes in reaIity."'l' There is a sharp demarcation in Plato's philosophy 

between a corporeal h g  accessible to our senses and a purely ideal king accessible only 

through acts of mind. in terms of our participation in being, we are only able to know the 
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Ideas baguse they sre part of us: "As th& name elrrady indimtes, the apprehaion of Ideas 

by the human niiod is more an artistic intuiting, a half-conscious imitation, than a howledge 

conyNd by the Undefstanâing. It is a rmiiniscence of forms tbat were already implanted in 

this sail Wore its aristence on eiirth.nL12 Certainly for Plato, it is only because we are in the 

d b l e  world that truth is a ~ c e ~ ~ ~ i l e ,  that we can ever understand the structures within. Yet. 

while Phto states that we begia our movement to the good in the world, which stimulates 

reflection on the fonns, he wodd have us quickly leave the world, to lave the visible 

embodiment of the form, aad consider it ody  in the mnd. For 'o rp le ,  he suggests that in 

astrommy ad geometry, "we shaild employ @lems, and let the heavens alone if we would 

appoech the subject in the right way and so MLe the MavJ gift of nsson to k of any r d  

Uge.,cL13 A purer, more ideal beauty is fwnd in the mind tban in the world, and it is this beauty 

that helps lead one upwards. 

Whik Hsisenbag f&ls Phto offas tremendous insight with regard to the experience 

of beauty, he cannot remain with Plato when it cornes to deputmg from the world. For 

Hàsaibag, when we tum away h m  the @en world, we tum away &om reality, which must 

be our grocnding h m  fiini to iast. Ualüre P h ,  Heisenberg d a s  not require that we escape 

fiom the world. Indeed, he is more concemeci with our remaining in the worlâ, in the given 

realm of order and inteuigi'b'ity. H.wnbag rexmks that humans sometimes tend to  look 

at the reality arouad us with ftustdon, that we see the hcts of the world, hciuding ôoth the 

insights of art anâ science as wel  as the reni situations u o d  us, as "a sort of wnstraint, as 

an oppression, which we submit to reluctantly." He continues 



We think that fnedom is given oniy when we are able to withdraw from this 
comtmh into the r d  of ôntasy and drems, into the intoxication of surrender to 
utopia. Thae we hope, at long kst, to r e a k  the absolute which we huit  and which 
time and again spurs us on to the higûest achievements, for instance in art. But we 
fail to appreciate what Lealkation' means. Its very basis is reaiity; it can oniy be 
attPncd thmugh the combination of fàcts or thoughts in accordance witb the laws of 
natwe.ll' 

As Plato is drPwn to lave the shaâows for an ideal worM, Heisenberg conceives his 

philosophy to veer precariously towards illusion. Thus what Heisenberg appreciates in 

Aristotk is hk mcopition of the reaüty of our situation - humans undastand in and tbrough 

the world. Aristotle rejects Platots Ideas on the basis that they are simply t m  completely 

separate fkom the world in which we are wholly irnmersed to be knowable by us. Yet, it is 

mt simply a matter for Aristotle of their unknowability; their complete separation from the 

world makes it impossible that they should be the causes of the things around us. Aristotle 

cannot see how a separately sristing universal could be the cause of the many individual 

concrete things that we acpaience. This is no shadow world; the tbings here are eminently 

reui. What we are, what we know, and what we desire occur in the context of this world. 

So for Aristotle, when we aim at our natural excelience, Le., understanding, we to 

understand the things of this world. Of course, in his four causes (the materiaf, the forrnai, 

the &cient, and the nnal), Aristotie o f f i  a dehite checkiist of understanding that llccounts 

for the whole of a thing: its substance, its coming-into-king, its changes, and its purpose. 

Heisenberg hnds genuine merit in these causes, as he finds merit in much of Anstotle's 

philosophy. Although our purpose hem is not to orda Heisenberg's thought in terms of 

Aristotle's philosophy, we can generaüy state that Heisenberg is drawn to the Living picture 

of the world given by Aristotle. 
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On the one hand, then, the inteüigible structures of reality - "the order of things and 

events" to which Heisenberg ofien refas -, anainly have thek bosis in Plato's Ideas. 

Heisenberg geuerally prefers the term "structure" to "Idea" for the simple reason that "the 

word 'Idea' has aquired a rather too subjective taint.""' That they are reaI, and that we 

participate in than, Heisenkrg is quite convinœd: "we 1 h o w  that our own reaiity depends 

on the structure of our consciowness; we can abject@ no more than a d part of OUT 

worM. But even whai we try to probe iuto the subjective nalm, we m o t  ignore the central 

orda a look upon the fomis peophg this reaim as men phunoms or accidents." Il6 On the 

other hand, he deliberately d a t e s  these structures witb Aristotle's formal cause: "what 

was cailed the 'formal cause' one would toâay perbaps designate as the structure or the 

intellectual content of a thing.""' By intellcchial content, and in view of our earlier 

discussion, Heisarberg means simply that wbich is intelligible. And while Heisenberg is quite 

conscious that for Piato, material t h g s  are the shadow hages of the ideal shapes in reaüty, 

he does not accept precisely tbis conception, but tums to the notion of Aristotle's formai 

cause: "moreover, as we should be tempted to continue today, these ideal shapes are actual 

[wtrklicich] because and hsofm as they becorne '&ive [ivÛPs<a] 1 materiai e~ents."~~~ 

Of course, Aristotle spoke about the f o n d  cause in corneaion with the material 

cause- The material is tbat out of which a thing cornes to be and which persists. Matter is not 

some brute shifS but is potential. It bas a nature such that things wbich possess it are capable 

of k g ,  and not being. Thus, where matter is the potmtiaiity, fom is the actuality: 

"Aauality meam the existence of the thing, not in the way which we express by 'potentially'; 

we say that potdally, for instance, a statue of Hermes is in the block of wood.. . ."119 
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Actuality is the s p d c  form whidi allows that statue to be. It is of some interest that 

Heknberg uses this notion with regard to an understanding of matter. In physics, of course, 

the notion of an objective existence of a thhg ks ken radically questioned. The smailest bits 

of matter are not sdid or imrnutabie objects. Heisenôerg points out thst accelerator 

experiments have demonstrated the cornpiete mutab'ility of matter: a sufticiently high 

emgies, eiemeatary particies can k traasmuted into other particles, or can simply k created 

fiom kjnetic oiagy and am be umihilated into energy. In tams of a qualitative desaiption 

of the findamental structure of rnatter, Heisenberg offm energy as that basic f m r e  of 

matter which persists unda al1 apparent changes, or as he refas  to if "universal rnatter."120 

Ail elementary particles are made of the same substance, which can be d e d  energy or 

universal matter: those elernentary particles are "just d'ierent forms in which rnatter can 

a~pe;rr."~~' He goes on to describe it preUoely in ternis of Aristoteh thought: "the matter 

of Aristotle, which is mere 'potentia', should be compand to our concept of energy, which 

gets into 'actuality' by means of the form, when the eiementary particle is created."'P But 

physics is not d e d  with this qualitative description; it wmts "a mathematical formulation 

of those natuai laws that determine the 'forms' of matter, the elementuy particles and their 

forces. 

ûfeven more interest is that Heisenberg does not restrict the concept of potentia to 

matter, but uses it in connedon with those fbnns of matter, which he refers to in terms of the 

pmi'bifîties of the shuchins of reality. Let us keep for the moment to the world of physics. 

He says that if we want to describe an elementary particle accurately, the best we can do is 

wnie down a probabüity bction. Since the mathematical fornialisms of our science do not 
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allow questions of nature or quaiity, but of motion, the most acculate desaiption of an 

elementary particle given to us is a statistical probability, within a definite range, of the 

location a particle d mtedb with observation. For Heisenberg, the mathematid foms 

symboîizing eîemmtary particies am be descfikd as "the ideas of the elemntary particles on 

&ch the aaual particles are rn~delled."'~~ Certainly, the idea - the intelligible - is the r d ,  

in the sease that t is that upoa which the particles are modelied, and without the idea there 

would be no particles. But what maices a stmctun a c t d  for Heisenberg is precisely its 

ability to ictualize in the world. Thus Heisenberg is aâamant that "not even the quaiity of 

being (if that may be d e d  a 'quality') belongs to what is describeci. It is a possibility for 

being or a tendency for being."lu By "being," he simp1y means an actuabtion into the 

world. For Heisenberg, as a tendency for being, a structure or idea is absolutely related to 

the worid. It is understood as a structure in itself, to be sure, but at the same time in terms 

of its possibilities. This is an important point tu ansider. That iq its inteuigibiiity is tied to 

ôoth the actual and the possible. 

To elaborate upon this, he draws upon ûoethe's understanding of the structures of 

reSiity, which Heisaibag intaprds ftom an ostensibly Platonic perspective (keeping in mind 

Heisenberg's "sligùt" modification of tbat perspective). Specifidy, Heisenberg finds quite 

insigtdnil bis Vison of the lhphinanen, the "ground phenomenon." As Heisenberg describes 

it, "This g r o d  phenornenon was not to be a fiuidamental principle, from which the various 

phaamaia had to be deduced, but a basic appearance within which the d o l d  was to be 

discemed."'" What is significaat to Heisenberg is that the discovery of this ground 

phaiornaion is not a reduction of the many to the one, but of vision of the mmy "in" the one: 
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it is an uncovering of possibilities. With regard to what Goethe caüed the archetypal plant. 

tbis grouad phe~,met~)n "k the primordial fonn, the basic structure, the shap'mg principîe of 

plants, which need mt be coastnicted by the understanding but can alsa came directly to ow 

awareness in intuition."'*' To remah with this context, this ground phenornenon would be 

th key by which we eould invent planis adîq#Mtum. Wbai Heisenberg speaks of intelligible 

stwtms,  he mtrns tliis b d  of ground phenornenon Thus, in his h o p  tbat physics would 

achieve an understandhg of that idea of all foims of matter, Le., a simple and essily 

understandable mathematical structure (datively spcalring), he bas in niiad l e s  a formula 

tkom which ali fonns are to be deduced, than an appearance, so to speak of possibilities. 

Heisenberg is sure that the dimensions of actuaîity and possibility within the 

intelligible stnictures are closely related. That is, t b t  vision of the many in the one works 

both ways, since we can get to the one tbraigh the many. Certainly, understanding is always 

of order, the proper confbmiay of the part to each othet and the whole. But for Heisenberg, 

the p t s  d e c t  the wbde; each part cades the whole within it. AU order has that center, so 

to speak, and thus thus order c m  d e c t  the central order. As he writes, should we seize upon 

given recility with (in our powers of understanding, "tbis d t y  will thai also reflect the 

essence of thimgs, the 'one, the good and the mie.'"'u Naturally, this is as mie of the 

intelligible structures that we encounta in our s c i d c  study of nature as of those we 

etlcOunter in art: "the v w  broad connections becorne apparent in the basic structures, in the 

Platonic Ideas that thereby ma&M t h d v e s ;  and since t b  Ideas give tidings of the 

undalying total order, they may al=, perhaps, be picked up by other areas of the human 

pyche than mady that of ratio - areas which themselves in tum stand in immediate relation 
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to thai total order, and hence also to the world of Of course, one of the cluvest 

examples of the part participating in the whole is ourselves. We see Heisenberg's 

usdastandiqg of tbis in his response to a question conceming his bekf in a "personal God. " 

Heuakrg asks to rephrase the question: Tan yw, or anyone else, mach the central order 

of th@ or events, as directly as you c m  reach the sou1 of motber h m  beiag?" To this, 

he rnswers yes. Questioned on his use here of the word "souln rather than "people", 

Heisenberg expleins that the word "soui" signüies precisely "the central order, the centre of 

a being, which in its outer manifîtions rnight ôe very diverse and complex."lm In our 

centre, we participate in the central order, just as aU order participates in the center. 

in tams of our understanding, this means that the intelligiile structures both 

encompass order, and are encompassed by order. There is always a larger order associateci 

with ruiy gbm order, a possi'bility tk stands above it, so to speak, to which the m a l  order 

is intimately reiated and to which it points. Again, though, it is a mistake to think of that 

k g a  order as somahmg fiom some distant and ideal world. Rather, it is a r d  possibility 

in this worid. We sa îhis in his insisteme tbrt the oinr to be reached, tkpossibiIity CO be 

realusci: i@ùemes the course of =nt. 13' R e d  that he sees structures as actual 'because 

and insofzu as they becorne active in the world.' They are acaial as the possibility to be 

realized. Heisenberg @es us an image of this in one of his discussion ofûeauty: "when a 

g'eat cathdd was to be built in the Middle Ages, miiny master mesons and d s m a n  were 

aiipbycd. T k y  were mib>ed with the idea of beauty posited in the original forms, and were 

compeiied by th& ta& to carry out cxa* and meticulous work in accordance with these 

t b m ~ . ' ~  The p o s s i i  guides the mibation. Though this illustration through a pregiven 
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the cathedra1 itseif is an aspect of something much larger - the effort to illwninate Our 

dationship to the divine, and the understaadhg of that reiationsbip guides the architecturai 

foms of the catbednl. For example, the medieval sione masons who endeavowed to 

nproduce the foâs ofgarments as acairately as possibk did not coawive of the solution to 

that proMem as an end in &se& rather, "the solution of their rpeeirl pmblem was necessary 

because the fMds ofthe gamnts of the saints were part of the large religious nlationship that 

was the real a h n r n  

In fact, and perhaps more importantly, the possibility to be reached influences the 

course of events even when we are initialiy unaware of the larger p s s i i i .  Heisenberg 

o h  an uiustrasion of thk h m  the concept of a "style" of architecture. P o i n ~ g  to the basic 

forms of QMin styles of architecture, Hciscnkg m d c s  thnwigh the course of history there 

emerges 

new, more cornplicated and also altered foms, wbich yet can Jtin in some way be 
regarded as variations on the same theme; and fiom the basic structures there emerge 
a new m e r ,  a new style of building. We bave the feeûng, nonetheles, the 
poss1'bilities of deveiopment were already perceivabie in these original fonns, even nt 
the outset; otherwise it wouid be scuody cornprehensible that maay @ed artists 
should have so quickly resolved tc. i>jrme these new possibiities.'" 

At the outset, we mi@ not even k Wly aiive to 1 the possibilities. But even when a "part" 

corne into beiiig, the larger possibiiity, or the "whole," is aauallled at the same the. As he 

notes: "the development of the style is therdon more a matter of unfolding than of new 

creation."13' For Heisenberg, with an actualization of orda, there is at the sarne t h e  an 
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That the larger possibiility shapes the forrn of the understanding is quite signincant. 

Helleabag is umvind that in the attempt to make an order intellig%le, the artîsi "is led to 

the f o m  of the style in which he work~."~" He is quite cleu that in art "one cannot invent 

such basc fUnrP but only discover than."'" The basic f o m  posscss a genuine reality. The 

f o m  are in aia determined by the larger possibiüty; heuce it is a mie understanding. Here 

again we see the affinity between Heisenberg and Gadamer. R d  that for Gadamer, with 

regard to beauty, the beautifid must always be understood ontologically as an 'image', 

meaning thiit it makes no dokmia whether it or its capy rppean; the important thhg about 

an image is that it shares the king with what it images. For Heisenberg, a work of art is an 

8CtUBlizC1tion of a possibility of a b e r  comection; it has aa i n t h t e  relation to that larger 

possibility. The god of art, as the goal of al1 understanding, is precisely to illuminate the 

world. W& regarâ to this goal, Heisenberg concludes that "Under fortmate circumstances 

one may discover that there are f o m  which do this, but one umot simply construct 

than."" Of course, the eXpenence of understanding is the or@ "prwP of this truth. For 

Heisenberg, it rrlmost goes without saying tbat something like Newtonian science is a mie 

of nature with ngad to the paitinikr frwework of approach. Nothiag could 

replace it, shply because Newtonian theory is the inherently appropriate fonn in which we 

awae to mderstand w relation to that aspect of nature. From tûis perspective, there is no 

diffaace h a n  a work of art and a scientific theory. 

The notion tbat die hrger possibiüty influences its actudidon in the world certainly 

means that truth is BSSOCi(Èted with our efforts to understand the whole, but also has a further 

implication. In Heisenberg's view, humans understand not only because understanding is 
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naturai to us, but also because the intelligible guides our eEom in undastanding. The world 

saives to be intelogiile. In o t k  words, thece is a r d  interplay and relationship b a n  Our 

aorte to understand and that which we try to undqrstand. Heisenberg sees this clearly with 

ngPd to nature. It is vay indicative thpt Heisenberg considers our relationship to nature as 

one of real dialogue, as opposed to one of interrogation and d p d a t i o n .  Heisenberg is 

cl- t h  nature is intaacting with us in science as much as we interact with if and it is only 

tbrough this interplay that we come to any u d e m d h g .  Tbe structures or wide comections 

that are the r d  content of science emerge only through gcmime effort to dialogue with 

nature, a dialogue in wbich nature rmponds. Heisenbag speaks of nature "reveaüng" its 

to us: "the mere fsct that we could never bave arrived at these fonns by ourselves, 

that thy wae revealed to us by nature, suggests strongly that they must be a part of reality, 

not jus  of our thoughts about rrrlity.*139 Elsewhae, Heisenberg refèrs to the simple and 

beautifid mathematical schaws which "nature presents us," and of the "almost fiightening 

simpücity and wholene~~ of the relationships wtàch rirrnae s&My qreods uut before us and 

for which none of us is prepared [emphasis addecl]."'" For the physicist, it is precisely 

because we are in dialogue with nature that we corne to any tnie understanding: "Ifnature 

leads us to mathematicai fonns of great simplicity and beauty - by forms 1 am referring to 

coherent systems of hypotheses, axioms, etc.- to forms that no one has previously 

encountered, we cannot help thinking that they are h e ' ,  that they r evd  a genuine feature 

of natue."'" Naîudy, Heisenberg beiieves that concepts r i e  "dialogue" or "intention" are 

rnost appropriate to the human world, and "cm at most sene as metaphors when applied to 
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nature- w w His emphasis h m  is that there is a genuine interplay within the larga medium of 

order, that what we try to understand in a sense moves forward to meet us. 

idïigibîè Wald of concep& 

Perhaps the besi V o n  of the nature of the intelligible structures, and thus the 

intelligible world, is famd in Hekdwg's understanding of concepts. In tbis come*ion, we 

can leam somcttmig bom Heueakrg's discussion with regard to his fnad WoIfgang Pauli's 

philosophical outiook. Like Heisenberg, Pauli is unhappy with the "purely empincist view 

whereby naturd hws cm k drawn solely âom the data of experien~e."~'~ Pauli. postulatin8 

an underlying order of the cosmos of a Platonic type, thinks that the bridge 6om the 

u n o t d d  world of experience and the worid of Ideas is found in "certain primeval images 

preexisting in the soul, the archetypes disaissed by Kepler and also by modem [Jungian] 

psychology."'* In Pauli's thinking, understandimg is just that recognition of agreement 

between the inner images and the outer world: "the prds t ing  images fall into congruence 

with the behaviour of extemal obje~ts."'~~ in this Pauli agmes with Kepler, and they both 

m e r  agree that it is "natudy characteristic of these prllnal images that they cannot be 

rationalfy or even intuitively descriikd.nla Heisenberg points out that there are in fact 

d i f fnnas  in the nature of the archetypes conceived Platonidy by Kepler and in Jungian 

t a m ~  by Pauli. The archetypes of Juagian psychology cm be regardeci as "dowly variable 

and relative to a @en cognitive situation," whereas for Plato the primary images exist 

"unchengeably and independent of the human soul." What draws them together is that "the 

mhaypes are camqmœs or evidemes of a gaiasl order of the cosmos, embracing matter 

and spirit alike.n14' 
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When Haseaberg thinks of concepts, he thïnks of them romewhat dong the ünes of 

these b d s  of archetypes. The most important comection between them is found in 

Heisenberg's notion that, since orda is the medium of our existence, we only understand 

order through order. ûf course, archetypes colICeived as bridges betwan the sense 

peroeptions and the Ideas in the sail do not play a signifiant part in Heisenberg's own larger 

philosophical outlook Certaidy he agrees that understanding is a proass that ocaus at 

leveis beyond the rational, and he does sptalr of understandhg in terms of recognition, but 

Heisenberg does not think we need to dig deep within ourseives to some hidden level of 

archetypes The inteUigibIe structures are the ground of the whole, and we are in constant 

interphy with than. in a sense, the pnicess of understaadmg occurs "on the sudàce," though 

this does not mean it is a supediciai process. Concepts are at our fingenips - lifé, mind, God. 

But when we use a concept in arncsf when we try to undastand through a concept, we are 

led from it into a network of wider  structure^.'^ Concepts are also intelligible shuctures, 

embracing both possibility and actuaüty. They ue structures of order, yet at the same tirne 

they are ordering structures. Indeed, Heisenberg states that we can describe a concept "as 

sort of a 'grwnd phenornerion,'"" though he admits that Goethe would not have used the 

tam m this context. It is espegally in his understanding of concepts that we see how strong 

is Heisenberg's conviction that order is the medium of our existence: the orders with which 

humans are m interplay neither belong exclusively to the world "out there" nor to humans "in 

here," but are rather shared between thern. 

In HeUeaôerg's view, concept formation is a natuml characteRstic of buman beings. 

1 is not without interest that Gadamer hirnself rdm to the proass of concept formation as 
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a natural process, though one through language. For Heisenberg, it is a natural procas 

through our iarger and collective interpiay with the order of the world. That is, concepts 

emerge fiom tradition. As he writes, "the influence of tradition is perhrips strowest in 

sluipmg or passing on the amcepts" by which we try to understand.lm If understanding is the 

perception of c o d o n s ,  then concepts are m a seiise the hda t i on  for understandimg; they 

give us orders with which to undastPad the world. A concept is an abstraction fiom the 

world, and depends on our abiity to consida an object or group of objects "under one 

viewpoint whüe dimgiirdiag di other pmperties of the object." He whes:  "The essence 

of abstrsction consists of singling out one feature, which, in contrast to ad other properties, 

is umsiâed to be particularly important in this comection ... al1 concept formation depends 

on this process of abstraction, since concept formation presupposes the abiity to recognize 

similarities. rn 151 For Wei- concepts need not k rationally constructeâ, and indeed 

rarely are: "concepts are aquked Braduany witbout critical analy~is."~" That is, concepts are 

aquired by our living and thus m k s t m h g  m the worid. The most sigaifïcant concepts are 

just those tbat emerge fiom that inmediate interplay with the world. In fàct, he views the 

concepts of the human world, such as mincl, or sod, or Hie, asmmqy: "the concepts of 

naturai language an f o d  by the immediate comection with reaiity; they represent 

reality."'u Moreover, Heisenberg ernphasizes that miuiy of the concepts so signifiant in 

Newtonian science, such as "tirne" and "spaœ," daiw fram what we might cal1 these "human 

wncepts." Instead of lessening theh rn~gtùiness,  this indicates th& connecti011 with 

reality, where "the existence of such a connection is an indispensable pmndition for the 

abstraction still to convey any understandimg of the world a all."'" 
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He thmks that this is an important recoliection for the scientitic age, which tends to 

see scientSc concepts as the primPry ones, and which reacts with scepticism towards the 

human concepts. The concepts of science are welldefined, to be sure, at least with respect 

to their connections, where the humm concepts seem to bwe l e s  dMon,  m n  with 

respect to th& comections. Given this la& of p-se definition, these conapts may 

"undago cbinges in the courses of the centuries." Nevertheless, Heisenberg is qui& to add 

that despite these changes, "they never lose their imrnediate comection with reality."'" 

N8tumiiy, m migbt choose to see the changes in tems of contradictions, but he points out 

that the concepts of science crnaot escape contradictions, even in its most precir parts: "It 

iSwdllaw>wa~thtancapof~l~tomntradictionsthit havebeenanaîyzed, but 

it would be practicaily impossible to construct the main parts of mathematics without this 

concept."'" For Heisenberg, vaguely denmd as humrn concepts may be, in fsct they are 

"more siable in the expansion of knowleâge than the precise tams of scientiiic lmg~age."'~' 

Tlilit is, ScientSc concepts are so well-defined, and so speeiiiliIsd, that th& applicability is 

largely confined to very W t d  aspects of reality; they are unstable because we mur 

occasionally abandon concepts altogether as we move to other aspects of the world. The 

ooaapt of the! complete hbqemhœ of space and tirne, which is a fiindamental assumption 

of Newtonian physics, is r a d i e  &angeci m the theoly of relativity. But the conapts of the 

human world are rardy abandoned; they are dways fhitfùl. This is not to dismiss the 

hitfiihess of s c i d c  concepts. As long as they are comected to reality, they share the 

nature of human concepts. 



For Heisaiberg a conœpt is always much more dian it apparr particululy because 

iî is a sort of ground phenornenon. From its f o d o n  through a specific comection in the 

world, a concept opens the door into a network of intelügii structures. That is, once a 

concept is brought into actua(ity, tremendous possibilities are brought into being as well. 

Heisenberg understands a concept to be closely, and intrinsically, relatecl to what he cal1 the 

unfi,]- of abstmct sbucbres: "the concept fomed by way of absaciaion takes on a Wé of 

its owa; it allows for the gaiaation of an unexpected wdth of fonns or orderiag structures, 

whkh cari her prove vahiable in some way."'% By f o m  he meam a specific undef~tanding, 

like a work of art or science. That our own efEorts play only a part in the unfolding of 

sûuctms fbm wiilin it is quite niscMting, but tremendously characteristic of Heisenberg's 

larger understanding of the medium of order, and the real interplay that occurs here. 

Concepts are in a sense independent of our understanding, or rather, wMe we at one point 

seem to have "cfegted" a concept, that creation tums around and "re-creates" us, in tams of 

what is given to our understanding and how we understaad it: 

The concepts initially fomed by abstraction from particuiar situations or 
exptxientinl complexes aquire a üfe of th& own. Tbey prove to be fkr more 
abundant and fiuiffil than we a n  hitially perceive them to be. In later 
dmlopmai*, they dispiay an independent ordering pwer - in promothg the 
&on ofnew finns and concepts, in providing insight into th& comection 
and ais0 in somehow demonstrating their own value ... . 159 

Once we grasp a "part" of a concept* we can somehow get into the whole of it. As 

to what "au of it" might mean is unknown. As mentioned, though concepts are precisely 

defineci with respect to their particular connections (e.g., the concepts within the system of 

Newtonian mdiamcs), concepts are newr pdsely defined with respect to their meaning - 
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"that is to say, we do not bow exactiy how fEr they WU help us in finding our way in the 

world We o h  h w  that they can be applied to a wide range of imer and outer experience, 

but we practidly never know pncisely the b t s  of their applidity."160 This is true for 

ccmœpts of Saence, but even more true with regard to naturai concepts. Thse are not well 

definecl, but for Heisenberg this is precisely because of th& immediate comection with 

rsality: the less debition a concept possesses is rlmost an indication of its greater richness. 

Ofcourse, the Siitiel famation of a concept may suggest possibilities, but the range of those 

poes'bilities are beyond that initial conception. From our e v e  in the wodd, there is 

nothing inevitable whatsoever about a concept. Concepts can surprise us, because they can 

lead us to the or unfômen In addition, ooncepts can also surprise us by showing 

iimitations where we most expect them to s u d .  

For Heisenberg both the limitations and the possibilities of concepts are tied ta the 

redity that we are beings in the world, and that this is where our real interest is centred, 

where the "world" means Our relationship with ail the pssib'ilities d t e d  with order. 

udeed, given al1 the possibilities of order, the most obvious limitation of a concept is that a 

single concept is never aiough. A concept is an ubsmaion fkom the wortd, and when we 

absescf we necesdy lose aspects of the world. As abstractions, concepts "cover always 

only a very limited part of nality, and the otha part diat has not yet been understood is 

infinite (il61 . Hence that necessity for as many concepts as possible. It is for this reason that 

Hcisenkrg agrrcs with Bohr that "'ody fiigmss Ieads to duay, and truth dwells in the deeps.' 

Fullaess here is not only a weath of orpaience, but an akmdeaa of concepts, of approaches, 

with which to disaus Our problems and phenornena in general."lu Thuq when we try to 
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understand a relationship or a comection, we bring a variety of concepts to the problem, 

"lighting this relationship up fiom al1 si de^."'^ Naturally, we must remember that for 

Heisenberg, this d to fihess applies to dl aspects of our understanding. No single work 

of axt, nor a singie ssamioc dvay wiiî ever illuxninate the whole for us  Certahly a work of 

beauty? scientific or artistic, can shine with that splendeur of the whole, but the consequence 

of such a work is preckdy the opening up of new worlds to us, rad thus new undef~tandings. 

Heisenberg's understanding of concepts adds to bis vision of the ahnost living 

intelligibility of the world. We corne to the world iIready understandkg it, insofat as we 

come into a world of concepts. Despite th& nature as abstractions, concepts are not vague 

or bare formations; rather, they are replete with possibiüties. They aquire this richness 

rhruugh their co~ections with tradition. Nor a n  concepts be severed fiom their 

connections; by its nature, each concept brings with it 'the world &om which it emerged, 

wkher  or not we are aware of it: "Traditional concepts fom our way of thinking about the 

problems and detemûne our questions."'" Thus we are dready "inw the world given by 

traditional concepts; our range of view is detennined by those concepts. In Gadamer's ternis, 

we might ciiU it a horizon, and for Heisenberg, we are consttgined to the possibiities ofthis 

horizon. An illustration fiom the world of science is helpful here: "Scientists are bound up 

with the hktorical proces, and thar choices seern to be restricted to deciding whether or not 

to participate in a development which wül teke place with or without thm. If Albert Einstein, 

for example, M lived in the 12th century, he would have had very little chance of becorning 

a good scientist."'" That is, he would have had Üttk chance if he wen interested in relativity 

- which he could not have been. Quantum leaps are not given to humans - for example, we 
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cannot move 6om Archimedes' lever laws ta Einstein's relativity in a single bound. Many 

questions had to be asked and many aspects of the worid openeci to view More Einstein's 

theones could corne into king. 

Of course, the point for HeiKnbag is to extend our range of vision within the 

possibilities of our horizon. Fortunately, any &en horizon is very broad; we have many 

concepts with wbch to iight up what we are trying to derstand. For example, the concept 

of an eiementay partide, in atomistic tenns of mail, sdid object, proved very productive in 

e d y  duniistry, a least with the respect to the stabüity of the chemical elements. It was the 

original conception in atomic physics, and in fact brought physics a long way in an 

undastuiding of atomic processes. Yet at a certain point, traditional concepts can lead us 

astray, espeanlSr when they cloud our vision to the reality in front of us (hem we right r d  

Heisenberg's question of what "exady" it is we see in a cloud chamkr experiment - the 

notion of the eleroentary particle grounded the asaimption that the water droplets observed 

at intervals showed the particle's "path"). The questions to which the concept of the atom 

leads us, such as the location and orbit of an electron, are not the c o r n  questions with 

which to approach nature in that parti& certainly, "to realize that such questions 

have no meanhg is a very diicult and painful proce~s."'~ On the other hand, a conception 

of elementary particles that has remained in the background, such as Piato's mathematical 

formq suddedy takes on new brüüance. For Heisenberg, it is this concept, in a rather 

radically rrnewed fomi of ftndamental symmetries, that is appropriate to the microworld. It 

is with this change of concepts that we move fiom the fog of some strange reality to that 

tmpmt  danty of the beautiftl. AU this goes to undedine not only the possibiiities of our 
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horizon, but the faft that we are unaware of these possibilities und we are compelled to 

explore them. 

Insofhr as we exist in a world of given concepts, we exist witbin the possibilities of 

tradition. Of coune, order of any khd possesses poasibilities, concepts no less than others. 

Yet order is ody p o t e  tbus; it is not imitable tbat the concept actuaüa its possibilities. 

Thu, whüe Heknberg undalines that inâependent ordering power of a concept, he is quick 

to add that creation of forms is not some spontaneous action on the part of a concept: the 

meanhg and possibilities of a concept cm oniy be discovered through our interplay with it 

in the world. For Heisenberg, it is hiehly unreasonabte to tb.ink that we should - or cmr - 
destmy aü the old forms and concepts, and wait for the ncw to emerge by thanselves. With 

tliis sort of d e  we would never achieve any understanding: "h, without the old forms we 

could never have fouad the new; secondly nothing ever happens, in science or in art, of its 

own accord - we have to shape the new o ~ r s e l v e s . " ~ ~ ~  What we have to tecognize is that for 

HeisQkig, rmdasUndiqB is not a connedon we make and then apply to the problem in from 

of us. Heisenberg hem is very close to Gadamer: we understand through application. It is 

oaly wbai we r9k genuine questions that we unfdd the n c b  of understanding. In tenns 

of the human world, we create or aduaüle the f o m  or concepts within the concept, given 

that concept and the worid around us. 

Application ond urrdasrrrrirh'ng 

HQscabagishthatrlluodasEandiiig warisesfimmthehathat mencontinue to ask 

questions, and that such questionhg is the fom in whîch they corne to grips with the world 

about th- in order to perceive its unitary connection and in order to live within it."" 
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Morawa, our questions are not arbitrary: "a fhidid period is characterized by the f k t  that 

the probkms are given, that we need not invent than."'" That questions naturally present 

themselves to us by m means diminishes th& miportance; rather, it heightens it. We do not 

spend our time aimlesdy casting about for things to understand. We are compdled by 

connections; somethhg about a certain ferture of the world grasps us, and makes us look 

more closely at it. Or again, it may be an apparent la& of comeztion that strikes our 

attention, that stops us and forces us to look for some kind of order. Yet whatever the case 

may be, Sn undatmding beghs with genuine questions. For Heisenberg, grnuine questions 

almost assure auiheiaic interest, and succasfui uaQrstaadmg demands that authentic interest. 

(3ne of Heisentmg's examples in this regard is Planck's discovexy of the quantum of 

action. In Heisenberg's view, t h m  are two significaut aspects to this illustration that reflect 

on the kger situation of human understanâing. The fint is that Planck was working on a 

spedlc problem, that is, a real and wanswered question in the world of physics. The second 

is tbat Phck  felt himself compelied, through that interplay between the given laws and the 

given phenomena, to move into an entirely new understanding, which itsdf was the buis for 

a much b r d e r  understanding of nature. In this comection, Heisenberg occasionaiiy takes 

up the issue of how to make a "revolution" in thought patterns, no doubt spumd on by 

Kutm's notion of scient& revolutions. Heisenberg continuoudy asserts that in science, 

"never in it s history luis there beea a desire for any radical reconstruction of the edifice of 

physics."" bdeed, he h e t  emphasize this enough, pointhg especiaJly to quantum physics: 

"at m tim during this history of qwntum theory was there a physicist or gmup of physicists 

saking to bring ribout an overthrow of physicsN1" - Planck least of A. At the tum of the 
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caniry, Planck decided to go into physics despite being told h t  almost all work in the field 

was complete. He concentrateâ his interest upon one of the "last" remaining problems, that 

of blacLbody radiaon. Altbaigh avrgy was classidy understood as movhg continuously, 

Planck "fiaiJy d i s o o d  to his horror that in orda to htapret bhckbody radiation, he was 

obliged to frame a hypothesis which did not fit into the m w o r k  of classical physics and 

which, fmm the stindpaim of this olâer physics, scaned completely insane. "ln His discovery 

was th e r q y  mved dhreteiy, in packets that he termed "quanta." While "honor" is not 

n o d y  the errperience of understanding that Heisenberg wishes to emphasii his point is 

that there neva existed any desin to radicaîly revolutionize physics. What was given simply, 

and nghtiy, coamunded  dou us respect. 

Thus, when Heisenberg considers the question of how a revolution in understanding 

is d he riirnuers: "By trying to change as linle as possible; by concentrathg al1 efforts on 

the solution of a special and obviously stii i wlsolved problem, and proceeding as 

as possible in doing m. For only when the novel is for& on upon us by the 

problem itself, where it cornes in a seme fiom outside and not from ourselves does it later 

have the power to transf~rm."'~ Only those who try to sheâ as much light as possible upon 

the question with proven insights can achieve real understanding, because instead of dealing 

in illusions, thy merely make ewident what the faas compei: "The smell changes he 

eventudy shows to k absolutely necewq may afterward, in the course of years or decades, 

enfôroe a change in the pattern ofthaight, and nd a s h W g  offo~ndations.""~ Naturally, 

Hehberg does not confme thk insi* to science alone: "1 suspect that evm historicaiiy the 

most durable and ôeneficial revolutions have been the ones designed to serve clearty defined 
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goals and problerns and which left the rest strictly alone.. . So let me repeat: what m e r s  is 

to CO& oneselfto a single, important objective and to change the rest as little as possible. 

The small part we have to change may weU have so great a transforming force that it may 

afîèct al1 fomis of iife without any tivtha effort on our part."" 

This is much les a di to coaservatism tban it is a recognition of the truth value of 

the insights upon which we rest. in Heisenberg's view, humans are not ody natural 

understanders, they are successfi understanders, and have always been so. Our natural 

hclinzdion to demami, tagei&r with what Heisenberg regards as the natural inciination of 

the world to be understood, have Eom the begimhg cornbined to bring the intelligible 

csuca>rrs and all the possibüities sssociated with them h o  actualjty. It is with this in Mnd 

that Heisaibag can state the folowing: We wish thaf despite all outer conhion, our youth 

Win p w  up in the spirituai climate of the West, and so draw upon those sources of vitality 

*ch have sustiiined our continent for more than two thoumd year~." '~~ To Heisenberg it 

is dear that ifthere wae no mith to these sources, they wouid not have proven so hitful in 

tams of the tmh&dhg we achiewe m science, art, &@on and philosophy. Gadamer once 

asked. "Does what has aiways supported us nad to be grounded?"'" Heisenberg can be 

understood as saying something very .oUnilnt. Tndh Justaias us. We do not næd to "ground" 

truth. Tnith gmuds itseifdirough the playing out of our human existence, in art, in science, 

and in the ideals which guide our actions. Thus we do not need to dig deep from within 

oudves ta undsstenQ mr do we ne& to mach fàr beyonci d v e s .  In Heisenberg's view, 

insofw as we are in the worfd and n d y  in tradition, we are in constant interplay with 

the depth and breadth associatexi with the intelligible. 
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Still, the fact remaias tliat in air interplay with the given inteîligible structures, we are 

dealing with m e r s  to Ppeofic questions, where the answers are inherently appropriate to 

the question. That i$ d our derstandings are unique and historically situateci. Newtonian 

physics is Heisenberg's great example of this. Gadamer disparages the understanding of 

modem science because it demauds the repeatabiiity of events. W e  verification and 

repei teb' i  are aitical to the demoirptntion of the validity of scientific theories (and for 

Heisenkg science has this a&mîage over art, that its claims caa be "tested," though whether 

this test can move a person is a dSerent matta), they are only en9ctive within carefuîly 

dcnacd systems. But the closed world of Newtonian physics is itselfa unique and historical 

phenornenon. Newton's laws only *fitu 4 t h  the hnework of classicai concepts and 

connections. They are not as successful when moved to a diffkrent context, Le., from the 

macmworld to the microwodd. In this sense, a scient& theory is like a work of art. in one 

place Heisenberg compares such a theory to the artistic ribbon decoratious of an Arab 

moque, where those decorations express "the spirit of the religion âom which they have 

arUaigg. He notes of these éeoaotions that "so tnany symmetries are reaiized ail at once that 

it would be miposs'b1e tu aiter a single leaf wiihout aucialiy distuibmg the connection of the 

whole. "17' 

In a vay real way, Heisenberg and Gadamer share the probiem of interpretation. 

Recall that Gadamer Mmes out of a hermeaeutical traâition which paceived the 

understand'ig of a text to be the "nconsa~ction" of the intention and world of the author, 

which Gadamer is convinced is not only unhelpful but impossible. Heisenberg agrees with 

the impsiibüity of a successfbl reconstruction of a context in which a unique understanding 
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can be raapaienced. Science rnight appear to give some ditnculty here, since Newtonian 

mechafgcs, which is for Heisenberg very much a shiiiing forth of a great connection, always 

remains true in the macroworid Yet we cm never again M y  recapture that Newtonian 

anaort wiui its fimicworl< of uritimited applicab'ity. A g&e understanding of Newton's 

hws includes an aclaowidgemeut of th& limits. Indeed, as we saw, it was quite necessary 

to imerpret Newtonian physics witbm the wider scope of new scientific insights. It is quite 

signüicant that, as Gadamer does, Heknôerg &o picks up on legal interpretation to ilhistrate 

both the uniqueness of our understandings and the lack of Wty in any ara of 

understanding: "certain philosophies of justice assume that justice always exists but that, in 

gaienl. m mry nevu kgai ase justice must be found anew, that at ali events the Wntten law 

ahvays covers only limited areas of lifé and therefore m o t  be everywhere binding."'" Yet 

it is critical to recognize that, in Heiseabag's view, we only have access to Law (for whch 

we can substitute the term the logos, or the inteiligible) through the written laws, that is, 

ttwugh the wwks anci ccmœpts of art, science, pMosophy and religion that form the medium 

of our world, and evay oew intexpretation of law must ground itseif in those the preadas.  

From science, he points out, "one may leun above dl things here that fleedom is possible 

only through acknow1edgement of laws."lm He is using the term "law" rather litaaily here, 

uadascoring lis conviction that not only the laws of nature have that quaüty of sekvident 

autbority, but whst we have oome to discover through art, religion and philosophy. We saw 

this earIier m his opinion t h  m cannot invait intelligible structures, but only discover them. 

Moreover, we also saw how possibilities are always associateci with these structures. 

Heisaikrg is d;imant tbit the possiies are absoluteiy tied to the structures. Ody through 
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senous regard for these understandings are we able to achieve fkedom of understanding, 

wtinh fa Heisaikrg inchdes both die &eeûom anû the hedom "ton. It is a &eedom 

h m  "prejudices, frna dogmatic ties, fiom suggestive influences, fkoxn an imposed point of 

view," and the hrcdom to "think aew thoughts, to look at b w n  faas with fmh eyes, to 

foUow the thoughts of others, even if they do not at fint illuminate, and to go beyond 

W . ~ I # I  Heisenbag sddP that science rlso teaches us something else ofgreat miportance, 

a lesson applicable in any area of human u&mta&g nameiy, that fieedom is not easy: "To 

perce& new aimisaiarp amid the inexorable iaws of nihm, to explore new possib'ities, to 

thiak in unaccustomed ways, can be achieved only by the utmost effort. But anyone who 

fhh it too difijcult obould not be 1 4  astray into h p l y  ignoriag the existing laws. Nothing 

whatever would corne of that. "ln 

For Heisenberg, we caanot undaestimate the finmess of the foundations of 

philoaophy, religion, and art, since they have sustabled us for so very long; to diminish their 

truth based on th& Iiistoricaî conditionedness is to do them a great injustice. As he writes, 

"it w d d  carinly be a mistake were we to detract h m  s c i d c  or philosophical knowledge 

with the phrase, 'Eveq age bas its own mith." Nmnhiess, the fàct reznains thrit "the very 

structure of human thought changes in the course of historical de~elopment."'~ That 

stwtme changes precisely becawe we are in constant interpiay with given understandings, 

bniging thern to b a r  time and again upon the questions and problems fàcing us in We, and 

bhging into king altogether new inteiügïble structures. That iq as understanders, we exist 

in consrsntly cbnghg Siniations, with new questions. For the answers, we have nowhere to 

tuni but the intelligible structures already given to us. Ifthey auld not offcr anything to us, 
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we would have littie interest in them. It is thus very characteristic of Heisenberg's thought 

that wbit we might cal1 the interpretabiity of a givm understanding is for him a messure of 

its greatness. In tams of art, "Perhaps men Like Bach or Mozart are king of music only 

beause, f a  two long centuries, tby b onaed so many lessa musicians the chance of re- 

interpreting their thoughts with love and a collscientious attention to detail. And even the 

auâience participates in this careîùl work as it bems the message of the great mu~itians."'~ 

Our continual interpretation, our effort to move beyond specific connections, is "ultimately 

based upon the necessity to go on asking questions, upon the striving for a unitary 

under~tanding,"'~ where that understanding must be meaningfbl for our here-and-now lives. 

In terms of art, for example, the foais of an artist in a particular question or feawe of the 

world is detemimi by his real interest in that question, where "the word 'interest' means: to 

be with something, to take pari in a process oflifi."'" In this, Heisenberg almost naively 

aspumes what Gadamm, in tanis of the hermeneutical enterprise, rnust argue again and again 

- what we encounter in tradition bas a meqning, and the importance of undastanding it lies 

not as a historical point of interest, but in üght of its relevance for Our questions of today. 

WhaiweindastenQ asaatsIkiseakrg, wemusttrytodo so "inricoordanawith the spirit 

of our times."" It is impossible to emphasize enough that Heisenberg's main concem is our 

aura* siaistion, mdividuany and coilectheiy. It is the interest in the world arounâ us, in the 

questions thst have ewrged through this world, which themselves initiate that inteplay of 

order. 

Of course, Heisenberg is not only interesteci in the integration of the inteliigible 

structures of the past. Iust as Unportant in his view is the interpretation that OCRVS from new 
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structures of intelligiii ,  thk relates back to his notion of revolution-making, where a single 

însight can have a huge transfonnative &kt. As we saw, he bdieves tbat truth has a very 

compellnig quaüry, where the possibilities ccm be sensed even fiom a single specific actuality. 

For example, "In the 18th century, Hayden üied m bis striug quartets to express exnotions that 

had sppesred in th litasaire of 19s the, in the works of Rousseau and in Goethe's Werther, 

and then, the misicians of the younger generation - Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert - gathered 

in Viema to compte in the solution of this problem.""' The actualization of something r d  

and mmpeiling causes an outward diffbsion, underlinhg the actual coUective interplay of 

humen understanding. Hurmui understandings reflect upon one another. However, these 

dections n a d  not be eo obviously harmonious. Romticism deals with *problemsm that 

emerge b m  a world 8Ireaây transforming itself by mtionaiism, science and technoIogy into 

a world of faas and practical pteconditions for outward fi. The art of the time looked to 

explore the "proper scope for the personality in its wholeness, its wishes and hopes and 

woes."lm Yet we see that the inward tum in art is intimately related to the outward tum in 

science. Though we corne to distinctive undemtandings, these are always related to one 

another through th& relation to the whole. 

Lastly, we need to stress Heisenberg's perception of the adventure quality of 

understanding that occurs though questioning and interplay, which is nothing more than 

dialogue. The old sa- "1 klim that 1 may Wderstand," is insuflticient for Heisenberg. He 

approved of tbe introduction of an intermediate terni, so that it n d s  as foliows: "1 Weve 

that 1 m y  act; 1 a* so that 1 may under~tand."'~~ Heisenberg points to the initial voyage of 

Christopber Columbus as an example of this While 0th- Wore him had ôelieved that the 
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eaith was round and small enough to be cirRlIIlllZMgated, Columbus' rernarkable achevernent 

was his "decision to leave the buwi regions of the world and to sail westward, fbr beyond 

the point from which his provisions could have got hirn back home @n."'gl This is his 

metaphor for understanding. niaigb it begins with the known, with the fàrdk, it is not mal 

understanding until it has taken us b o n d  this dm. Ali understanding is aa adventure, 

because as we move forward through that auciai question or problem, we are taken 

sornewhere new ad unfamüar. And yet, the new territory is not unrelated to the f d a r .  

To take tbis image a bit fhk, we mi@ say that CoIumbus might neva have made his 

voyage without aii that wtiich the hown could offer. It was not a bünd leap into the 

unknown; raha, he carefùliy researcheâ the voyage, teloag advantage of al1 the avaüable 

navigation tods of the Qae. Nonetheless, in pushing off h m  f d a r  shores, Columbus was 

putting hk lift at risk, instcad of mnainhg within the theoretical realm of such a joumey, "he 

staked bis whole existence on it."ln And this is what we do whm we go forward to 

undastanl - we stake air lives upon it, simply because we cannot understand without king 

changeci by it, and only by being changed have we understood. 

We are changed because our world is changed by understanding. For Gadamer, 

und- as it is achieveâ through dialogue, was the coming-imo-language of the thing 

itself. in üke m a ~ e r ,  Heiseabsrg speaks of understanding in tenns of a dynamic 

intemhtionship ôetween given orâers from which a ncw order anerges. As he wites: "the 

old mystics used to associate the mnnba 3 with the âivine principle. Or if you dislike 

mystickm, you d d  ttMk of the Hege4bn triplet: thesis-aatithesis-synthesis. Synthesis need 

not be a niiimire; it am prove arhemely fniitful but only when thesis and antithesis combine 
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to p h c e  something qualitatively new."lg3 For Heisenberg, the world is always intelligible; 

the possibüity of relation overarches any as-yet unrelateci orden, and coming to an 

undersiaadmg is the "rd"-ization of that possibüity. Given thit Columbus did not reach the 

land he expecteâ to reach, an entire continent being in the way, we might also use this 

metaphor to emphasize another aspect of Heisenberg's thinking, that dernent of surprise in 

uriâersianding. For Heisenberg and üke Gadamer, r d  understanding is an event because it 

brings something aew into the reaim of htdtigibility. However much we may k prepared for 

this event, Heisenberg is sure that we are not in fm "in chargen of understanding. The 

und- that mages through a d interest in the question and which is based on the 

diaîogue or interplay betweai people, ideas or concepts is in the end something that we find 

wholiy wiexpected. "Whcneva we proceeû tiom the howu into the unknown we may hope 

to understanâ, but we may have to learn at the seme time a new meaning of the word 

'understanding.'"'" The possibilities associateci with the intelligible are always greater thm 

we can imagine. Questions and poblems en given to us; the paths we must f011ow are clear. 

But where we are led is a différem matter entirely, which we can only discover by going 

fonuard dong the path. 

As we saw earfier, Heisenberg does not ask us to rest upoq but to "draw upon" the 

sources of vitaiity withm our kger human tradition. For Heisenberg, the serious 

consideration of those sources of vitality aiways lads  to fiirther vitality, fùrther avenues of 

exploration. For Guiamer, the pn-uaderstandings detamiae our understanding, which in 

turn becornes another pre-understanding. Tbis is why understandimg is aiways on-the-way. 

This is Heisenberg's thinking entirely. For Heisaiberg, human understanding is not m e d  
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in sione. It is preasdy by aigageig m dialogue with the world around us, a dialogue in which 

we bave slways been enga& that the search for tmth is discovered to be both an abundant 

and d e s s  one. Wah regard to this, Heisenbag ncalls a particular moment of clarity during 

a recital at which Beethoven's D Major Senerade was being played: "[the wodc] brims over 

with vital force and joy; niùh in the cenaal order keeps casting out fàint-heartedness and 

weariaess. As 1 Iistened, 1 g m w  !irm in the ccmviction thq meesUrrd on the human t h e  d e ,  

life, music, and science would always go on, even though we ourselves are no more than 

tmnsht visitm or, m Nids' words, both spestators and actors on the great drama of life.'" 

The d i t y  in which we est is aiways enriched by understanding, by that wider and deeper 

interplay of order that we both shape and are shaped by, whkh brings the intelligible into 

king, and opais up possialities through eaualities. And it is t d y  a grand adventure, for 

alihaigh the worid is by nature inteihgi i  Heisenberg always reiterates that we musi leam 

"over and over again what the word iuiderstanding' rnay mean."'% 

Urrdcrstonrlr~~g and science 

The question we put to Gadamer, after the exploration of his thought, concerneci the 

role of natwal science in the enrichment of the worid by truth: does science have a part to 

play in the buman and humanking process of coming to an understanding? In Gadamer's 

view and with regard to modem aeaaal siaia, the mk was a vay limited one. On the other 

ha& the "old scienœn that Gadamer rdected upon, a science crowned by rnetaphysics and 

providing a whole orientation to the world, cornes aiive again in HeiseabagTs vision. Frorn 

the very begiiwag our investigation of that vision has shown Heisenberg's deep conviction 

that science can be a real part of the miversai experience of understanding. In trying to 
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iiluminafe the intelligible, it is an endemur no différent than art. When it is approached as 

the inteliigiile, it can &kt a reai experience of understanding, an experience that points 

through the particular to the whole. Of course, al1 orda hm tbat center, and thus al1 order 

bastbatpoteabiiil. Yet forHcisenkrg , sc i~ba~pl i i cc . t tbepre~ent t im,because  

of the nature of the contemporary world. The one reality of Our age that we m o t  ignore 

or escape is our immersh in scientific rad technologid thmliiig. Heisenberg M y  reaîizes 

to what extent the world has both interiorized and exteriorized the goals and method of the 

science which developed m modemity. Since the wbole development of science and the 

scientiiïc age "has for a long time passed fir beyond any control by human forces, we have 

to rccept it as one of the most essential faairrs of our tirne.'" We can d it the "naturd 

fact" in accordance with which ail our understanding must be made. We see Heisenberg's 

awareness of this even m his choice of terms, e.g., the 'central order' for the divine or the 

logos, or 'structures' for Ideas. The world is vay cornfortable with the words and concepts 

of science, and he is writhg to be understood; ariarmy Gadamer, for whom every real artist 

speak to his worid and fbr his world, would appreciate Heisenberg's effort to be understood 

by his world. Heiseakrg is interesteci in bringing out the possibilities of this science within 

and through the world around us, as they can emerge 6om a retuni to the centre. 

Ail order has that centre to it, which connects it to the whole. We have observed tirne 

and again Heisenberg's conviction that ail orders are related, that "Me on earth represents a 

unity." niat 9 ordas are intllnateIy rrhted to each 0 t h  means, in the most negative sense, 

"that damage at one point can have e&*s mrywhae else."'- In this expression lies the 

whole of modem western history for Heisenôerg, as it dmloped on the basis of a science 
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&ch separateci n a ~ e  h m  its relationship to the human and the divine, and the divine fiom 

the human, consequently losing sight of the mal center. fhae  is a certain order to the 

sciaiiific age, but Heisaibag would d it a partial order, broken off âom the central order, 

but erected as the centre. Orders ofthis type are daagerous: "they might not have lost their 

creative force, but they [are] no longer directeci to a imayng amter."'* n u s  we see that 

though interplay and dialogue is criticai, aU interplay must from the kginning include that 

orientation to tbe amer ifone is to achive a vduable understanding. Yet the situation is not 

completefy hopless. AU orda is related to the centd, and ali order cm reflect that center, 

even that order in which we are presentiy lost. Heisenbezg is a f h  Mever in natural law, 

and for- t h e  is nolaw greatexormoreipbrral thenthat oforder. ïfdsrmige at one point 

has so much power, so too can enrichment at any point flèct the whole. He is sure that 

science can be a r d  source of enrichment, though not unless material interest is removeci 

f h n  its f o m  and the niil possibilities for understanding are drawn to the sufice. Of 

course, Heisenberg is sun that in this centwy science has corne to some very important 

insights wbich  car^ go a long way to rraüziag the tmendous potential withh science, and 

thus for the world so closely connected with science: "If we raise the question whether 

science and technology in our We today are promicing forces of order that may shape life on 

eerth as did the gmît idds of the past, we must surely thiak in the place of those broad 

co~ections which have becorne visible to us in these most recent developments."" To be 

sure, he sayg these ordas cm for the time h g  only b m e  known to the narrow circle of 

those who work in the field. Nevertheless, "even fkom this cirde it is possible for influences 

to spread into human thought gendly. 
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Yet there are conditions to tbis possib'ity. Heisenberg is positive that science can 

neva sbape liFe as the gnat ideais bave wiîhout its o m  retum to the center. Evm in science 

it is possible to miss the meanhg of what one encounters - as much of modem science has 

demonstrrrted. Alihoiigh Hasaibag is sure tbat we have lighted upon criticai understsndiags 

in science, he is not hterested in a replay of modmi history. Evem at its best, when science 

was an acthity in relation to the divine, i.e., when its understanding was the imraediate 

perception of the workings of the God in nature, it was t w  easy to ignore the distance 

between this God and that "to whom we can relate our life."m When attention is directed 

emVcly to one aspect of the divine activity, thae will aiways arise "the danger of losing sight 

of the totaüty, the interconnectecl unity of the whole. "" For Heisenberg, that interw~ected 

unity cm only be kept in view by a constant interplay between the various forms of hurnan 

derstandiag, espeaelly where that interplay is direct& to an understanding of our relation 

to the centrai order. It is helpful h m  to recsll Gadamefs point that a pason behaves 

speculatively when his words do not reflect beings, but the whole of being. Heisenberg is 

th&@ ialongjust these lines. An undastanding of any order is most vaiuable when it points 

b y d  itsdfto our aironsbip to the whde of order. But in this regard, the individual (and 

the individual discipline) must rely upon his relationship with the hurnan comrnunity, for it is 

ody within that brord oontext is there access to the iarger vision. 

Here, it is of particular interest and relevance that we are dialogic beings. It is 

bdamntal to Heisembcrgls tûought that understanding is very much a oontinuous and 

collective effort. Though it is quite obvious h m  our exploration above, Heisenberg wants 

to maLe it clear that our understanding ody develops in relation to a community: "man can 
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develop his mental and spirituai powers only in relation to a human society;" the 

u d e m m h g  of any individuai depends upon "his being lodged in a coimniaity of speaking 

and thinkjng ûeings."= As we have seen, dialogue does not make for better understanding; 

it makes for UN valuabk undentanding. Furthanon, Heisenberg is utterly convhced that 

as a community engages in dialogue, it becornes soxnething more than a collection of 

WduJs. Whüe individuais seek undentaahg, which is  aiways an understanding of order 

derïving f b m  specinc questions, when individuais corne together in camrnunity this drive to 

mdentand almost naturally evolves into a much b r o d a  scope. Commwiities tend to seek 

the wider comections, for the interconnecteci unity of the whole, and are only successfiil as 

a community. That is, they incline to an understanding of our relation to the central order. 

Heisenberg calls this the spmaial pattern of a community, "the relation of a meaningfùl 

oanection to the *le, beyond what an k immediately seen and eqwrienced."* He also 

refers to it as the religion of a community, though by the concept of "religion" Heisenberg is 

trying to convey something mudi broader tban what is g e n d y  meant: "It is intmded to 

cover the spiritual content of many cultures and different periodq even in the places where 

the very idea of Goâ is absent."" It is only where the transcendent is oampletely excluded 

does he doubt the t a m  reiigion is mem@My applisd. Heisenbag refers to the development 

of this pttem as the " ' e n t a i  human 

This cornunmai inclination to discover a miniagful connection of the whole, a whole 

that aiways inchda orirsavcs, bas "almost dways played the deciding rok" in di o u  humsn 

efforts. It brings into being meaaingfui orders of existence7 and in doing so, makes real 

human life possible: "It is only within this spiritual pattern, the ethos prevaiîing in the 
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comflLll]itY, tbat nian aquires the points of view whereby he can also shape h s  own conduft 

wherever it involves more than a mere reaction to external situations; it is here that the 

question of vahies k nrsi decidecl. Not only eiliics, however, but the whole ailturai Mie of the 

wmmunity is governeci by this spiritual pattern."" He gaes on to assure us that it is only 

within the sphere of the spiritual pattern that "the close comection first becorne visible 

between the goad, the beauMd and the truc." This is the case because tbat pattern makes the 

wider connections, and it is only through these wider co~ections that one can discover the 

cairn. Thus, fbr scieme to kamie a r d  source for a much larger order, which Heisenôerg 

believes it has the potential to do, it must regain that fùndarnental human attitude. It mua 

move beyond its natrow borders and engage in the larger intaplay of the world. Naturaliy, 

a scientized world must do the same. 

Yet this bdamental humui attitude, this overarching cancan for the unity of the 

whole, is nothing less than that 'cmtahty in the strivings of the h m '  that we are in danger 

of losing. At this point it is abso1uteIy aiticai h t  we come to recopiiue the unity of our 

existence. It was just by a conscious rqection of unity that we have beni brought to this 

junaue. AsAssays,~atetpintpoiniainthewhole, whetherornotweadmitthe 

whole. We musi %end al1 our efforts to reuniting ourselves ...in a wmmon human 

outlook-"" Naturally he does not mean by this cornmon human outlwk an identicai vision 

of the world. Nothing would k so unfMdùl as tlM Heisenberg asserts with Nids Bohr that 

T h e  oppositc of a comrt statement is a îkk s#ement, but the opposite of a profound truth 

may weli be another profound mith."210 That various traditions formulate and express our 

relatedness to the centrai order in different ways always demonstrates for Heisenberg the 
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srpaase and depth of the central order and our connedon to it: despite the ni* that they are 

distinctive understandings, each spirinial pattern is needed to "convey the rich possibilities 

flowiag h man's relationship with the camd order."21' indeed, the richness within any one 

spiritual pattern demonstrates the ttemendous possi'b'ilities tbat are 8SSOCiBted with any 

particular eomection. Rather, he meam wmhg togetha in tams of human soüdiuity, 

u m h m c h g  tliit "we are jointly mpongile for the ordaing of Ise upon this our earth."2'2 

Thk meam tbat renewing the comection between the human and the natuirl sciences is not 

an intdecbal gim+ but a d bmilm ob@atb, botb to ourselves and to the whole. We are 

not fully ourselves without that reai imerpiay with the larger human community, and the 

community is not what it shdd  be ifit is so fngmeated, if the individuais within it exist in 

a real isalatio~ as they do tlwugh ttw mhllilrtions of a sciez&id and technologized society. 

Such a society is not a wmmunity m the tnie sense. 

Heisenberg feels thet this is where science cat~ play an especialiy imporiant role, 

though not a drrunrtic one, given that of dl the insights natural science has achieved in th* 

camicy, the sense of imity is pahPpe the most evident. For example, in tenns of physics, "the 

lucid region we spoke of earlie~which Goethe w;is able to discem throughout al1 nature, has 

also becorne visible in modern science, at the point where it yields intimations of the mighty 

laiity m du odehg of the ~ o r l d . " ~  Indeed, ttiroiighait s c b e  this unity is becoming plain: 

physics, cheniistry, biology are al1 discovering relations with each other. And not least of all  

is that re-discovery of the fimdmiental reîationship ôetwexm ~ ~ ~ ~ e l v e s  and nature. Yet 

Heisenberg would be the bit to point out that larga m d g  of this unity m o t  be 

discovened h m  within the restrictions of a rationalistic, pragmatic and objeaivized science. 
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If these insights are to be difiùsed into the larger sphere of our existence, they must be 

CO- ad oaly science an make them wmpelling; as he writes, the insights of science 

would be insuniaent "if science were not also to arouse a feeling for those b e r  

interconnections in which the order of our world is expre~ed."*~~ Of course7 it can only 

arouse this feeüag for the larger interconnections when it has îkst integrated them into its 

field. As ever, it coms d o m  to dialogue, though this is only to be expected. As we saw, 

Heisaibag is sure that dialogue is an integral part of the scientific experieme, as it is of any 

area of undentad@, whether the dialogue is one with the world amund or with figures, 

concepts and ideas of tradition. Thdore, science7 and the world around it, must make a 

commitment to dialogue, in which the tnie pomiilities of understanding are unfoldeâ. 

However, science m o t  integrate the wider fhmework into its sphere if it remains 

withh the bonds of strict rationality7 pngmatism and an idesJizeA objectivity. Here, 

Heisaibag urges science, and the worid grown out of science, to becorne more scientific7 to 

accept what the fâcts wmpel - although for Heisenberg, the facts compel a great deal. 

Physics has lead us to the inherent difticuities of that Cartesian partition in our efforts to 

uodasisnd, and br H e k h q ,  it is rritical to reaiize just how iaisleading are the separations 

between subject and object, b e r  and outer world, body and soul. It is only with this 

reaüzation that science as a whole can begh its transformation fkom an acpbtory and 

technical dort  to tbat concemed with understanding. W~th the d c a t i o n  of these false 

boundaries, air edre  m h t a d h g  CM cume into play. niough we have seen Heisenberg's 

conviction that understanding is what we do nrst, and then anaiyze, in fict understanding is 

made much more difncult by a conscious rejection of Our abilities, by the idealization of 
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objectivity and rationaîity oust as understanding is mide more difticult by the conscious 

rejection of tradition). H e h k g  nniinds us of Antoine de Sahî-Exupery's linle prince, who 

had to learn from the fox that it is ooly with the heart th t  one can see nghtly; what is 

esenhl is Hniisible to the eye."' Heisenberg encourages this possibi of "seeing with the 

heart:" "Evea today we can still learn &om Goethe that we should not let everything atrophy 

in fkvor of the one oqan of rational -sis; that it is a matter, rather, of seiPag on reality 

with al1 the organs that are given to us, and trusthg that this reaaty will then also refiect the 

essence of things, the Ione, the g d  anci the m ~ . ' " ~ ' ~  Speaking hem of the basic fonns of 

matter, he is adamant: That these basic structures are intimately connecteci with the order 

of the macrocoam as a whole is sureiy slmost beyond dispute. But it remains up to us 

whetha we wish merdy to seEe upai the one narrow, rationally apprehensibe segment from 

this immense system of codon." '  WhO Heisenberg is aJhng for hem is a r d  openness 

to the possibilities of understanding, the experience tbat t d y  enlightens. 

Natudy, the iategrasion of the larger whole h o  science has ethical implications for 

technology. la terms of the relation between science and technoIogy, and at the very least, 

this means that "we should ... no longer do everytbing that we are tedrmcally able to do.""' 

Certainiy Heisenberg is not denying opportunities of knowledge to science, and insists that 

"thae must be hdsnientat and appîied research in many differrat areas, because ail new 

knowledge can do good ifit is pro- ernpl~yed."~~ Nevertheles, he continues, restraining 

technology is an urgait task. This restraint un begin with science insofar as it retums to its 

true mots of und- end fhe itsaffbm the ovmrchmg idbence of possible technical 

application, which dmns us to do mrytlimg that we are able. He is not interested in cutting 
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science off &om the possibility of providing material benefit to the world; yet no stretch of 

the imagination wuld see benefit in the profound destruction of an atom bomb. Nor is 

Heisenberg suggesting that the scientisi, with respect to technologid application, shouid 

retreat into a distant ivory tower. Freedom cames thmugh the acknowledgement of laws, 

moral as well as natural. For Heisenberg, these laws must corne together in science; the 

iilitural scientist must very serioudy consider the aspects of technical application, including 

al1 the possiities for minise; the social scieritist must consider real human naxssities. We 

might even say that Heisenôerg is thinking of the incorporation of the wider connections as 

a real aspect of scieatific method: "the individual tackling a scient& or technical task 

however important, must nevertheles try to think of the broader issues. And, indeed, if he 

did not, why did he exert himself in the first place? Moreover, he will more easily d v e  et 

the right decision if he bears in mind the wider connections. "a Heisenberg is suggesting a 

real relation between sciaitinc bwledge and mord, that working within the scope of values 

h fkt ha9 an intimate comection to understanding in science, where undentandmg is more 

closely aiigned with tmth than with comectness. 

In regard to the a is is  of out tirne, diat 'uncertainty in the strivings of the heart' that 

derives from the fragmentation of the larger context, Heisenberg is sure that we have a real 

obligation "to overcome the isolation which ttinstens the individuai in a world dominated by 

technical expediency." Direct action is the key here: "It will be a matter ofreanimating in 

daily life the vahies grounded m the spiritual pattern of the comrnunity, of endowing them 

with such brilliance that the life of the individual is again automatically directed toward 

them."u' By values he does not mean noms of ethical behaviour, but a real sense of that 
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relation of a memt@Ùl connection to the whole, with ai l  that this sease implies. Heisenberg 

thinks that natural science a n  be the source of such üght. Yet he is positive that uniess it 

takes very seriously the insights to which it has come, ualess it is changed by those insigbts, 

it cannot k an emichg source. At this point, one cannot klp r d  Gadarner's cornplaints 

that he was king accused of urging science to proceed subjectively when he merely 

mniioned productive prejudices. Ofcourse, Heisenberg goes hu beyond the mere mention 

of productive prejudices, and he urges a great deal upon naturai science and al1 endeavours 

which strive to be scientific: seeing with the heart, n-kindiing the fûndamcntal human 

attitude, derstanding that integrates wider insights. Yet Heisenberg would absolutely deny 

that he was encouraging a "subjective" science, or rather, encouragllig a science that is not 

guided by the appmpriate orders, aud which hm proven so fhitful. Indeed, he is not asking 

that science abandon anything that is tmly its own, but to rdect more carefùily upon what 

zs tnily its own. He is clear on this: "It is a question, here, not of obliterating the clear 

outlins of &er scientiiïc thmkhg but ofa more subtle approach to the possibiities initidy 

conded in that thought."= He is not at aii asking that we becorne l e s  scientific, but that 

we enlarge our vision and enrich our worid. For Heisenberg, the issue for science, and 

naturally for the scieatized world, is getting beyond the subjective and objective, beyond 

pragmaticism, to real understanding. It is in this "beyond," which is nothing more than the 

world to which we really belong, that we can bring the totality of ourselves to our interplay 

with the worid aroyad us, where that totality is not only the fuliness of our individual 

cognitive abilities, but a h  the wider interrelattions that come fiom a real comection to the 

whole. 
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CONCLUSION 

The present work begsn with the assumption of the persistace of the view that the 

natural sciences and the humaflties c01m themselves with two different worlds. The broad 

aim ofoftbis work was to add to the emerging discussion wûich seeks to bridge the perceived 

distance between these worlds by iiiiiiaiqg a dialogue ôetween Gadamer and Heisenberg. As 

it seeks to work in the spirit of diaiogue, thea, this work is concemed with mon than a mere 

correspondence of their thought, thougû this ingdient is artainly important to the diaiogue. 

The omambg spirit dthe work is cipurrd in m s  conviction that the understanding 

achieved târough dialogue is üke a new iight king tumeâ on, expandhg the range of what 

we can take into consideration. H o m  this work has provided such light, though of 

admittedly rnodest proportions. In drawiag together the worlds of natural science and 

philosophy as thy an represented by Gadamer and Heisenberg, an entirely new one unfolds 

kfon us. In this particuiar world, it is not the philosopher with his strictiy ''phiiosophicai'' 

concems or the scieatist with ody " s c i d c n  issues who stands at the center, but hurnan 

being and hunui conarns in the hmework of an allcncornpassing reahty. 

Of course, the modesty of the claim here derives tiom the fàct that in th& indimdual 

works, each thiaker does strive to move beyond such restricted h e s  of in-, though 

nmininyOedamrisnotasinchisiveasHekhg. Thephysiciststandsnnnlyinthatcenter, 

ranghg saoss disciplines in the confidence that the variety of air interests are drawn together 

through our basic hucn8nity, which provides the nrl comection between ail endeavours of 

human understanding. This mirmm Gadarner's own perception of the situation; underiying 

é dinaanliion of intaest and questions of method within the human sciences is the human 
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as widerstander. But where Heisenberg conceives of a tnie universaiity of the experience of 

uoderstciasuig, cg-, one tbat is t& same in art as in naairal science, the c h  to universality 

coming out of Gadamer's philosophical bermeneutics essentiaiiy stop short at the natural 

sciences. For Gadamer, reai human understanding is alien to the WC nature of that science 

and those human sciences which have modelled thnasdves upoa it. From first to last 

Gadamer shows a fundamental disinterest in naturai science inthtely connecteci to his 

supposition tbat the worid of oatural science, including its methods and goals, is inherently 

M g n  to the world of tmiy human concerm, wherein his own interest lies. His conviction 

of its fonjgnness is above aU observed in bis conviction that a valuable assessrnent of what 

it means to be human in the world c m  only mede when the assumptions and methods of 

naturai science are set aside. 

ONm this Comiiction, it is highly signifiant that Gadamer and Heisenberg are led to 

conesponding conclusions, despite the th& respective r+evaluations of our human nature 

ad the nature of the world around us begm fiom what Gadamer would sa as incompatible 

positions, one fkom outside the Wework of naturai science and the other fiom within it. 

In b d  temu, thae COHChlSions hoid that u&mtad& is the primary characteristic of what 

it mesrr~ to k lnwM in the world, htelligibiiity is the primary characteristic of the world, and 

evnyihng within this wodd can reflect midr That Heisenberg can begia nom within science 

and yet arrive a a perspective so close to Gadamer's own points to a much greater 

compatib'ity betweea the sciences and humanities thao Gadamer himself can conceive. 

Funhamm, tbat both men offa vay compeüing visions fiom such seemingly distant points 

of departure suggests r d  substance to those visions. 
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Maaifestly obvious at this point is that the naturai science to which Gadamer generaüy 

shows disinterest or hostility bears liak resemblance to tht science as it is understood by 

Hekehqg. ui Gadamds mimi, nahuil science always remains nothhg more thaa the quest 

for "certain" knowledge of a thiag, as it is achievd tbrough the id& of objdvity and 

raîiomhy, for the reai pirpoae of doniiaatiqg it. As we obsaved, Heisenberg is sure that tbis 

is not the true nature of science. For him, the real foundations of modern natural science are 

grounded in the derstanding of trutb, in temis of understanding the divine order in nature. 

Yet Heisenberg rrcognizes that as science beearne dogmatidy m*hod010gicai, and thus 

d&nced itseiftiom the iarger coatext of human meanbg, inchiding the reairns of art, religion 

and pbilosophy, that original goPl was lost. in tbis way, the study of nature became an end 

in itself. creating a vaauun of rneaaing that was soon nUed by the principle of utiüty. No 

longer was the dmiing force behind that study of nature the understanding and deepening of 

air relationstiip with die divine, but ratha the mastay of the prhcipks of nature in order to 

make use of them. Tlnis, in respect to its late modem forrn, Heisenberg dues not disagree 

with Gadamer's characterization of n a t d  science. 

Nor does he disrgrrc with Gadamer's criticism of that science. Indeed, the ekments 

of that science to which Gadarner most strongly objects are the same elements to which 

Heisenberg objects. Heisenberg fmds very problematic in amiril science the ide& of strict 

rationality and u~~compfomising objectivity, as well as the hdarnental unwiîiingmss to seek 

the broaâer connections. Furthermore, Heisenberg &ares Gadamefs disirese at widened 

sphere of inaueace of tbis science, and the consequence thereofz which Gadamer refas to as 

the dienation h m  being, ad HBsaibag as the los of connection to the central order. They 
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both mean the deterioration of our reiation to the nillness of ~ u t h  through the alienation from 

ourselves and out world. For both, the science in which the world has i m m d  itself cuts 

at the roots of air belonghgws to the world of meaning, which we access through genuiw 

interaction with the human worid around us. 

Both men are convinceâ that the scientized worid is one which alienates us fiom the 

ground of mraiag. They und& the nict thrt the adoption of the specialized concepts of 

science into the iarga humas sphere and the g e n d  ideaüzation of the perceivecl elements 

of scientific mthod has created a worM of iafinitely reduceâ dimensions. In tams of the 

mastery of priaciples, they each point out tbat, siace scientific howledge is Mted to that 

which is accessi'ble by its method, the prinaples it does master are of the Ieast meaningfùi 

kind. Gadamer is especially concemeci by this translation of the human world into 

scientindy productive tams. For him, as o u  problems and concems become technical 

ones, duy necewu@ diqpear as bumm cancans. Because it distanas itseif from the fullet 

dimensions of hnnin liîe and the mesaiagful orientations which derive from a genuine relation 

totboae~o115,science~capamwitliinitsscopethemilyhumancon~. Hence 

we are fMccd to exist in a worid of sciemiec corismiction Heisenberg sees the contemporary 

world ordatd in tams of a baq notion of pmgns~ where scientific and tedaiological abiüity 

are expected to tremendousiy improve ail aspects of our h. Yet in iine with Gadamer's 

thhkhg, Heisenberg is sure that this utility-oriented science has W e  relation to r d  human 

needs d anmm, since it hm îost t h  with tbe world of human meanhg; for Heisenberg, 

this orientation to utility is itseIf a result and symptom of that loss. Moreover, both are 

convinced of an intrinsic inner movement to this scientized world that worics to Wher lead 
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us from the ground of meaning. That is, more and mon is being built upon the foundations 

and ihsions of this partinilar science, making it ever more diflicuit to access that gromd. 

Gadamr calls us prisoners of a world we think w e  control, which Heisenberg echws in his 

description of ausdves as crgs in the gigantic, ra t iody programmed machinery of modem 

Society. 

Heisaikrg and Gadamer are conwwd t h t  the basis for heedom nom this captivity 

is in a re-orientatioa to that world of meaning wbich is the world of authentic human 

UQderStaLlding. Wbile understanding is the prunaiy characteristic of human behg, a key 

&on for both men is that we ody uadasiend in and through the world. As HeiSenbefg 

w d d  put it, an are ody tnily ourselves when we exist and understand within a much iarger 

hmework. ladeal, almost every aspect of th& respective pldosophies seeks to relocate us 

within tûis coiirad: the rebabilitation of prejudice, the &fimation of tradition, the concept of 

logos, the mcedy of dialogue for ûue understanding, and a vision of tmth as that which we 

bring h o  the world ud integrate into Our liws. in general terms, we can state that as the 

pervasive scientific attitude tends to remove us from the wodd and from possibüities of 

undastendiog their pbüosophies are QrrctS amamsd with au re-integration into the world 

and thus into the possibiities for understanding. And as we saw, not only do both 

philosophies provide a r d  challenge to that scientific attitude, they challenge it with similar 

insighîs. Ofcourse, the i n t e  point is tbst those insights are drawn f3om two "different" 

worlds, at least as Gadamer wodd see the situation. 

As pre-understandings, prejudias are not foreign elanents which need to be 

eliminated fiom Our efforts to understand. When Gadamer States that the world does not 
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belong to us, but that we belong to it, he means tbat we corne into a world already understood 

and meriaqgâil in a particular way, snd that this understanding is already a part of our being. 

In this sense, prejudice is our orientation to meaning, and provides us with possibiiïties for 

nirt&r d deeped udemwbg. Heisenberg also insists that prejudiia should be viewed 

less as an obstacle to understanding than that which enables understanding. Natural science 

is no exception here; as we observed, it was precisely through bis scientSc work that 

HBseokrg came to the realization that strict induction was largely an ilhision, and that pre- 

m h t d h g s  were a critical - and uiiiivoidable - dement of any new natural discovery. The 

way in which humuis have previousiy understood the world is by no means irrelevant for us; 

it shapes and guides our own understanding. In their tliinling, prejudice and tradition are 

traasformed from that which mua be overcome into the larga and ongoing link with the 

human community and thus the reservoir of meuiing. 

It is in the notion of language and order as the medium of understanding that Gadamer 

and Heisenberg ground the inhrent meeaingfidness of the worid and ftlly emblish our 

participation in that meaningîulness. Of course, though Gadamer uses the tenn much more 

often, t h y  are both relying here on the concept of logos, which has aiways been associated 

with order as wd as language. This, though they fornulate the nature of intelligible reality 

differently, those differences are acn>.ny miaimal in terms of the source, and especially in 

tams of the b e r  paspe*ive. That is, when Gadamer sutes that we understand language, 

he d a s  not mean merely spokai or written langruee, but whrUever lPaeurge th& have - 
and fw Ilm al1 th@ have a language. Shüady, though in Heisenberg's Mew it is order that 

we understan4 it is not only mathematical md scientinc order, but ale0 orders of value - dl 
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thhgs participate in the centrai order. What is important to both is the intelligibility of the 

worid. AU things participate in the unity of the logos, and al1 things reflect that uni@ - thus 

there is in p ~ c i p k  nothhg t h  is not accessible to our understanding, and nothhg which 

lacksmraiag. 

. .  . 
In addition, the diBeraces in formulation are M e r  muiuniÿed by th& agreement 

that tbis intelligiiiiity emerges through the ewperience of 1I)ICdersttmdng. The expenence is 

of piimary importance for both. It is an event, a happening that makes history, insofar as 

uadaJMdisB is dways someiliiag tbat must k incorporatecl into the given horizon, and thus 

that which changes the horizon. This is an especially chailenging concept for a sciemtized 

woild T h  is mt a statement or formula that we un take out or put away at will. Recall 

that Hciscnkrg was ciuenil to make the distinction between the concepts of correctness and 

truth. The understandhg of tmth is an experience of living value. It d e s  an immediate 

cLim upon us, campehg us to integrate it into our lives. For both m e r  and Heisenberg, 

the point is never to hw more truth, but to liw more truth. 

Morams, the discovny of truth never occurs in isolation ftom the world. It occurs 

through a ganiiae interest in the worid, through concm for r d  questions and issues. For 

both am, ' b ~ ~ e d "  knowledge is of the least valuable khd. It is only authentic interest 

wbich enables one to approach the world as a Thou, and thus engage in true dialogue. It is 

particularj. in the notion of didogue that both thinkas emphasize not only our participation 

in tmtb on the largest possiMe but dm on the d e  of dsüy existence. Guiamer States 

that converdon is the tme nature of language, the logos, and that successîui didogue is 

emergence of truth into the world. Yet he also calls dialogue a Life process in which a 
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community of üfe is iived out, meanhg simply that our humen situation is t d y  one in the 

world and in the community. These levels rd- those in Heisenberg's own thinking. He 

insisis that the possibioiy and achiality of orda can ody unfold through a r d  interplay with 

order in the world, d dsa that we in ha are in constant interplay with the world around us. 

Of course, not jwi tq intaplay or conversation l d s  to the unfolâing of tmth in the world. 

Indeed, witbout that orientation to the center of order, or to the whole of being, such 

interplay becornes more dangerous thaa pointless. 

Again, what is particulruty W i g  hete is that t is through naturai science tb t  

Heisaikrg coms to tboae kigbts wbich correspond to Gadamer's, though for Heisenberg 

this science is intimately connecteci to the human world. Heisenberg offèrs a tremendously 

compeliing vision of naturai science as a ground of r d  human understandiag, and hence as 

a source of the c o m î n g - h ~  ad htegntion of tnith into the wodcl, even as art, religion 

and pbüosophy act as such sources. It is, 1 think, a vision to which even Gadamer would be 

drawn W y  it is relevant to the claims to uaiversaiity of Gadamer's hermeneutics, and 

thus to a r d  enrichment of his philosophy. Aside from Gadamer's view of natural science, 

his own vision of wôat it is to be hunsn in the world is quite compelling. The lack of r d  

dialogue with the naturai sciences is the single -est fiaw thae, though it is one that cannot 

be ovwboked. H e h h q  nghtly notes t u  at the presat the, naîurai science is essentiel 

to any discussions which concern themselves with human questions and probletm. First, it 

does ofEr vahiable insights. Second, the concepts aad ideas of science and technology have 

become integrai parts of our existence in the world. As Heisenberg would point out, we 

canaot achieve g&e understanding in isolation fiwn the reality around us. In this sense, 
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Gidamds understanding lack something important. By sating aside naturai science in his 

asesment of the humM condition, and by ultirnately suôorâinathg that science to more 

hemwwuticaüy enlightened disciplinesy Gadamer does not speak to bis wodd as effdvely 

as he might, or as h hopes ta, tspeclllly in view of the current crisis. 

Yet the barria to a dialogue with neturel science is found more in Gadarner's attitude 

and emphasis than in his hemeneutics proper. Gadamer's concem is for a theory of 

understanding applicable to dl areas of human inquhy, and he succeeds in ucovering the 

anmm ontological mots raitiag those m. Caisinly there is nothing in that theory which 

iiihaeatly excludes the study of nature, and a consistent appmach there would have to include 

nminl science as an integrai part of the iarger henneneuticai discussion. However, the point 

of dialogue is precisely to learn from one another, ta becorne enlightened about a thing in a 

novel mamer. In tbis, there is no doubt that Heisenberg's ideas can shed r d  light ont0 the 

possibiiities within Gadamer's ideas. This U quite signihcant, given Gadamer's vay 

legitimiae importance and influence in the contempotary hermeneutical dialogue. 

The extension of our range of vision certarmy includes the enrichment of Gadamer's 

phiiosophy, and dm of Heisaikrg's: thae  is no doubt tbat Gadamer's depth of thought and 

insight laids itself to an enhanceci understanding of Heisenberg's thinking. The ciifference, 

I think, is thet Heisenberg would amer have to be coaxed hto a nal dialogue between the 

scient& and human worlds. For him, it is always human beings who study nature, humans 

who are very much a part of the world around him. It would k weU for Gaduna to be 

reminded of tbis basic truth, i-e., scientists share the same nature of understandimg as 

philosophag a nature OadPma so cadÙUy outünes for us; morcowr, scisciaitists a i s t  within 
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the same the possibiüities of truth in which artists exist, given the universal ground of being. 

But whk the idas  of ach thinker can rdect fi&fUy on the other'q it is in a real interplay 

between them that a Mer M o n  unfolds for us. As those ideas come together in critical 

points, tbey do help to bridge the distance between the two worlds of the naturd science and 

the lanamities, at the very lem m an intellechial sense. Yet we cannot forget that both their 

ideas derive &om tbt genuinc concem for human ôeing. That is, they have both sought to 

offa mi undasiandi4B, and r d  undastaadiag aiways bas a c lah  upon us. Thus, in a more 

s p S c  sense, the oompelüog vision of our hunaa nature and its immediate dation to the 

world of tmth - a vision which not only emerges fiom the interplay between th& ideas, but 

which rlso owes its true universaiity and dded depth to that interplay - is one that daaands 

an authentic integration h o  the world moud us. 
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